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WWhen it comes to food and beverage products, gluten-free is 
big business, and demand is growing. The global gluten-free 
products market is expected to reach $33.05 billion by 2025, ac-
cording to a report by Grand View Research Inc. The expected 
growth is on account of rising incidences of celiac disease and 
diabetes, as well as obesity across the developed economies, 
according to the report. Clearly, going gluten-free is more than 
a passing trend. For food and beverage manufacturers, the glu-
ten-free market offers a golden opportunity to grow business by 
meeting the needs of consumers with special diets.

One way manufacturers can receive 
guidance and validate their glu-
ten-free products is by pursuing glu-
ten-free certification. For consumers 
with gluten sensitivity, being well-in-
formed about their food products is 
imperative because even a tiny par-
ticle of gluten can cause serious ill-
ness. Today’s consumers are well-ed-
ucated about nutrition and look for 
reassurance that gluten-free food is 
packaged safely. 

gluten-free certification: by chris rich

More Than a Trend
Formula for success: The many benefits of gluten-free certification.
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 For Molly Hamilton, owner and 
founder of Molly’s Bakeovers, and Me-
lissa Hughes, quality assurance spe-
cialist for Alter Eco Foods, obtaining 
gluten-free certification has been a 
competitive advantage. For Hamilton, 
one of the most valuable benefits of 
gluten-free certification is the guidance 
Molly’s Bakeovers receives on training, 
testing and avoiding cross-contamina-
tion, and it’s not just for her company. 
When Molly’s Bakeovers changed 
its third-party co-packers, Hamilton 
looked for co-packers that had com-
pleted independent, third-party audits 
to verify that they met standards for 
packaging gluten-free products. 
 Especially as a small business com-
peting for coveted retail shelf space 
across the country, consumers and 
retailers want transparency more 
than ever. Most retailers prefer man-
ufacturers to verify that their food 
products are certified gluten-free 
through a third-party. 

Gluten-Free Certification
The insistence on gluten-free certifi-
cation has resonated with consumers. 

Shoppers often ask Hamilton during in-
store demos about whether the compa-
ny’s products are certified. Achieving 
certification is a reflection on a brand 
that it makes the investment to back up 
its gluten-free claims. “It’s checks and 
balances. It’s food; it’s people’s lives. 
You want to do it,” Hamilton says.
 Alter Eco Foods strives to use 
dedicated gluten-free facilities or 
lines for the manufacturing of its or-
ganic chocolate products, Hughes 
said. Alter Eco Foods is a fair trade 
company that focuses on full circle 
sustainability, and works closely with 
many farms, co-manufacturers and 
co-packers around the world to bring 
their products to market. Third-party 
certification audits of the facilities on 
an annual basis, providing detailed 
reports that help Alter Eco Foods en-
sure high quality standards. Addition-
ally, robust gluten-free certification 
programs require the use of validated 
testing methods, which is important 
because not all gluten testing meth-
ods are validated, Hughes said.
 Not all certification programs are 
created equal, as well. When pursu-

ing gluten-free certification, look for 
the following:
 1.   The most robust certification or-

ganizations certify each product 
individually, not just a blanket 
certification for a manufacturer.

 2.   Certification should include an 
audit conducted by an indepen-
dent third party. Be wary of cer-
tifications that allow manufactur-
ers to self-certify.

 3.   Make sure certification requires 
manufacturers to engage in rig-
orous proficiency testing.

 4.   The certifying organization 
should provide ongoing moni-
toring through annual audits and 
quarterly testing.

 5.   Manufacturers that source food 
from different countries should 
seek certifications with interna-
tional recognition.

 In the competitive retail market, 
manufacturers must find ways to make 
their products stand out on crowded 
store shelves. Companies like Molly’s 
Bakeovers and Alter Eco Foods are 
discovering that gluten-free certifi-
cation is a winning ingredient in their 
formula for success.  

gluten-free certification

Chris Rich is vice president of development 
for the nonprofit Gluten Intolerance Group 
(GIG), the industry leader in the certification of 
gluten-free products and food services through 
its programs, Gluten-Free Certification Organi-
zation (GFCO) and Gluten-Free Food Services 
(GFFS) Certification. Chris became a part of 
the gluten-free community when his son was 
diagnosed with celiac disease in 2013, and he is 
an advocate for gluten-free kids and teens. For 
more information, visit www.gluten.org, and 
contact Chris at Chris.Rich@gluten.org.
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PPilsen Community Market celebrated its 10th anniversary in 
2018. It was founded in Pilsen, a neighborhood in Chicago that 
has become a historical landmark since it has been a port of 
entry for a rich diversity of immigrants. At the dawning of the 
20th Century, Pilsen was inhabited by Czechs, Poles, Germans, 
Albanians, among other immigrants from Eastern Europe, yet 
due to a transformation of immigration patterns to the United 
States, it turned into one of the most representative Mexican 
neighborhoods of the Midwest since the 1960s.

Assuming an identity marked by col-
or and murals that transformed the 
landscape, Mexicans started settling 
in as Europeans moved out to the 
suburbs. It is said that Pilsen was con-
structed by the Czechs and painted 
by the Mexicans. Not long ago, Pilsen 
was deemed one of “The 12 Coolest 
Neighborhoods Around the World” 
by Forbes magazine. The source of 
its coolness emerges from a cultural 
Renaissance that is being experi-
enced on its streets, theatres, galler-
ies, restaurants, trendy bars and at its 
National Museum of Mexican Art.  All 
of it is an expression of an innovative 
immigrant culture. 

Pilsen Community Market
The Pilsen Community Market rep-
resents a microcosm of the neigh-
borhood as a whole. At the same 
time, it is one of the only two farmers 
markets in Chicago that operates as a 
non-for-profit organization. Here, art 
creators, virtuous cooks, hardwork-
ing farmers, agricultural laborers and 
beekeepers sell the product of their 
work. Nonetheless, El Mercadito has 
gone further than being a place to 
buy organic products, food and art 
crafts. It fosters a much broader so-
cial impact by 1) easing the access 
to healthy and sustainable food; 2) 
promoting culinary arts and culture; 
and 3) conducting nutrition, health 
and art workshops. 
 Out of the 25 or so weekly partic-
ipants, 21 are women. The majority 
are Latinas proposing an alternative 
economic model to their household 
economy. Two wonderful examples 

pilsen community market: by franky piña

Deep Roots
Pilsen Community Market: A celebration of diversity where community thrives.
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of success are embodied by Marce-
lina Hernández, chef and owner of 
Ivolina’s Tamales, and by María Par-
ra, agricultural worker and owner of 
Parra Produce. 
 Besides her perseverant spirit 
and unique seasoning and recipes, 
Hernández offers vegan options 
cooked with organic products, which 
is her signature. On her behalf, Par-
ra is one of those strong and deter-
mined women who loves working 
with the soil and under the sun. She 
worked in the fields most of her life, 
but later involved herself into trading 
her products. 
 At different points in time, both 

Hernández and Parra approached 
El Mercadito and from a couple of 
sales carts, their businesses became 
achieving enterprises. Hernández 
became the most widely recognized 
Tamal Lady in town, appearing in 
prestigious publications. Today, in 
addition to being a member of the 
Pilsen Community Market, she has her 
own restaurant. Parra decided to ac-
quire her own produce business and 
launched a line of organic products.
 One could say that El Mercadito 
equals the sum of its parts: a business 
incubator, a space for artistic expres-
sion, and a promotor of health, food 
sustainability and education. How-

ever, the Pilsen Community Market 
is much more than that. It is a place 
that opens its doors for community to 
come together and celebrate diversity 
in all senses of the word. 
 Visit  https://pilsencommunitymar-
ket.weebly.com/ for Pilsen Communi-
ty Market events and times.  

pilsen community market

Franky Piña is a cultural advocate, transgen-
der activist and writer. She co-founded literary 
magazines in Chicago, such as Fe de erratas, 
contratiempo and El BeiSMan. As an organizer, 
Piña has promoted Pilsen Fest, an annual cele-
bration of arts and culture. Lately she has been 
involved with promoting experimental writing 
spaces and means to exhibit and support the 
work of women in the arts, culture and politics.
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tasty treats: by stef schwalb

Sip in the Knowledge
Four cocktail books for your home bar and bookshelf.

HHappy 2019! Ready to start the New Year off right? If you’re 
opting for a dry January or looking to delve deeper into what 
you drink, now is the ideal time to get a hold of some killer 
cocktail books and learn more about what pleases your palate. 

A few are new, a few are old, but 
either way they are all enticing. So 
ready, set, let’s get reading…

For Movie Buffs Craving 
Cehind-the-Scenes Content
Since it’s awards season for cinema, 
our first book – Turner Classic Mov-
ies: Movie Night Menus by André 
Darlington and Tenaya Darlington 
(Running Press) – is the perfect view-
ing companion. It shines the spotlight 
on 30 popular films ranging from 
the 1930s to the 1980s paired with 
signature drinks and dishes that are 
featured in, or are inspired by, each 
movie’s location and its stars. The 
book also includes entertaining tips, 
plus additional details on each film, 
dish and cocktail. This literary trip 
to some of Hollywood’s most mem-
orable and beloved classics comes 
complete with enticing food photos 
and cool film stills, making it a great 
foundation for planning a dinner par-
ty, date night, and more. 

For Fans of NYC History, 
Graphic Novels and One 
of the World’s Best Bars
Mention The Dead Rabbit and cocktail 
enthusiasts around the globe get gid-
dy. As a two-time “World’s Best Bar” 
winner renowned for its cocktails and 
bar menus, you would assume the 
masters behind its creations would 
keep the secrets to their success un-
der wraps. Well, you’ll be happy to 
know – you’re (ahem) dead wrong. 
 With the release of their new 
graphic novel-style book, The Dead 
Rabbit: Mixology & Mayhem by 
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Sean Muldoon, Jack McGarry, and 
Jillian Vose (Houghton Mifflin Har-
court), the authors detail the story of 
John Morrissey, the historical lead-
er of NYC’s late 19th-century Dead 
Rabbits gang (as told via the hybrid 
man-rabbit anti-hero who channels 
him into the setting of the 1970s), as 
well as exclusive behind-the-bar in-
sights into the world’s best cocktail 
menu. The tumultuous tale features 
graphic depictions, figurative and lit-
eral, and includes 70 top pros from 
the bar and cocktail world as players 
in the journey. It also delves into the 
authors’ meticulous menu process 
covering 100 recipes in detail from 
the current series. The killer illustra-
tions, combined with top-notch pho-
tography, and a story based on the 
bar’s unique style make for an exhil-
arating and singular read.

For Escaping the Cold or 
Just Indulging in Enjoyment
What reminds you of warmer sea-
sons more than day drinking (respon-
sibly) on a patio, near the beach or in 
your backyard? With colder temps 
taking over a good part of the coun-
try, Day Drinking: 50 Cocktails for a 
Mellow Buzz by Kat Odell (Work-
man) brings some much-need relief 
and distraction through delectable 
daytime drinks in the form low-alco-
hol cocktails. 
 Light on booze but big on fun, the 
book provides options to imbibe for 
hot days and cold made up of a range 
of ingredients including beer, wine, 
cider, sake, and a range of spirits and 
liqueurs. Both classics drinks and re-

imagined ver-
sions are in-
cluded along 
with mock-
tails and a 
bar guide on 
e q u i p m e n t , 
ingredients, 
and tools. 

For Those 
Looking 
to Inspire 
Great 
Cocktail 
Conversa-
tions
If you have 
ever stopped 
to wonder 
about where 
your favorite 
spirits come 
from, a ge-
nealogy trip 
from garden 
to glass is 
something you’ll really want to drink 
in. And The Drunken Botanist: The 
Plants that Create the World’s Great 
Drinks by Amy Stewart (Algonquin 
Books of Chapel Hill) is your manual 
for it. This New York Times bestseller 
covers the ins and outs of everything 
you can imagine from the processes 
of fermentation and distillation cov-
ering spirits from around the globe; 
a range of nature’s best cocktail in-
gredients including herbs and spices, 
flowers, trees, fruits, nuts and seeds; 
and mixers and garnishes that make 
every concoction complete. 

 More than 50 recipes and horticul-
tural instructions are also included, 
making it the perfect addition to every 
cocktail enthusiast’s knowledge base 
and bookcase.  

tasty treats

A born and bred New Yorker, Stef Schwalb’s 
love of everything culinary knows no bounds. 
She has written about food and beverages for 
several years, covering everything from how 
to make goat cheese to pairing oysters and 
Chablis. Schwalb is the senior content manager 
at Gregory White PR where she writes about 
enticing food and wine experiences at restau-
rants, bars and lounges, wineries and wine 
regions across the globe.
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II’ve always been a beer enthusiast. Growing up in the New York 
Finger Lakes region, there was an ample supply of Canadian la-
gers to choose from, yet I had an affinity for the European beers 
that were scarce and elusive. For me, beer was not an ordinary 
alcoholic beverage, but something that should be enjoyed and 
cherished with the best of friends. From this, it comes as no sur-
prise to my friends and family that I taught myself how to brew 
and eventually turned a hobby into a profession.

I started homebrewing when my wife 
bought me a kit as a birthday present. 
The kit included all the necessary 
equipment required to brew a batch 
of beer and ingredients for five gal-

lons of homebrew. While the results 
of the liquid produced could pass 
as beer, it wasn’t very good. I then 
picked up a few homebrew books 
and decided I needed to learn the 

fundamentals, as well as the chem-
istry behind brewing. A few more 
batches and a lot of time focusing on 
the details and voilà! I was able to 
make consistently good beer that was 
comparable to commercial brands.
 While drinking a couple bottles of 
homebrew on a hot summer afternoon, 
I was challenged by a friend to create 
a German Kölsch. I researched the 
style and found a couple recipes on-
line. I then compared the similarities 
and differences while making several 
test batches. It wasn’t long before I 
found what I thought was perfection. 

brewed to profession: by mike marr

The Brew Life
Turning a brewing hobby into a profession.
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 This recipe became a year-round 
staple in our household and soon our 
neighbors couldn’t get enough. One 
of the neighbors suggested I enter the 
beer at the Great Lakes Brew Fest in 
Racine, Wis. It sounded like a great 
idea, so I signed up for the festival un-
der the homebrew section and got to 
work making 35 gallons of Marrvel-
ous Madness. Two weeks before the 
festival, I received an email stating 
the homebrew section wasn’t going 
to happen that year. I called the orga-
nizer and explained that I went out of 
my way to create a ton of beer and 
he said, “Don’t worry, if anyone asks, 
you’re a startup brewery.”
 My neighbor, his cousin and I 
showed up for the festival and found 
ourselves in a tent with prominent 
Chicago breweries. We kept to our 
startup story, served beer to thou-
sands, handed out surveys to get pro-
spective customers’ insights about 
the beer, and had a great time. Af-
ter witnessing the lines for our beer 
dominate the festival – even over the 
big boys – and reviewing the over-
whelming positive survey responses, 
the notion of a brew life became my 
next obsession.

Buffalo Creek Brewing
With 15 years of homebrewing expe-
rience, countless “research” trips and 
tireless hours poured into a business 
plan, I decided it was time to turn 
my hobby into a profession. While 
looking at prospective properties, 
we stumbled across a very peculiar 
looking building in Long Grove, Ill., a 
historic village about 35 miles north-

west of Chicago. It was the former Art 
Studio of the Long Grove Academy of 
Fine Arts with an impressive cathe-
dral ceiling and a lot of character. 
 The building was under renova-
tions in 2006, but was underfunded 
and eventually foreclosed on. It sat 
in a raw, unfinished state for 10 years 
before we purchased it and trans-
formed it into a state-of-the-art brew-
ing facility with a Bavarian-themed 
Taproom, Biergarten, Event Room, 
Patio, Brew Masters Lounge and a 
manicured wooded landscape with 
scenic lawns.
 In the year and a half since open-
ing, my dream of turning a hobby into 
a profession has come full circle. 
 Buffalo Creek Brewing has creat-
ed 12-plus signature brews, which 
are being enjoyed by many either in 

the Taproom, the regional markets 
we now distribute to, or the private 
events we host including rehearsal 
dinners, weddings and corporate hol-
iday parties. We have quickly become 
known as “Lake County’s Only Desti-
nation Brewery.” 

brewed to profession

Mike Marr was a homebrewer for 15 years and 
yearned to turn his passion into an exciting 
business. In 2012, he submitted Marrvelous, his 
German-Style Wheat Kölsch to the Great Lakes 
Beer Festival and had an amazing reception, 
which prompted him to start thinking about 
opening a brewery. As part of his research, he 
visited more than 300 breweries, took notes of 
what makes drinking beer a fun and memora-
ble experience. As he started to formulate his 
plan, it became clear that he wanted to create 
a destination brewery. A place where beer lov-
ers and families could come, relax and have fun 
while enjoying well-crafted libations. Marr can 
be reached at 847-821-6140.
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EEverywhere you go in Peru, the past meets the present. It is a 
country with an incredibly rich archaeological, historical and 
cultural past that is currently thriving today in its own right. No-
where is that melding of ancient Andean culture and modern 
entrepreneurial spirit more vibrant than Cusco, the ancient cap-
ital of the mighty Incan Empire.

For entrepreneurs, business leaders 
and executives who are constantly 
challenged to be innovative and cre-
ative on cue, a visit to Cusco is a pow-
erful opportunity to recharge. Many 
people head straight to Lima and 
Machu Picchu, but Cusco is a hidden 
gem filled with sources of creative in-
spiration for entrepreneurs. Not only 
is Cusco the continent’s oldest contin-
uously inhabited city, but it’s also the 
gateway to Machu Picchu, the ancient 
Inca citadel and one of the seven 
wonders of the world.
 When you travel not to “check off 
bucket list items” but to ingratiate 
yourself in a new culture, learn new 
things, stimulate your creativity, and 
rejuvenate your mind, body, and soul, 
your inspiration will thrive as a nat-
ural result. Cusco offers a variety of 
opportunities that make it easy and 
fun to do so. Below you’ll find a three-
day itinerary focused on how you can 
make the most of your time in Cusco.

Day 1: Adjust to the altitude 
with a relaxing day
Even the most seasoned traveler can 
find it difficult to adjust to the altitude 
when first arriving in Peru. After all, 
Cusco is situated high in the Andes 
more than 11,000 feet above sea lev-
el. The JW Marriott El Convento Cus-
co helps guests seamlessly recover 
with a complimentary in-room oxygen 
tank, so you can feel refreshed and 
alert enough to fully enjoy the scope 
of what Cusco has to offer. You don’t 
have to go far, however: The five-star 
hotel, which is housed in a 16th cen-
tury convert, offers a glimpse of the 

three days of wellness: by raquel baldelomar

Feed Your Soul
Three days of wellness in Cusco, Peru.
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rich history and culture within its own 
four walls. Guests are welcomed by 
a tribute to the Inca god of sun, an 
indoor museum, ancient Andean-in-
spired spa, and an archeological ex-
hibition with artifacts that date back 
to pre-Inca times. 
 After settling in, venture the cob-
blestone streets of the Historic Cen-
ter of the City of Cusco and Plaza de 
Armas, both located nearby the hotel. 
The Plaza de Armas is considered the 
center of life in Cusco and a melting 
pot of culture. The collision of Inca 
roots and colonial Spanish influenc-
es is visible everywhere from the ar-
chitecture to the cuisine, and visitors 
from all over the globe mingle with 
locals in traditional Quechua clothing. 
Witnessing this medley of cultures 
can remind business leaders of the 
power of fostering a diverse, collabo-
rative environment back home. When 
you’re open to new perspectives and 
insight from those with life experienc-
es different from your own, you gain 
solutions that you would never have 
considered on your own.
 To top off the day, try dinner at 
Morena Peruvian Kitchen. This mod-
ern restaurant serves flavorful, deli-
cious Peruvian classics, such as lomo 
de saltado. This popular fusion dish 
mixes Peruvian ingredients with Chi-
nese-stir fry, served with French fries 
and rice – and is a tasty reminder of 
the magic that stems from cross-cul-
tural connections. Combining con-
cepts that may seem unrelated is an 
essential part of the creative-thinking 
process that allows you to come up 
with brand-new ideas. 

Day 2: Soak up inspiring 
natural scenery with a 
private tour
The scenery surrounding Cusco is 
more than just beautiful: each moun-
taintop and citadel has a fascinating 
history that is even more impressive 
when you consider that it was built 
without cement or modern tools. As 
Steve Jobs once said, the key to cre-

ativity is to expose yourself to “the 
best things that humans have done 
and then to bring those things into 
what you are doing.” 
 The Sacred Valley will stimulate 
your creativity just as much as Machu 
Picchu, with the added advantage of 
thinner crowds and more breathing 
room for you to take it all in. The 70-
mile strip of land in the Andes, which 

three days of wellness
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runs from Cusco to Machu Picchu, is 
best explored on an intimate private 
tour, and can be organized on foot 
or by car.  Having a knowledgeable 
guide gives you meaningful context 
to all the sights and structures so you 
can truly soak up the culture around 
you. There are plenty of sites that 
display just how much the Incas ac-
complished with limited resources.  
Pisaq, a vast mountaintop complex 
of ancient buildings, colossal terrac-
es, and an archeological site, is home 
to some of the best-preserved ruins. 
The Incan fortress of Ollantaytambo 
becomes even more impressive up 

close.  As you ascend the stairs, you 
have to marvel at the fact that the ter-
races are much taller and wider than 
the average human. 
 The village of Moray is also one 
of the most fascinating testaments of 
the before-their-time innovation dis-
played by the Incas, who constructed 
an “agricultural lab” using stepped 
terraces to test the effects of differ-
ent altitudes on different crops. The 
result resembles an ancient Greek 
amphitheater. Witnessing how the In-
cas explored different ways of grow-
ing food is an important reminder that 
experimentation is an essential part 

of the creative process. You can also 
marvel at the Maras salt mines, thou-
sands of shimmering shallow pools 
that are still harvested by locals to-
day. It is believed that the Incas me-
ticulously dug the salt ponds into the 
steep mountainside with manpower 
alone, capitalizing on the natural 
springs and intense sunlight to pro-
duce pink Andean table salt.
 After a day of exploration, treat 
yourself to a meal at MIL Centro, lo-
cated at the top of Moray.   The inno-
vative restaurant will awaken your ap-
petite and imagination, with stunning 
views of the terraced Inca ruins and a 

three days of wellness: by raquel baldelomar
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creative menu inspired by the altitude 
at which ingredients can grow—no 
easy feat at over 11,000 feet above 
sea level! Everything on the eight-
course menu is local, from the water 
collected from Andean snowmelt, 
to the Maras pink salt sourced from 
nearby ancient terraces. 

Day 3: Stimulate your 
creativity by seeing 
how other cultures eat
Lima isn’t the only culinary star of 
Peru; Cusco has much to offer to 
food lovers, too, that can offer sur-
prising lessons for entrepreneurs 
and business leaders. Often, the best 
inspiration comes from sources out-
side your industry or normal routine. 
And while travel is often focused on 
visual stimulation and soaking up 
new views, dedicating a day to en-
gaging all five of your senses is a 
powerful way to enhance the cultural 
immersion and make the experience 
more memorable. 
 At the JW Marriott Cusco, inquire 
about setting up a tour of the San 
Pedro Market with their executive 
chef. The bustling, open-air market, 
which is just a short walk from the 
main town square, is a vibrant taste of 
the local culture that rewards visitors 
with mouth-watering aromas, sights 
of colorful indigenous wear and 
friendly alpacas, and the sounds of 
the flute and Peruvian chatter. One fa-
vorite street snack is choclo con que-
so, a giant ear of corn with the largest 
kernel in the world (grown only in the 
Sacred Valley) which is topped off 
with fresh slices of cheese. There’s 

also no shortage of organic, fresh 
fruit smoothies to keep you hydrated. 
Once you awaken your appetite to 
Peru’s flavorful offerings, you might 
be inspired to bring back local ingre-
dients to jazz up your favorite meals 
back home. After all, staying creative 
and inventive in our personal lives is 
essential to generating original ideas 
at work, too.
 The San Pedro Market is also the 
ideal environment to strike up conver-
sations, ask questions, and learn from 
the people around you. You never 
know where these organic conversa-
tions will lead you—connecting with 
those outside your normal circles is a 
great way to spark your next big idea. 
And after satisfying your appetite 
at the market, take a stroll to digest 
through Cusco’s cobblestone streets. 
You’ll be inspired by how the old 
meets the new, a powerful reminder 
that there’s always a fresh spin or take 
on an old idea.  Keep an eye out for 
the Cathedral with the Temple of the 

Sun (Koricancha), found inside the 
church of Santo Domingo. The mon-
astery and church was built on top of 
the original shrine that was destroyed 
by the Spanish conquistadors. The 
beautiful site is a testament to the fact 
that failure can be a powerful founda-
tion for a new beginning.
 The cultural diversity of Cusco 
makes it an ideal backdrop to re-
charge and get the creative juices 
flowing. After three days, you will no 
doubt feel inspired with new ideas 
and connections to share with your 
colleagues back home. Plus, taking 
the time to witness the remarkable in-
novation, persistence, and creativity 
of the Incas in a harsh mountain cli-
mate is a powerful reminder that you 
too can face even the toughest chal-
lenge with a dose of imagination and 
grit. All of these experiences offer 
opportunities for busy American ex-
ecutives to take a step back and gain 
perspective from an ancient culture 
that is far different from their own.  

three days of wellness
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FFood news stories dominated headlines in 2018, but which ones 
cut through the clutter? In order to gather insight into which 
stories make the greatest impact, Hunter Public Relations com-
missions an annual Food News Study. In 2018, environmental 
advocacy broke through as the most memorable story of the 
year, with news of Plastic Straw Bans ranking as 2018’s No. 1 
food news story.

In summer 2018, a powerful video of 
marine biologists removing a plas-
tic straw stuck in a sea turtle’s nose 
grabbed national attention and gal-
vanized a movement to ban plastic 
straws. After the video went viral, 
coffee mega retailer Starbucks an-
nounced that it would begin to phase 
out single-use straws, and Califor-
nia banned full-service restaurants 
from offering plastic straws, un-
less customers specifically request 
them. These major moves ignited a 
firestorm of consumer conversation 
and media coverage. 
 Every year since 2003, Hunter has 
conducted a study examining the top 
food news of the year to better un-
derstand what types of stories grab 
consumer attention and impact con-
sumer behavior. Understanding what 
consumers care about, and what is 
driving their opinions and resulting 
behaviors, is central to our agency’s 
approach and helps inform strategic 
planning for our many clients in the 
food and beverage industry. 
 In addition to uncovering the most 
popular food news stories of the year, 
the study also provides a trended per-
spective on the magnitude of impor-
tance food news has to Americans, 
the types of stories resonating today 
relative to prior years and the media 
sources used for gaining information 
on food, as well as on the impact of 
these stories across the entire contin-
uum of consumer engagement. And 
while today’s climate is filled with po-
litically-charged news, it’s interesting 
to note that the study found the impor-
tance of all food news surged amongst 

2018 highlights: by grace leong

Memorable Food News
War on plastic straws ranks as 2018’s No. 1 story in the 16th annual Food News Study.
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Americans in 2018. In fact, almost half 
of respondents said that food and nu-
trition news is more important than 
any other type of news – marking it 
the highest level of importance seen 
in more than half a decade.  

What other headlines rose 
above the noise?
Occupying 2018’s No. 2 spot: Dunkin’ 
Donuts Changes Name to Dunkin’. 
Dunkin’ Donuts officially dropped 
the “Donuts” and became simply 
“Dunkin’” in September 2018. The 
new branding conveys the company’s 
desire to make itself known for more 
than just doughnuts while embracing 
Dunkin’s heritage and retaining its 
recognizable pink and orange logo, 
introduced back in 1973.

 Americans of all ages continue to 
rank food safety stories high, and de-
spite environmental advocacy being 
the most memorable story, food safe-
ty (44 percent) and food nutrition/
health & wellness (23 percent) are 
deemed the most important topics 
addressed in 2018. The Romaine Let-
tuce Recall came in as the No. 3 food 
news story of the year, with more than 
three major recalls announced during 
2018, and the FDA Suspects Contam-
inated Whey is Culprit in Salmonel-
la-Related Recalls ranked as the No. 
9 food news story of the year. 
 To summarize, the top food news 
stories of 2018 according to the Hunt-
er Public Relations 16th annual Food 
News Study are as follows:
 1. Plastic Straw Bans

 2.  Dunkin’ Donuts Changes Name 
to Dunkin’

 3. Romaine Lettuce Recall
 4.  Racial Profiling at Starbucks 

Spurs Outrage
 5.  China Tariff Impacting United 

States Farmers

2018 highlights
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 6. Online Grocery Shopping Booms
 7. Cannabis in Food & Beverage
 8.  Should Plant-Based ‘Milk’ (Al-

mond, Soy, etc.) Really be 
Called Milk?

 9.  FDA Suspects Contaminated 
Whey is Culprit in Salmonel-
la-Related Recalls

 10. Launch of Mayochup 

Importance of Food 
News Soars 
This year, 35 percent of Americans 
feel that food and nutrition stories are 
very important, the highest level the 
study has seen in recent years. This 
increase traces to a surge by millenni-

als/gen Z with 83 percent saying food 
news is very important/important in 
2018 versus 77 percent in 2017. The 
importance attributed to food news 
stories remained relatively flat for 
gen X and baby boomers/matures. 

Impact of Food News on 
Consumer Engagement 
Almost everyone surveyed (86 per-
cent) was aware of at least one im-
portant food news story in 2018, and 
around half of those aware were im-
pacted through changes in opinion, 
behavior and/or sharing with others. 
Food trends, nutrition stories and 
food safety tend to be associated 

with the strongest changes in opinion, 
while food safety news and environ-
mental activism is associated with 
strongest changes in behavior.

“Sharing” Meals on 
Social Media
As sharing food experiences through 
social media appears to become 
more prominent, the study, for the 
first time, asked respondents if they 
post pictures of food they make at 
home and food they order in restau-
rants. Almost half of all Americans 
(47 percent) post their food on social 
media. However, this activity climbs 
to 74 percent with Millennials/Gen Z, 
with nearly 3 in 4 participating in food 
sharing culture.
 For additional information about 
the Hunter PR 2018 Food News Study, 
including detailed study results, visit 
http://www.hunterpr.com/our-pov/
foodstudy.html.  

2018 highlights: by grace leong

Grace Leong is CEO/man-
aging partner of Hunter 
Public Relations, a top-five 
food-focused marketing 
communications agency 

based in New York City with offices 
and talent across North America 
and in London. A founding employ-
ee of Hunter, Grace has 30 years of 
experience in food public relations 
across brand, restaurants and retail, 
ranging from large CPG brands to 
start-up food companies and special-
ty brands. She has built her career 
training and encouraging creative 
and entrepreneurial communications 
professionals to imagine and execute 
best-in-class campaigns for Fortune 
100 companies, including Mondelez, 
Kraft Foods and Campbell’s.
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Breakfast remains the fastest-growing segment of the food industry be-
cause of its straightforward and approachable menu, as well as its 
cross-generational appeal that drives social engagement. Eggs Up 
Grill is known in the Southeast not only for its exceptional breakfast 

and lunch menu, but also for its inviting atmosphere where the locals are family 
and everyone leaves with a smile. 
 “One of the keys to our success aside from great quality food are that our 
franchise owners are people who want to be part of the community and build 

relationships with locals,” CEO Ricky Richardson says. 
“They know people by name, warmly welcome them 
into the restaurant and support the community through 
fund-raisers or hosting events. That’s really important 
for someone who wants to be their own boss. We have 
a proven, successful brand and reputation that precedes 
us in South Carolina, North Carolina and Georgia. We 
bring a passion for service and community connection.”

company profi le

Eggs Up Grill

 Coming from a family of restaura-
teurs, founder Chris Skodras spent 
many hours in his family’s restau-
rant since he was six years old being 
mentored by his grandfather and fa-
ther. As a child, he swept the park-
ing lot and washed dishes and by the 
age of 15, he was the short order grill 
cook. The family tradition of making 
good food was offi cially passed on to 
a third generation.
 After years of working around the 
clock in restaurants in Rhode Island, 
Skodras and his wife, Pat, wanted to 
build a thriving dining business that 
didn’t take up their entire day. They 

Get Cookin’
Eggs Up Grill franchisees establish deep roots in their communities, building 
reputations for friendly service and exceptional food.  By Janice Hoppe-Spiers

Eggs Up Grill
www.eggsupgrill.com
Revenue: $28 million
Headquarters: Spartanburg, S.C.
Specialty: Restaurant franchise
Ricky Richardson, CEO: “Our 
culture is strong with a passion 
for people, community and
great food.”

In late fi rst-quarter 2019, Eggs Up Grill will debut its fi rst company restaurant that will double as a training center and innovation kitchen.>>
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opened Eggs Up Grill in 1996 in Paw-
ley’s Island, S.C. where the couple fell 
in love with the climate, people and the 
Lowcountry lifestyle. It offered great 
food and a family-friendly touch that 
remains a key focus of every location 
today. Four years later, the company 
opened a second location and shortly 
after began franchising.

 In March 2018, Skodras sold the 
company to WJ Partners, a private in-
vestment firm with a history of rapidly 
scaling multi-unit concepts. Richardson, 
who brings more than 35 years of multi-
unit and franchise operations experi-
ence, was brought in by WJ Partners to 
oversee the expansion of the concept 
throughout the South and beyond. 
 “When I had the opportunity to see 
the business, I became emotionally 
attached to it because the franchise 
partners are great people, the business 
model is encouraging and focused on 
community involvement and neighbors 
serving neighbors,” he says. “The fran-
chise partners want to bring a good 
brand to their neighborhood and be-
come woven into the community. Our 
culture is strong with a passion for peo-
ple, community and great food.” 

‘Eggcellent’ Opportunity
Today, Eggs Up Grill has 28 locations 
throughout the Carolinas and Georgia 
with three more locations expected 
to open by the end of 2018. “We are 
bullish on growth opportunities for the 
brand,” Richardson notes. “We will 
open eight restaurants in 2018 and 
anticipate being in the high teens to 
low 20s in 2019, accelerating growth 
throughout the Southeast.”

Eggs Up Grill

Worldpay As a trusted processing partner and industry 
leader for more than 40 years, Worldpay is committed 
to helping business like yours bridge the present and 
future of payments. From secure payments to fast 
funding, we offer the value-added solutions that help 
businesses streamline operations and drive profitability. 
With Worldpay, you get the tools you need to simplify 
commerce in-store, online, and on-the-go, while 
reducing costly errors and enhancing the customer 
experience. Whether your goal is to increase loyalty, 
attract new customers, improve security, or something 
else altogether, we take care of payments so you can 
take care of business.

CEO Ricky Richardson says Eggs Up Grill’s franchise 
partners are “great people.”

>>
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 Eggs Up Grill franchisees need to have a passion to own 
their own business as part of a brand with a proven business 
model. “It’s exciting for us the level of interest,” Richardson 
says. “Our franchisees are people who want to be part of 
their community, have a passion for guest service and a de-
sire to be connected. That comes through the quality of team 
members who love to serve, who have a passion for quality 
and collectively want to be involved in the community.”
 When a potential franchisee shows interest in Eggs Up 
Grill, Richardson says it’s important they understand the 
DNA of the brand. “Some brands are more reliant on na-
tional or regional advertising where we focus on who the 
local operator is,” he explains. “Our success is built on 
commitment to quality and the values we have. One of our 
strongest values is the community connection and wanting to 
help drive success of their business and the community. The 
quality of the food, service, team members and personnel, 
and our standards around cleanliness and consistency of ex-
ecution help franchisees understand what makes Eggs Up 
Grill different and successful, and what the role is for them.” 
 Part of being a successful business owner is identifying the 

right piece of real estate, which the company assists every 
franchisee in securing. Eggs Up Grill offers a full range of de-
velopment resources, including picking the right contractor 
for the right price, design and vendors to support them. 
 Franchisees are offered both single restaurant and 
multi-restaurant partnerships. “Typically, a single restaurant 
franchise partner would settle into the community where 
they want to be involved. The location could be adjacent to 
where they live and in a vibrant business area,” Richardson 
says. “They choose two or three options and we help nego-
tiate the best deal for a piece of property we think would 
work. Multi-units are the same and the franchisees sign a 
commitment to develop a certain number of restaurants over 
a period of time.” 
 Eggs Up Grill’s extensive training program helps franchi-
sees understand not only how to operate, but also provides 
them with resources on how to be a successful business own-
er. “We offer comprehensive support from site selection and 
training to a local marketing toolkit and business consulting,” 
Richardson says. “We have a team that operates at the highest 
level to connect people to training and execution, as well as 
ongoing field marketing assistance. We’re there from start to 
finish in terms of development to ensure they are successful.”

Investing in the Future
Eggs Up Grill regularly invests in the tools its franchisee 
partners need to be successful, including a new POS system 
most recently. 
 “This new system will give us more insight into data that 
helps drive successful restaurants,” Richardson says. “It will 
help us understand what’s successful and eliminate waste, 

Eggs Up Grill

Eggs Up Grill franchisees need to have a passion to own their own business as part of 
a brand with a proven business model. 

>>
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improve operations and grow revenue through catering and 
to-go programs.”
 Like many other restaurants, Eggs Up Grill is looking to 
generate revenue outside its four walls, which includes ca-
tering and take-out sales. “We’re executing a more formal 
program to drive those sales,” Richardson adds. “Our initial 
focus will be on the catering side of the business. Our to-go 
business is growing, but the near-term focus is on catering 
which enables us to grow sales outside our four walls while 
not disrupting great experiences inside the restaurant.”
 In late first-quarter 2019, Eggs Up Grill will debut its first 
company restaurant that will double as a training center 
and innovation kitchen. “This is one of the things I’m excit-
ed about because up until now we have been 100 percent 
franchised,” Richardson says. “In our test kitchen, we will 
be able to continue to integrate new menu items and make a 
more substantial commitment to innovation. It also provides 
the capabilities to enhance training of franchise partners and 
team members.” 
 Moving forward, Eggs Up Grill will continue to make in-
vestments to help its franchisees succeed. “We can only be 
as successful as our franchise partners are,” Richardson 
says. “I am very committed to and passionate about taking 
a collaborative approach to this business and establishing 
working teams made up of the brand representatives and 
franchise partners that will focus on key areas and deci-
sion-making. The teams were heavily involved in selecting 
the new POS system and in the new prototype restaurant 
we expect will come online in March. It’s all about passion 
and a commitment to collaboration because in the end, their 
success is our success.” 

Eggs Up Grill
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Metro Diner

It’s known for contemporary culi-
nary techniques, unique reci-
pes, imaginative twists on old 
classics and making food from 

scratch. It was featured on Food Net-
work’s “Diners, Drive-Ins and Dives” 
and its meatloaf and fried chicken 
have received “best” mentions and 
awards from dozens of publications. 
It’s Metro Diner – and it’s taking 
America by storm.
 What once was a family of three 
diners has grown into a mushrooming 
empire of more than 65 restaurants in a 
period of slightly more than four years. 
The fi rst diner opened in 1938 and 
was revived as Metro Diner in 1992 – 
quickly becoming a favorite place for 
breakfast in Jacksonville, Fla. 
 In 2000, master chef Mark Davoli 
and his family took over the diner and 
elevated the menu to include innova-
tive new dishes created from local in-
gredients. In 2014, Metro Diner was 
noticed by a few entrepreneurs and 
restaurant industry veterans.  
 “We were looking to identify 
brands that we felt could be scaled on 
a signifi cant level – brands that Amer-
icans would really like,” says Hugh 
Connerty, Metro Diner’s co-chairman. 

Blossoming Brand
Metro Diner has grown from a small family operation into an empire of more 
than 65 restaurants.  By Kat Zeman

Metro Diner
metrodiner.com
Headquarters: Tampa, Fla.
Specialty: Innovative diner food
Hugh Connerty, co-chairman of 
Metro Diner: “Metro Diner had a cult 
following in the Jacksonville area and it 
had rock star earnings.”

company profi le

What once was a family of three diners has grown into a mushrooming empire of more than 65 restaurants.>>
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“Metro Diner had a cult following in 
the Jacksonville area and it had rock 
star earnings.” 
 Connerty, who was the first fran-
chisee of Outback Steakhouse, and 
Outback Steakhouse co-founder Chris 
Sullivan saw the potential for Metro 
Diner to grow into a national chain. 
“We wanted to purchase the intellectu-
al property and knew that the best way 
to build a brand is through a venture 
with the founder,” Connerty adds.

Growing The Brand 
It was a match made in culinary heav-
en. Connerty and Sullivan were joined 
by the former president of Carrabba’s 
Italian Grill Carl Sahlsten, who be-
came Metro Diner’s CEO. Along with 
Metro Diner’s founder, Mark Davoli, 
the group set out to grow the brand.  
 “We grew a couple of diners outside 
the Jacksonville area and started Met-
ro Diner LLC,” Connerty says. “Over 
the last 48 months, we’ve opened 62 
new locations. In 2019, we are looking 
to open 22 more.”
 Known for warm and welcoming 
service, familiar faces and award-win-
ning food, Metro Diner is a fast-grow-
ing eatery that has expanded from 
Florida into 13 states up the east coast 
to New Jersey and Indiana. 
 Metro Diner restaurants average 
around 3,500 square feet and contain 
roughly 125 seats. “The look and feel 
of the diners is very much like the orig-
inal diner,” Connerty says. “It’s very 

homey and it offers great comfort food 
at a reasonable price. The average 
check is $13.”
 Lat year, Metro Diner started ex-
perimenting with a larger footprint of 
roughly 4,000 square feet that features 

TVs and a counter bar component that 
serves cappuccino, milkshakes and al-
coholic beverages. It opened four such 
locations last year and plans to open a 
few more this year. 
 “The reaction has been very posi-

Metro Diner

Minor’s® Proud to partner with Metro Diner, 
Minor’s® has a heritage of providing exception-
al flavors in products perfectly made to serve 
any operation. Created by chefs for chefs, our 
products — from bases to sauces to concentrates 
— use high-quality ingredients that are selected, 
sourced and handled with care to the highest 
standards of quality and food safety. The results 
are flavors preferred by chefs and products with 
exceptional yield. Designed to outperform all 
others, the flavors from Minor’s always capture 
authentic tastes and always work exactly as 
needed in your favorite dishes. Because the right 
flavor means everything. Flavor means business™. 
Visit us at www.flavormeansbusiness.com.
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tive so far,” Connerty says. “They also have TVs in the bar 
area and I think it’s going to prove successful.”
 Although Metro Diner is not in the franchise business, 
its company-owned stores have managing partners that 
own between 5 percent and 10 percent of the restaurants 
they manage. Connerty explains that part-ownership gives 
those managers an extra incentive to make their restaurant 
more successful.  

Culinary Creations 
Metro Diner restaurants pride themselves on cooking from 
the heart. When it comes to food, quality and creativity is 
highly valued. 
 “Mark Davoli is a very creative guy when it comes to com-
fort food,” Connerty says. “He didn’t want to do normal din-
er food. He put a creative spin on it.” 
 Among Metro Diner’s favored dishes is the Fried Chick-
en and Waffle entrée featuring half a fried chicken and a 
Belgian waffle topped with a sweet, strawberry butter and 
served with a signature sweet and spicy sauce. 
 “It’s definitely one of our popular dishes,” Connerty ad-
mits. “It’s a great recipe.” 
 The Charleston Shrimp and Grits platter is another house 
favorite. The dish combines two fried grit cakes infused 
with cheese, roasted red peppers and Andouille sausage. 
It’s topped with shrimp, sausage, onions and peppers in 
a shrimp sauce and garnished with chopped bacon and 
green onions.
 “People love our Charleston Shrimp and Grits,” Connerty 
says. “It’s great comfort food.” 

Metro Diner

Metro Diner attributes some of its success to its emphasis on keeping itself local. >>

The Charleston Shrimp and Grits platter is a house favorite.>>
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 Metro Diner is also famous for its award-winning meat-
loaf that’s served with mashed red-skinned potatoes, brown 
gravy, veggies and a fresh baguette. Its hot turkey plate, also 
served with mashed red-skinned potatoes and veggies, is 
oven roasted.  
 Of course, it wouldn’t be a diner without omelets. Made 
to order, Metro Diner’s omelets are loaded with a variety of 
ingredients and served with toast and a choice hash browns 
or grits. 
 For example, the popular Western Omelet features ham, 
cheddar cheese, mushrooms, onions, tomatoes, peppers and 
is topped with salsa. Although omelets are on the breakfast 
and lunch menu, Metro Diner restaurants serve breakfast all 
day and there’s always something new.  
 “We evolve the menu all the time,” Connerty says. “We run 
daily specials and there are over 100 recipes.”
 Aside from food, Metro Diner prides itself on customer 
service and attributes some of its success to the emphasis to 
keep itself local. 
 Connerty says that Metro Diner is a company of restau-
rants, as opposed to being a restaurant company.
 Since the company gives its restaurant managers part-own-
ership, it’s evolved into a network of operators that follow the 
family values of Metro Diner’s founding family.
 “How do you replicate the culture of the founding family?” 
Connerty asks. “You teach it to others. We call that the Metro 
Diner way. You can have great décor, great food but what 
brings people back to a restaurant is how you make them 
feel. It has to be welcoming. When you leave, you feel good.” 
 Every month, Metro Diner brings roughly 20 team mem-
bers into its management program. They travel to the com-
pany’s headquarters in Tampa, Fla., and train in “the Metro 
Diner way.” 
 “That separates us from other restaurants,” Connerty says. 
“Our team members tell us that they’ve never had the type 
of training that we do here. When I hear that, I know we’re 
doing something right.” 

Metro Diner

“The look and feel of the 
diners is very much like 
the original diner. It’s very 
homey and it offers great 
comfort food.”
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Torchy’s Tacos isn’t afraid to be edgy. It serves “damn good tacos” and is 
not shy about broadcasting it. Its innovative approach to this Mexican 
dish is generating newly-indoctrinated taco junkies in Texas, Colora-
do and Oklahoma.  

 “Damn good tacos,” says Ed Malloy, the company’s director of purchasing. 
“It’s who we are. It’s not just a tagline.” 
 Malloy has an important job. In order for Torchy’s Tacos to keep serving its 

customers those damn good tacos, Malloy has to make 
damn sure that his supply chain is operating at optimum.
 Torchy’s Tacos, a chain of more than 60 casual-din-
ing restaurants that claims fame in Texas, Colorado and 
Oklahoma, has tripled in size over the past fi ve years. It  
estimates that it will open 100 new stores in the next fi ve 
years and is expanding its reach into Arkansas.  
 “One of my responsibilities is to make sure I’m 

company profi le

Torchy’s Tacos

building a supply chain network that 
will cover all those stores,” explains 
Malloy, who has been with the com-
pany for about four years and has 
seen 30 new stores open. “It’s the 
food. We have an incredible follow-
ing and as we’ve expanded, the fol-
lowing has continued.” 

Focus On Fresh 
Scratch kitchen. Fresh ingredients. 
Not afraid to experiment. That’s 
Torchy’s Tacos. Mike Rypka, its 
founder and award-winning execu-
tive chef, took his inspiration from the 

Taco Junkies!
Torchy’s Tacos has implemented a new supply chain model to accommodate
its rapid growth.  By Kat Zeman

Torchy’s Tacos
torchystacos.com
Headquarters: Austin, Texas
Specialty: “Damn good tacos”
Ed Malloy, director of purchas-
ing: “Damn good tacos. It’s who 
we are. It’s not just a tagline.” 

Torchy’s Tacos has built a base of loyal fans thanks to favorites like its chicken fajitas. >>
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streets and created tasty tacos that have 
developed a devoted fanbase. 
 An especially popular menu item 
appears to be The Trailer Park taco 
made of hand-battered, fried chicken 
with green chiles, lettuce, pico de gallo 

and freshly grated cheddar jack cheese 
with poblano sauce on a flour tortilla. 
Customers can order it “trashy” by sub-
tracting lettuce and adding queso.
 Since Torchy’s Tacos uses fresh in-
gredients and 80 percent of them re-

quire refrigeration, a smoothly operat-
ing supply chain is imperative. 
 Each year, the company needs to be 
supplied with more than 100,000 cases 
of avocados, 1 million pounds of jumbo 
white onions, 12 million fresh cage-
free eggs and a mind-blowing 42 mil-
lion portion cups of sauce. It also uses 
40 different types of fresh fruits and 
vegetables. 
 “When I first joined the company, I 

Torchy’s Tacos

Seajoy “Congratulations to Torchy’s Tacos on achieving 
and exceeding 60 store locations! The sales growth you 
are experiencing is truly incredible, and Seajoy is proud 
to be a supplier! Consistent with the Torchy’s Tacos 
philosophy, Seajoy supplies certified all-natural, sustain-
able, humanely-produced and processed Pacific White 
Shrimp. We wish you the best of luck as you continue to 
bring “Damn Good Tacos” to the United States.” - Chuck 
Zielski, President/Founder, Food for Thought Agency, US 
Business Development Agent for Seajoy Seafood
 Seajoy Seafood is a Division of Cook Aquaculture, 
Blacks Harbor, New Brunswick, Canada. Chuck Zielski 
can be reached at 414-803-5256 or 
chuck.zielski@fftsolutions.com.

Torchy’s Tacos uses fresh ingredients and 80 percent of them require refrigeration.>>
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looked at our supply chain network and I knew that the vol-
ume would continue to grow,” Malloy says. “And what we 
had was not the right way to grow.” 
 He decided to make some changes. One of them was to 
change the company’s produce provider to PRO*ACT, North 
America’s leading distributor of fresh food sourced from 
premier national, regional and local farmers. 
 PRO*ACT promises to help streamline the produce supply 
chain for its clients by offering a one-call solution to source 
the freshest produce from more than 70 third-party inspect-
ed, independently owned local distribution centers across 
the United States and Canada. It provides category cost 
management through commodity contract pricing, in-house 
consultation services and integrated produce program distri-
bution management.
 “We have aligned ourselves with them because they are a 
fresh source and that’s what we do,” Malloy says. “And anoth-
er thing that PRO*ACT has been able to do is take risk off the 
table by aligning us with quality companies. To manage our 
supply chain, we need to align ourselves with companies that 
give us the quality products we want and we monitor that.” 
 Another change that Torchy’s made to its supply chain 
is to change its distributor to Hardie’s Fresh Foods, which 
has a rich history in the fresh produce business in the South-
west. The company has been providing farm-fresh fruit and 
vegetables to the foodservice industry for about 75 years. 
Hardie’s is still family-owned and operated and makes daily 
deliveries of fresh produce throughout its market. It is also a 
member of PRO*ACT.

Torchy’s Tacos

Torchy’s Tacos has won national awards for its culinary creations.>>
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 “We’ve created a new supply chain 
model that most people wouldn’t fol-
low because it’s not easy,” Malloy says. 
“But I’m proud of that. It’s not out of 
the box. Most people want to go to one 
of the big national food distributors 
and let someone else manage their 
business. That’s not for us. We put to-
gether a program that lets us focus on 
the food we want, not food that is be-
ing forced on us because it’s sitting in 
someone’s warehouse.”

Humble Beginnings 
Founded in 2006 by Mike Rypka, 
Torchy’s Tacos started inside a food 
trailer. After years of working as an ex-
ecutive chef, Rypka decided to work for 
himself. He acquired a food trailer and 
a red Vespa scooter. He mortgaged his 
house and maxed out his credit cards 

to start his business. A Torchy’s Tacos 
food trailer opened for business in 
Austin, Texas. 
 Rypka had bet his life savings on his 
green chile pork, fajitas and a desire 
for creating unique food, but nobody 
knew what he offered and potential 

customers kept driving past his trailer 
without stopping. 
 In an effort to market his new ven-
ture, Rypka hopped on his red scooter 
and drove around town – handing out 

samples of his award-winning salsa and 
chips and inviting everyone to stop by 
his trailer.
 “He put a twist on street tacos,” Mal-
loy says. “Chef Mike Rypka is brilliant. 
His seasonings are phenomenal and he 
stays true to what he likes.” 

 Torchy’s first menu was filled with 
many experimental recipes and when 
Rypka heard his customers declare, 
“Damn, these tacos are good,” he’d add 
them to the permanent menu. 

Torchy’s Tacos

“When we opened our first store, we 
already had a following. People gravitate 
to the quality of food we put out.”
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 Soon, “damn good” became a rallying cry at the trailer. 
 Rypka’s taco dream business grew and took on a life of its 
own. Taco junkies from all over the Austin area lined up to 
gobble up those damn good tacos. 
 Today, Torchy’s Tacos is a growing taco empire that has 
won national awards for its culinary creations, garnered na-
tional praise from food critics and developed a fanbase.  
 “When we opened our first store, we already had a follow-
ing,” Malloy says. “I think people gravitate to the quality of 
food we put out.” 
 Even the Houston Astros have gravitated towards 
Torchy’s. The baseball team has a restaurant inside its stadi-
um. In addition, Rypka won the 2018 Chef of the Year award 
from the United Fresh Produce Association in the fast-caus-
al food category. He was acknowledged for helping to pro-
mote fresh produce. 
 Although Torchy’s is known for its food, it’s also known 
for being a lot of fun. “We like to think we’re a little edgy,” 
Malloy says. “We’re not afraid to hire people with tattoos or 
colored hair.” 
 Its restaurants are known for their lively designs and abil-
ity to adapt themselves to the communities they serve. 
 “Each store is a little different,” Malloy says. “We try to 
incorporate the local feel. That’s a big part of who we are. 
We are not a cookie-cutter store. It’s a fun and friendly atmo-
sphere that serves phenomenal food and I think that’s why 
we’re successful.”
 Customers place their orders at a counter but the staff 
brings it to their tables. Not all, but most of its locations also 
have a full bar. “We appeal to very large demographic,” Mal-
loy says. “We have older customers and young families and 
we’re very proud of that.” 

Torchy’s Tacos

Customers place their orders at a counter but the staff brings it to their tables. >>
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Pagoda Floating Restaurant & Catering

Located near Honolulu’s popu-
lar downtown locations, Pa-
goda Floating Restaurant has 
stood the test of time. Famous 

for its aesthetically pleasing ambiance 
and local Hawaiian foods, the popular 
dining establishment is celebrating its 
55th anniversary this year. 
 “We want to move forward with the 
legacy of H.T. Hayashi and his vision,” 
General Manager John Teruya says. 
“We are here to serve the people of 
Hawaii and we want to be around for 
another 50 plus years.”
 The restaurant/hotel was founded 
by H.T. Hayashi in 1964. His vision 
was to build a centrally-located des-
tination near popular downtown at-
tractions and create a unique dining 
experience for locals and tourists. 
 The Pagoda Floating Restaurant 
has accomplished its goal. It’s be-
come a place where Hawaii residents 
celebrate special occasions like birth-
days, weddings and graduations. Its 
beauty also attracts tourists who en-
joy being surrounded by a 360-de-
gree view of Pagoda’s Japanese koi 
pond and tranquil waterfall. 
 As the restaurant moves into its 
55th year of operation, it is also evolv-

ing with the times as it moves in the 
direction of sustainability. “We are 
moving in the direction of serving 
locally-sourced and sustainable prod-
ucts,” Teruya explains. “We started 
serving local beef and pork products 
with no antibiotics, no vaccines, no 
steroids and no hormones added. We 
are fortunate to live in a place where 
we have our own resources.” 
 The restaurant’s famous Local 
Flavors menu and buffet, created by 
executive chef Michael Arita, is de-
signed to give customers a fl avorful 
history of Hawaii. It features a chef’s 
catch of the day, chef’s chicken of the 
day, a daily steamed catch, beef and 
pork selections and seafood. 
 Pagoda serves Byington Wines 
from a vineyard in the Santa Cruz 

Mountains near Silicon Valley, Ca-
lif. Guests also enjoy house favorites 
such as prime rib, snow crab legs, 
shrimp tempura, sushi and Ahi Poke. 
“It’s a mix of what locals like to eat,” 
Teruya says. “And since we are try-
ing to use more local products, we’re 
hoping that we will be leading our 
industry to a more sustainable and 
healthier growth in Hawaii. If we are 
to live a longer and healthier life, we 
have to know what we eat.”
 Pagoda recently took up a Blue 
Zone initiative called Wine@5 on 
the last Friday of each month. By 
impacting environment, policy and 
social networks, Blue Zones Projects 
are designed to help people make 
healthier life choices and live longer 
and more fulfi lling lives. 

Aloha!
Pagoda Floating Restaurant & Catering celebrates its 55th anniversary.
By Kat Zeman

Pagoda Floating Restaurant
& Catering
www.pagodahawaii.com
U.S. Headquarters: Honolulu, Hawaii
Specialty: Buffet-style food
John Teruya, general manager: “We 
want to move forward with the legacy 
of H.T. Hayashi and his vision.”

company profi le

The Pagoda Floating Restaurant is a place where Hawaiians celebrate special occasions like birthdays, weddings and graduations.>>
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Pagoda Floating Restaurant & Catering

 “Have a glass of wine at five o’ 
clock,” Teruya says. “Come out of your 
house, go for a walk, enjoy a glass of 
wine while socializing and meeting new 
people – and eat the proper foods.” 

Local Roots 
Pagoda’s local roots run deep and the 
restaurant prides itself on its Hawaiian 
culture and traditions. In recent years, 

the restaurant and hotel were bought 
by aio, a company of diverse business-
es that include some of Hawaii’s most 
recognizable media brands, a digital 
consultancy, a longstanding restaurant, 
printing company and a bakery.
 “‘aio’ has two meetings,” Teruya says. 
“One is the energy behind the wave and 
the other is big love.”
 aio’s founder and chairman, Duane 
Kurisu, was born and raised in the sug-
ar towns of the Big Island’s Hilo Coast 
– instilling in him the traditional values 
of Hawaii’s plantation culture. 
 A graduate of the University of Ha-
waii-Manoa, Kurisu launched his first 
company while in his late 20s to devel-
op and manage commercial real estate 
properties in the Hawaiian Islands and 
on the mainland. 

 He soon branched out into a variety 
of business interests, and the acquisi-
tion of his first magazine property in the 
1990s led to the creation of the aio fam-
ily of companies.

Giving Back 
Today, Kurisu’s plantation roots still 
shape his vision for aio and its compa-
nies. He believes that small-town fam-
ily values are equally important in the 
world of commerce and industry.
 “He is not about how much more 
money he can make,” Teruya says. “His 
legacy is how he can make a difference 
in the community. It’s about giving back 
to our community.” 
 For example, aio has raised roughly 
$500,000 to help with relief efforts after 
a tsunami hit Japan. 
 In addition, the company has helped 
establish Kahauiki Village, a ground-
breaking initiative designed to create 
an affordable plantation-style commu-
nity as long-term housing for Hawaii’s 
homeless families.
 “The homeless problem in our 
nation stems from the community,” 
Teruya says. “The community needs to 
fix that problem. Duane Kurisu realiz-
es that by building this community we 
have the opportunity to change lives 
and make a difference.” 

The Pagoda Floating Restaurant attracts tourists who enjoy 
being surrounded by a 360-degree view of Pagoda’s Japa-
nese koi pond and tranquil waterfall.

>>

Byington Vineyard & Winery sits on 95 acres 
in the Santa Cruz Mountains, surrounded by 
redwood forests with a view to the Monterey Bay. 
We grow, make, and bottle premium Pinot Noir, 
Cabernet Sauvignon, Chardonnay, and other va-
rietals highlighting Northern California’s diversity. 
Our grapes are uniquely grown at high elevations 
of 2000 feet+ from the World’s top wine growing 
regions, increasing aging potential and flavor pro-
file. Our Santa Cruz Mountains estate is a premium 
Pinot Noir AVA. Our Sonoma/Alexander Valley es-
tate, established in 1855, is located in reserve wine 
AVA, Pine Mountain-Cloverdale Peak. We hand-
craft from finely-selected grapes, giving the wines 
a perfect mouthfeel, taste, and color. We use 
sustainable, organic growing principles, producing 
without chemicals to promote color or flavor. We 
use SO2 as the only preservative. Our grapes are 
handpicked and sorted. Our winemaker makes all 
wines by hand following old world methods. We 
are 100% solar-powered.

“We are fortunate to live in a place 
where we have our own resources.” 
– John Teruya
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Taco Casa

Seeing the success he’s had, 
people like to tell Rod Wilkin 
how lucky he is. Wilkin, 
however, knows it has taken 

a lot of hard work and ongoing faith 
to keep Taco Casa going since 1974, 
and it now has seven locations in and 
around Tuscaloosa, Ala. After all, it 
was hard work at Hutchinson Junior 
College in Kansas that made Wilkin 
an All-American football player and 
caught the attention of Coach Paul 
“Bear” Bryant at University of Ala-
bama, enabling Wilkin to play for the 
famed Crimson Tide. 
 Football taught Wilkin the impor-
tance of hard work, dedication and 
determination, which he used to real-
ize his dream of opening a Mexican 
restaurant. He fell in love with Mexi-
can food while he grew up in Kansas, 
and worked for various restaurants 
– including Bachelor’s Three owned 
by Joe Namath – after he got out of 
school. He and his wife moved to 
Kansas, allowing Wilkin to work in 
construction with his father, but on 
July 3, 1973, Wilkin packed up his 
car with his wife and their fi rst child, 
and they moved back to Tuscaloosa 
to move forward with his dream. Tus-

Taco Love
Celebrating its 45th anniversary this year, Taco Casa remains an institution 
because of its focus on quality and its founder’s vision.  By Staci Davidson

Taco Casa
www.tacocasa.com
Headquarters: Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Specialty: Tacos
Rod Wilkin, founder and owner: “It’s 
all about the success of making people 
happy when they eat here.”

company profi le

Hard work and ongoing faith have kept Taco Casa going since 1974, and it now has seven locations in and around Tuscaloosa, Ala.>>
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caloosa at that time wasn’t receptive to Wilkin’s Tex Mex 
vision, but that didn’t stop him. Eventually, he found a man 
who would give him a chance on a building, and with some 
money from family and a small SBA loan, Wilkin opened the 
first Taco Casa in Tuscaloosa on Aug. 20, 1974.
 “People weren’t sure about the location, but my target 
market was college students, and there were a couple thou-
sand apartments around that location,” Wilkin explains. “I 
started working 100 to 120 hours a week. I did that for sev-
en months and I made money the first full month I was in 
business, but I was most of the labor and I wasn’t paying 
myself. This August, I’ll reach 45 years in business and I’m 
still working seven days a week. People say I’m lucky but it’s 
not luck that gets it done.”
 Wilkin notes football taught him how to keep going after 
being knocked down, and that served him well when he was 
knocked down again in 1975. He had a wife, two children and 
a successful business, but also a mole on his back. A surgeon 
told him the mole was a Stage 4 melanoma, and he had 30 
days to live. The doctor recommended Wilkin start praying. 
 “I got a Bible and started reading, and talked to other peo-
ple who knew how to pray,” he says. The doctors wanted to 
do another surgery to check his lymph nodes, and a few days 
before that surgery, Wilkin awoke in the middle of the night 
to several minutes of hot flashes and cold spells. “The next 
day, I told the doctor that I didn’t need the surgery because I 
knew God had healed me,” he explains. “I still went through 
the surgery, and they checked 56 lymph nodes and they were 
all clear. I never had radiation or chemo, and it’s been 43 
years since I was told I had 30 days to live. Praying changed 
my life, and now we have a ministry to pray with people who 
are ill – there have been up to 300 people at our house at one 
time, and we do that every two to three months.”

Keeping it Right
Hard work was key in making Taco Casa a Tuscaloosa main-
stay, but the company’s ongoing success is also the result of 
its dedication to using quality and fresh ingredients. Taco 
Casa sources cheese from Wisconsin and its meat is a 90/10 
blend of sirloin and ground chuck. The chili is made fresh 
daily – it takes about four hours – and pinto beans are sorted 
and soaked overnight before they are cooked to Taco Casa’s 
standards. The sauces are made fresh every day and each 
order is made fresh. 
 “I have 80-year-old men and women who come in and 
eat,” Wilkin says. “I realized, if they are 80 now, they were 
35 when we opened, and they appreciate that I kept the 
menu the same. It’s been a lot of fun, and I am trying to teach 
my kids that if it’s not broke don’t fix it. I’ve had people in the 

past who wanted to buy me out but the first thing they would 
do is cheapen things. If I wanted 300 stores, I could – I get 
50 to 60 people a year who call and want to franchise. But I 
want it right and I don’t think I would be able to keep it right 
and good if it got that big.”
 Wilkin has three sons and one daughter, and they are all 
involved in the business, as well as his daughter’s husband. 
Additionally, six Taco Casa managers have been on the team 
for a combined 138 years. Not only does Wilkin care greatly 
about his long-term customers, but he takes pride in all of 
the employees who are part of the Taco Casa family. 
 “It’s all about the success of making people happy when 
they eat here,” Wilkin says. 

Taco Casa

“People say I’m lucky but it’s 
not luck that gets it done.” 
– Rod Wilkin
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Wild Eggs

Breakfast Culture
Wild Eggs succeeds by bringing the high-end dinner experience to breakfast.  
By Staci Davidson

Starting one’s morning with a hot breakfast is a comforting way to take on 
the day, and Wild Eggs takes pride in being a purveyor of such delicious 
beginnings. Owner J.D. Rothberg’s mother made sure her family en-
joyed family time around the table with a hot breakfast, and these mem-

ories stayed with him while he gained career experience in the breakfast market 
and overall foodservice industry. Eventually,  Rothberg found he had something 
to offer the underserved a.m. part of the business, partnered with Shane Hall, 
who was a server at Napa, a dinner restaurant Rothberg managed, and opened 

Wild Eggs in 2007. 
 “We took the tactic of bringing a high-end dinner 
experience to breakfast,” Rothberg says. “Plate presen-
tations, high-end fl avor profi les, unique dishes that were 
chef-driven with fresh ingredients, and on top of that, ser-
vice was very important. It doesn’t cost any more to offer 
great service, and it took a very small investment to make 
the staff understand how important service is. We took 

company profi le

our experience from the dinner side 
of the business and have been very 
successful with breakfast.”
 Wild Eggs now has 16 locations in 
Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio and Tennes-
see, and it continues to expand with 
its focus on service and quality offer-
ings. To ensure a high level of ser-
vice, culture is very important at Wild 
Eggs. When bringing on a new staff 
member or opening a new restaurant, 
Wild Eggs takes its people through an 
orientation and an extensive training 
program, all while stressing its core 
values and principles. Wild Eggs is 
dedicated to taking care of its em-

Wild Eggs
www.wildeggs.com
Headquarters: Louisville, Ky.
Specialty: Breakfast
J.D. Rothberg, owner: “If you 
have a good reputation and 
great culture, people want to be 
a part of that.”

Wild Eggs has locations in Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio and Tennessee, and continues to expand with its focus on service and quality.>>
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ployees, because if employees aren’t 
happy, guests won’t be happy, Roth-
berg explains. That is why the company 
takes the time to ensure its staff mem-
bers understand how important great 
service is. 
 “If a customer orders a salad, our 
service staff will offer fresh pepper 

when they bring the salad to the table,” 
Rothberg says. “We also offer fresh, 
cracked pepper on our breakfast dishes 
if the customer wants it. Our staff un-
derstand the guests are starting their 
day, maybe they had a rough morning, 
so we treat them well. Our restaurants 
have bright colors and open, airy envi-

ronments, so they are very inviting. Our 
team understands we have an opportu-
nity to shape someone’s entire day.”
 He notes that when he was devel-
oping the concept for Wild Eggs, he 
really focused on what would make it 
different. “I thought about service, a 
chef-driven menu, cloth napkins, ice 
water with lemon on the table and 
fresh, cracked pepper,” he says. “The 
response to the pepper has been in-
credible, and there is nothing better 

Wild Eggs

MCM CPAs & Advisors is a full-service CPA and adviso-
ry firm offering expert guidance and beyond the bottom 
line thinking for today’s public and private businesses, 
not-for-profits and individuals. Representing restaurant 
franchises and multi-location hotel establishments of a 
variety of sizes, MCM’s Hospitality & Restaurant Services 
Team has the experience necessary to identify opportu-
nities and add value to businesses in this complex and 
fast-paced industry. Our depth of knowledge, combined 
with our strong real estate expertise, allows us to bring 
innovative ideas to the table. View our full menu of 
services online at www.mcmcpa.com.

With its service, menu, colors and overall atmosphere, Wild Eggs expects to keep expanding.>>
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than fresh, cracked pepper on some over-medium eggs that 
were just prepared in the kitchen. Little things like that make 
for great service – it’s all about the details.”

Layers of Flavor
At Wild Eggs, when servers are happy and smiling, discuss-
ing the menu with guests, getting the order right and bring-
ing the food correctly, Rothberg knows guests leave with “an 
awesome experience” and can’t wait to come back. He notes 
the food also plays a large role in that, and he went from 
coast to coast, eating in breakfast restaurants to find the best 
dishes and then put Wild Eggs’ signature on them. Rothberg 
and five members of his management team collaboratively 
work on the menu. 
 “Sometimes we get ideas from guests,” Rothberg says. “A 
friend of mine created a french toast breakfast sandwich, 
which was great. Our pancakes are called Frank’s Cakes be-
cause I was on a fishing trip with a very good friend and 
he made from-scratch pancakes. They were so good, and he 
said he would give me the recipe as long as I named them 
after him.”
 He says the key at Wild Eggs is to layer on the flavor. 
“One of our omelets has great stuff inside and is topped 
with sour cream, avocado, pico de gallo and sprouts,” he 
adds. “We want the plates to look like works of art, be col-
orful and have all of the flavors mesh well. That is how we 
do great plate presentation.”
 Wild Eggs opened 10 of its locations in two-and-a-half 
years, and is ready to expand more in 2019. Rothberg plans 
to fill in some of its current areas and then look south for 
more opportunity. 

Wild Eggs

To ensure a high level of service, culture is very important at Wild Eggs.>>
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University of Michigan Dining

At the University of Michi-
gan, the school’s dining 
program is focused on 
student success through 

education and engagement. The op-
eration believes a partnership exists 
between all areas of the student ex-
perience – academics, social, housing 
– and Michigan Dining (MDining) has 
stepped up to help students as well. 
With nutrition, wellness, interesting 
choices and, of course, deliciousness 
as the focus, the program is using its 
team and resources to support stu-
dents and customers in the way it 
knows best. 
 “We think student success includes 
wellness, nutrition and performance 
in all areas,” says Steve Mangan, se-
nior director, MDining. “It’s important 
for all students to have the resources 
to meet their individual goals and suc-
cesses. We also have to think about 
how dining supports the campus sus-
tainability goals, and ask where is 
the nexus on community-building on 
campus, in Ann Arbor, in Michigan, 
nationally and internationally. The 
university has initiatives on equi-
ty and inclusion on campus, and we 
have a diverse staff, so we’ve looked 

An Aligned Vision
University of Michigan Dining: The nexus between campus food programs and 
ongoing student success. By Staci Davidson

University of Michigan Dining
www.dining.umich.edu
Employees: More than 300 profession-
al and 1,500 student staff.
Steve Mangan, senior director:
“When you are running campus dining, 
and are serving more than 4 million 
meals a year, you have to be on point.”

company profi le

MDining was established four years ago when all related departments were consolidated into one.>>
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University of Michigan Dining

at how best to engage with international 
students and student organizations. It’s 
learning from all that and finding how to 
support academic partnerships.”
 MDining was established four years 
ago when all of the related departments 
consolidated into one in an effort to 
establish a “really strong dining pro-
gram,” according to Mangan. 
 The operation has nine dining halls, 
as well as retail cafes and markets that 
provide gourmet coffee, made-to-or-
der sandwiches, smoothies, pizza and 
fresh salads. Its branded concepts in-
clude Café 32 and JavaBlue coffee ca-
fes, The Pantry, U-GO’s, Victors market 
and Fireside Café, which features five 
restaurant platforms and a rotating en-
trée selection. 
 Additionally, Fields Café, which 
opened in 2015, is a farm-to-table 

restaurant offering handcrafted food 
made from fresh, locally and sustain-
ably sourced ingredients. 
 The university has a database of 
more than 10,000 recipes using 40,000 
ingredients, and daily offerings include 
gluten-free, halal, vegan and vegetari-
an selections. MHealthy dishes are de-
signed to be lower in fat, sodium and 
sugar than traditional offerings, and 
MDining strives to deliver menu cre-
ations that serve diverse appetites and 
preferences with locally grown pro-
duce, meats and regional dairy. 
 “We have to have great food, well-
ness and nutrition to meet the needs 
of our students and customers,” Man-
gan says. “This brings purpose and joy 
into the work. It also brings an aligned 
vision because we’re starting to think 
about getting beyond just food to the 

nexus of the food program that makes 
for student success.”

Increased Engagement
MDining wants to support students and 
the goals of the university, while also 
contributing to overall community im-
provements. “We want MDining to be 
the learning lab for real life challenges 
and opportunities,” Mangan says.
 For example, the department is 
working with a professor in the School 
of Public Health to conduct research 
on sugary drinks vs. healthier drinks. 
Meanwhile, some of the university’s 
engineering students are working with 
one of the dining program’s equipment 
suppliers to study a new kind of micro-
wave that is fueled by radio waves and 
is using a different frequency and level 
of energy. 

The university has a database of more than 10,000 recipes using 40,000 ingredients, and daily offerings include gluten-free, halal, vegan and vegetarian selections.>>
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 MDining recently completed a case study with the busi-
ness school regarding the department’s procurement chang-
es over the past few years. Because MDining employs thou-
sands of students each year, it’s working on other ways to 
bring the learning environment out of the classroom. 
 “We have to show our value on campus as well as to in-
tegrate ourselves with the bigger mission of the university,” 
Mangan says. “That is the culture change we’re looking for, 
and a lot of people see that, but we continue to evolve.”
 Part of MDining’s visibility comes in part from changing 
how people think about food and sustainability. The depart-
ment strives to be a leader in local procurement, as well as 
in waste management and recycling efforts, and it has host-
ed a number of “zero waste” events, according to Mangan. 
Additionally, MDining is making major inroads regarding 
catering on campus. Now, for example, the department ca-
ters a large convocation picnic for incoming freshmen, and 
it is helping students organize tailgates. 
 “Catering is a great tool to build community, educate on 
our sustainability goals, and engage campus partners at all 
levels,” he explains.
 “Students have an ever-growing knowledge and sophis-
tication about food; they are looking for quality and are 
conscious of what they want,” Mangan continues. “They are 
willing to spend for quality and will walk away from things 
that aren’t meeting their needs. The level of interest in food 
is definitely growing, and when you are running campus din-

ing, and are serving more than 4 million meals a year, you 
have to be on point. We want to honor the diversity of our 
student population with authentic dishes to meet their indi-
vidual ethnic and food choice needs.” 
 Mangan notes that diversity, equality, inclusion and food 
security are major focuses for MDining, especially as it 
aligns with campus goals. “We are starting a food pantry 
and working with one of our student organizations to best 
determine how to support students who are food insecure,” 
he explains. “But it’s not just dining, we are taking an institu-
tional approach by working with the dean of students, CAPS, 
university healthcare, the School of Public Health, student 
government and financial aid. We are starting to look at the 
cause and how we as a community can lead in innovative 
ways to reduce insecurity. 
 “It is key that we center on the institutional mission of sup-
porting students and being engaged with the community,” 
Mangan adds. “We look at our impact, not just locally but 
globally. That is part of the university’s mission and the stu-
dent life mission, and we have to find ways that food can 
align with that.” 

University of Michigan Dining

MDining wants to support students and the goals of the university, while also 
contributing to overall community improvements.

<<
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TA Restaurant Group

TA Restaurant Group has a 
rarely seen dual role as 
both a franchisor and as a 
franchisee, too.

 TA Restaurant Group is a division 
of TravelCenters of America. On the 
one hand, it sells franchise opportuni-
ties for its Iron Skillet, Country Pride 
and Quaker Steak and Lube brands.
 On the other hand, TA Restaurant 
Group is also a franchisee of Star-
bucks, Burger King, Fuddruckers, 
Black Bear Diner, Taco Bell, Pizza 
Hut, Arbys and other restaurants.
 That dual role offers TA Restaurant 
Group insight and advantages. “One 
of the reasons we are so successful 

with the brands we operate as fran-
chisees is because as franchisors, we 
understand there are expectations by 
franchisees in operating their brands 
with high standards,” says John Pon-
czoch, vice president in charge of 
the TA Restaurant Group division of 
Westlake, Ohio-based TravelCenters. 
“We try to follow their standards. 
When you are paying a royalty to car-
ry that name, you expect them to sup-
port you, train you and help you grow 
your business. We expect that of our 
franchisors; we also try to deliver that 
to our franchisees.”
 The dual role of franchisee and 
franchisor also offers TA Restaurant 

Group exposure to shared best prac-
tices from the 31 brands it operates 
along with allowing franchisees to 
learn from it. For example, food safety.
 “Some of the very large brands may 
be further along than us with the tech-
nology today for tracking products 
and using third-party inspection ser-
vices,” Ponczoch says. “We continue 
to incorporate these high standards 
into the brands we run.”
 TA Restaurant Group operates 
more than 500 restaurants with more 
than 15,000 employees, and those em-
ployees are the most important – and 
challenging – factor in its success.
 “Maintaining good people is always 
the biggest challenge we have,” Pon-
czoch says. “The whole restaurant 
industry is struggling to fi nd and keep 
quality staff today and continues to 
struggle with turnover.”
 Teaching the technical side of 
restaurant work is fairly straightfor-
ward, he says. “More challenging is 
developing a reason and passion for 
the work our employees do,” Pon-
czoch says. “Without a reason for 
servicing our guests and without 
knowing the difference you can actu-
ally have on someone’s day, it is tough 

Food for Travelers
TA Restaurant Group works to invigorate employees and grow its Quaker 
Steak & Lube chain.  By Mark Lawton

TA Restaurant Group
www.ta-petro.com
Headquarters: Westlake, Ohio
Employees: 15,000+
Specialty: Travel stop restaurants

company profi le

TA Restaurant Group operates more than 500 restaurants with more than 15,000 employees.>>
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for many employees to go above and 
beyond the expectations of our guests.”
 To do so, TA Restaurant Group de-
veloped training videos for its employ-
ees as part of its Daymaking program, 
which it has been using for seven years.
“These videos are about the day and 
the life of a truck driver, the experience 
a guest may have at our facilities, and 
the experience of our employees both at 
work and in their personal lives,” Pon-
czoch says. “These videos teach our 
employees what it is like to be a truck 
driver, a local guest and an employee 
working for TA Restaurant Group.” 
 “Customers’ vehicles could break 
down or they could have health issues 
or just have a bad day,” says Tom Liut-
kus, vice president of marketing and 
public relations. “So, employees recog-
nize the cues and are empowered to go 

into action and help the customer.” TA 
Restaurant Group also seeks to develop 
its leadership, including general man-
agers, district managers and regional 
vice presidents.
 “About 90 percent are homegrown,” 
Ponczoch says. “We will go outside the 
company and hire if necessary but we 
certainly try to grow internally.”
 While the restaurant chains – Burger 
King, Popeyes, Starbucks and so forth 
– in TravelCenters have their own train-
ing programs, TA Restaurant Group in-

stituted its own leadership course at its 
main Ohio facility.
 “We will give you systems training 
and culture training,” Ponczoch ex-
plains. “You meet with our leadership 
team and gain new techniques on being 
a better leader and how to grow with 
the organization.”
 Company leaders also have opportu-
nities to move in the organization.
 “If an employee wants to make a 
change from quick-serve to full-serve 
restaurants, we will give them that op-

TA Restaurant Group

We apply to all customer segments now, 
not just truck drivers. We pride our-
selves on being a full-service provider.”
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TA Restaurant Group

portunity,” Ponczoch says. “We have 
many departments – fueling, conve-
nience stores, 31 restaurant brands, 
truck service brands, headquarters – 
the opportunities are endless for folks. 
If you want something different across 
the country, we will help you get there.”

All Audiences
TA Restaurant Group is a division of 
TravelCenters of America.
 “We apply to all customer segments 
now, not just truck drivers,” Liutkus 
says. “We pride ourselves on being a 

full-service provider of travel center 
services and amenities.”
 TravelCenters of America was found-
ed in the early-1970s by Phil Saunders 
in western New York state. He built the 
first four locations and then sold them 
to a Miami-based company, Liutkus 
says. There were several changes of 
ownership, with the current ownership 
taking form in 2007. 
 TravelCenters are big, about 24 acres 
on average with 290 parking spots for 
trucks, more than 100 spots for cars and 
room for various services. In addition 
to restaurants, those services include 
gasoline and diesel, a travel store that 
is double the size of the average conve-
nience store, basic truck maintenance 
and repair, and roadside assistance.
 The TA Restaurant group is a big part 
of that with more than 500 restaurants 
including both fast-food and sit-down. 
Those include Starbucks, Popeyes, Burg-
er King, Taco Bell, Pizza Hut, Dunkin’ 
Donuts, Subway, Black Bear Diner, Fud-
druckers, Arbys and other brands. Of-
fered inside are driver showers, movie 

rooms and fitness facilities. Some even 
have medical clinics or Verizon stores.

Hugely Popular
In 2016, TravelCenters of America 
bought Quaker Steak & Lube, a chain of 
43 restaurants that had declared bank-
ruptcy. “The chain is hugely popular in 
this part of the country,” Ponczoch says.
 The company initially invested $5 
million in infrastructure, specifically 
customer-facing features such as tables, 
chairs, lights and ADA compliance.
 That has served the chain well, Pon-
czoch says, as the improvements have 
focused more on keeping up with food 
trends and looking at food offerings 
and bringing back old favorites. 
 “Today, you could talk to any of the 
Quaker Steak and Lube franchisees 
and they would have good things to say 
about Quaker Steak and Lube,” he says. 
“We are starting to see some interest in 
growth with the franchises.”

Civic and Charitable
Travel Centers of America works with 
a number of charitable and civic efforts 
such as the St. Christopher Truckers 
Relief Fund.
 “It supports truckers and their fam-
ilies who have serious needs,” Liutkus 
says. “If a truck driver gets hurt or sick 
while on the job and stops driving, they 
stop earning. St. Christopher’s helps 
pay for bills above and beyond medical 
including truck payments, house pay-
ments and utility bills.”
 Other organizations the company 
helps include Folds of Honor, which 
provides scholarships to families of 
military killed in action, and Wreaths 
Across America. It also provides free 
meals to veterans twice a year.
 “We ask our locations to get con-
nected locally to civic organizations, 
schools or any way they can help local 
communities,” Liutkus says. 

TravelCenters of America bought Quaker Steak & Lube, a 
chain of 43 restaurants, in 2016. It has focused on both 
keeping up with trends while bringing back old favorites. 

>>
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Larry Raikes was working as bartender in Buffalo, N.Y., when the rest 
of his family moved down to Florida – his parents to West Palm 
Beach to retire and his brother, Mitch, to Jacksonville to work as a 
metallurgist. Raikes came down to visit and scored a bar-tending job 

on his fi rst day in town.
 Raikes had high expectations when it came to fast food and was not impressed 

by what he found in his new town. “Buffalo is the fast-
food capital of the world,” he says. “I used to get out [from 
bar-tending] at 4 a.m. and go to the local pizza places. In 
Jacksonville, everything was shut down by 10 p.m.”
   An idea was born. Although Raikes’ experience in pre-
paring sandwiches was limited to helping his mother make 
subs – which they called “bombers” – at home, he didn’t 
let that stop him. He found a 700-square-foot space, made 

company profi le

Larry’s Giant Subs

some modifi cations for a total cost of 
about $18,000 and in 1982 Larry’s Gi-
ant Subs opened for business.
 “My fi rst day open, I did $500,” 
Raikes says. “I said, ‘man oh man.’”
 Raikes kept his sub shop open late 
to catch the post-nightclub business. 
His brother came in and worked the 
late shift.
 “After fi ve months of doing that, the 
steel industry got pretty slow and they 
laid him off,” Raikes says. “I made him 
a partner. After six months of working 
here, they called him to come back. 

Subs, Florida Style
Though the Raikes brothers have 64 stores, they still work the lunch rush.
By Mark Lawton

Larry’s Giant Subs
www.larryssubs.com
Annual revenue: $65 million
Employees: 125
Larry Raikes, CEO: “You gotta 
be hands-on. My brother and 
I, we still work in the company 
store downstairs.”

Larry’s Giant Subs has 64 mostly Florida locations, with eight being company stores and the rest franchises. Another two stores are under construction.>>
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He says, ‘I ain’t coming back. I’m making more money work-
ing here.”
 By 1984, within six months of opening a second location, 
the operation was debt-free. “It was the American dream,” 
Raikes says.
 About nine years ago, the brothers decided to start using 
natural ingredients. “It got to the point where the organic 
market people were charging $8 to $9 a pound,” Raikes says. 
They found a turkey producer in Minnesota from whom they 
could get antibiotic-free turkeys with their company name 
on it – becoming a co-packer – for not much more money.
 “Our sales increased right away,” Raikes says.
 Over time, they added nine other natural products in-
cluding roast beef, pastrami, corned beef, ham and provo-
lone cheese. Along the way they found out that other busi-
nesses – convenience stores, restaurants, colleges – would 
buy those natural foods, especially if the prices were better 
than their competitors. 
 Today more than 150 businesses buy natural products 
from Larry’s Giant Subs, Raikes says. While sub sandwiches 
are still the main business, selling bulk natural foods has be-
come a nice sideline.

Hands-On Business
Larry’s Giant Subs has 64 locations, mostly in Florida with 
eight being company stores and the rest franchises. Another 
two stores are under construction.
 The franchises are the biggest challenge. “You have to 
babysit people,” Raikes says. “They come to you for your 

expertise. They have to be consistent and commit to using 
the right products. You find people who want to cut corners, 
go the store and buy this and buy that. [Customers] are not 
stupid. If you use a cheaper turkey, [customers] will know. 
If you change the pizza sauce, people will know. We have 
compliance agreements and have canceled franchises with 
those who are non-compliant.”
 Larry’s Giant Subs helps franchisees with site selection 
and design, inspects their stores to make sure they are keep-
ing up standards and training. “It’s very labor intensive to 
train the franchisees,” Raikes says. “Franchises can call us 
24 hours a day. They do. One guy’s oven blew up. We went 
to a warehouse at 4 in the morning and we brought an oven 
to him.”
 “We make more money on the company stores,” he contin-
ues. “We don’t want to do too many more Larry’s [franchis-
es]. Maybe more corporate locations. We’re not advertising 
for new franchisees.”
 Today, Raikes is CEO and Mitch is vice president and both 
remain very involved in the daily business. “You gotta be 
hands-on,” Raikes says. “My brother and I, we still work in 

Larry’s Giant Subs

Brothers Larry (right) and Mitch Raikes have operated Larry’s Giant Subs since 1982. <<
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the company store downstairs [from our offices]. It’s one of 
our busiest locations. They call us and we go down and help 
with the lunches.”
 Another challenge is finding the right employees. 
 “If you don’t have the right people in place, you can’t build 
a successful company,” Raikes says. Over 13 years ago the 
company hired Larry’s wife, Deanna, who previously oper-
ated multiple stores for the Limited Brands Corporation as 
well as had an extensive background in corporate human re-
sources and maximizing employees.

 

The same with the franchises. “[Franchise owners] have 
to be dedicated to work,” Raikes says. “You can’t just hire 
someone to run it. If you don’t have good people behind the 
counter ... one person could screw up your business in a 
matter of weeks.”

Thinking Big
Larry’s Giant Subs plans to open an almost 3,000-square-
foot location that will seat about 110 people in the up-and-
coming Murray Hill neighborhood of Jacksonville. The loca-
tion will have a full bar and various food offerings including, 
for the first time, Neapolitan-style pizza.
 “My kids all went to Italy a few years ago,” Raikes says. 
“They fell in love with Neapolitan pizza. The water is hard 
[in Jacksonville]. We got a water machine that can emulate 
the water from anywhere in the world. It’s called the New 
York WaterMaker, and we’ll be using Brooklyn New York 
water at our new location.”
 The company is now in its second generation. Larry’s son 
David is general manager of the company stores and his son 
Max is the compliance director. Mitch’s son Jake is general 
manager of at store in Palatka, Fla. 

Larry’s Giant Subs

Larry’s Giant Subs plans to open an almost 3,000-square-foot location that will seat about 
110 people in the up-and-coming Murray Hill neighborhood of Jacksonville, Fla. 

>>

Larry and Mitch Raikes remain very much involved in the business. Meanwhile, the company has entered its second generation of family participation. >>
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Popbar

Popbar stands out from its 
peers in frozen treat fran-
chising in more ways than 
one. First, the concept itself 

is unique – instead of scoops of ice 
cream or frozen yogurt, the franchise 
serves up frozen gelato pops that can 
be customized with various toppings 
and dippings. 
 “If you walk into one of our stores, 
you will see that there’s a very cap-
tivating display case,” Founder and 
President Reuben BenJehuda says. 
“You can choose not only your fl avors, 
but you can create your own treats.”
 The freshness of the company’s 
products also distinguish it within 
the frozen treat space. “In this day 
and age most concepts in the frozen 

dessert world are unfortunately made 
somewhere else in America, then fro-
zen, shipped and defrosted, so what 
the fi nal consumer is eating is a few 
months or even years old,” BenJe-
huda says. “What’s unique about us 
is all of our locations are little mom-
and-pop stores and we make our own 
pops in-house every day.”
 Popbar has kosher, vegan and aller-
gen-free options, and offers products 
that are lower in calories than other 
similar desserts, giving it something 
to satisfy every sweet tooth. It also 
serves its products in distinctive trays 
to help them stand out. 
 “The biggest trend in our market 
is defi nitely having cool visuals. Of-
fering a great-tasting product is not 

enough; we also think our products 
should be Instagram-worthy,” he 
adds. “When we’re adding new prod-
ucts, we’re trying to look at it from a 
visual perspective while not taking 
anything away from the taste.”

Serving Fun Experiences
In addition to gelato, Popbar offers fro-
zen yogurt and sorbet pops. In all, the 
company offers 50 fl avors, including 
seasonal favorites such as pumpkin 
pie in the fall. Every franchise location 
has autonomy over the fl avors they of-
fer, though perennial choices such as 
vanilla and chocolate are kept in stock.
 Popbar regularly introduces be-
tween four and eight new fl avors and 
one to two dippings and toppings each 
year. Its most recent products include 
a “gelatoShake” – a milkshake with a 
gelato base that is made fresh in front 
of the customer instead of coming 
from a freezer or refrigerator. Flavors 
of the shake include vanilla, chocolate, 
strawberry, green tea, coffee and cara-
mel vanilla. It also added a candy cane 
gelatoShake fl avor for the holidays.
 The company also has “Hot Choc-
olate on a Stick” - a stick with a cube 
of chocolate that is melted in warm or 

Sticking Out
The quality of Popbar’s unique gelato pops and other products distinguish it 
in the marketplace.  By Jim Harris

Popbar
www.pop-bar.com
Headquarters: New York City
Employees: More than 200
Reuben BenJehuda, founder
and president: “Popbar is about the 
fun and experience of our products.”

company profi le

Popbar began franchising in 2015 and today there are 22 Popbar locations in the United States as well as international locations.>>
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hot milk. “Popbar is about the fun and 
experience of our products; we try to 
keep our flavors as authentic as possi-
ble,” BenJehuda says. 
 The company’s vendors help it main-
tain freshness and quality. Popbar has 
worked with many of the same vendors 
throughout its eight-year history. 
 “When we opened, the main rule we 
established for ourselves was that we 
want to only make and serve an all-nat-
ural product, which is very limiting. 
When you see chocolate sprinkles that 
are multi-colored, there’s a 99 percent 
chance that they’re artificial colors, be-
cause purple doesn’t occur in nature,” 
he adds. “Our chocolate sprinkles are 
all chocolate colored. To do that, we 
are pushed to have a special relation-
ship with our vendors and do not switch 
vendors that much – we find the one we 

like based on a variety of factors and 
develop a long-term vision together.”

A Passion for Growth
BenJehuda, who grew up in Italy, devel-
oped the concept in 2009 and opened 
the first Popbar location the following 
year in New York City.  “The idea was 
to take a pop and put it into a new ver-
sion,” he says. “I grew up with gelato, 
so I thought we can make a gelato pop.”
 The concept began franchising in 
2015 with a location in Anaheim, Ca-
lif. Since then, Popbar franchises have 
opened elsewhere in California as well 
as in Texas, Florida and North Caro-
lina. Today, there are 22 Popbar loca-
tions in the United States as well as in-
ternational locations. Twenty locations 
are scheduled to open within the next 
year, including five non-U.S. franchises.

 BenJehuda credits the company’s 
rapid growth to its employees’ passion. 
“We like people to express what they 
think of the brand and don’t confine 
them to what their particular role is,” he 
says. “Everyone on our team is open to 
discuss anything Popbar related.”
 The company continues to seek out 
new opportunities. “I would like Popbar 
to grow in a very smart way,” BenJehu-
da adds. “There’s definitely an appetite 
for this.” 

Popbar

Scott F. Lurie, Architect seeks solutions that specifically 
suit the needs of our clients, to properly incorporate 
their desires within a framework of appropriate and 
engaging architecture. Commercial projects send us to 
work from coast to coast (and Hawaii), providing special-
ized services for an assortment of commercial entities. 
Scott Lurie is licensed in 39 States. Proudly, we have 
become the recommended architectural firm of various 
food and other franchise companies. We welcome the 
prospect of providing our special blend of imagination 
and know-how, which is key to our firm’s selection as 
architect to more than 2500 projects.
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Rocky Mountain Restaurant Group

Over the past 16 years, Rocky 
Mountain Restaurant 
Group of Colorado has 
grown from annual sales 

of $850,000 to nearly $20 million, and 
from 23 employees to more than 450. 

In 2019, founder and owner Randy 
Price aims to focus on eggs.
 Urban Egg restaurants, that is. Ur-
ban Egg A Daytime Eatery focuses on 
locally sourced, organic ingredients. 
“The time is right for the breakfast 

market” Price says. “We plan to be 
ready with the franchise piece by the 
third quarter of 2019.”
 Price has 11 restaurants divided 
among three concepts. Salsa Brava 
(three locations), Sonterra and Ur-
ban Egg (soon to be eight locations 
in Colorado).
 Urban Egg features natural juice 
blends, gourmet benedicts and pan-
cakes, organic quinoa, stuffed French 
toast, avocado toast options and 
traditional items. A build-your-own 
Bloody Mary bar, selection of mimo-
sas and margaritas, fair trade coffee 
and burgers, salads and sandwiches 
are also available. The focus is on 
outstanding quality and sincere ser-
vice in a fun and upbeat atmosphere. 
“This formula has been our guiding 
principle and will continue to be,” 
Price says.
 Urban egg partners with 50 local 
suppliers. “Our guests appreciate that 
when they dine at Urban Egg, they 
are supporting other local and region-
al businesses,” Price says.

The Best Training
“At 14, I cooked pizzas in Detroit. My 
dad was in the auto business,” Price 

Egg-cellent Plans
Rocky Mountain Restaurant Group aims to franchise and grow its
Urban Egg concept.  By Mark Lawton

Rocky Mountain
Restaurant Group
www.urbaneggeatery.com
Employees: 450
Specialty: Full-service restaurants
Randy Price, owner: “We plan to be 
selective with potential franchisees. We 
want partners who have experience in 
hospitality [and] share our beliefs.”

company profi le

Urban Egg’s specialties include its Urban White Bean Hummus Toast and Chicken & Waffl e Benedict.>>
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says. He worked through high school and college in eateries 
from Kansas City to Arizona.
 Price attended Northern Arizona University where 
he earned a degree in business and hotel and restaurant 
management in 1989. After graduation, he sought the best 
training in the industry and went to work for Houston’s 
Restaurants.  “I was attracted to Houston’s because of their 
top-ranked training, their standards of excellence in service 
and quality and their high average unit sales,” Price says.
 He stayed with Houston’s for three years and appreciat-
ed its approach to gross sales and quality. He then went to 
work for Brinker International to learn from a company that 
was more net income and employee focused. Price managed 
Chili’s in the Phoenix area in the early ’90s. 

Keys to Success
Price says having a clear vision and executing it precisely 
is important in the restaurant industry, which requires pas-
sion and hard work. Another key is caring  for employees. 
Rocky Mountain invests in leadership development, edu-
cation, training, team building and a wellness program for 
its employees.
 “We treat employees as family and guests as friends,” 
Price says. “When employees need help, we help. We want 
to be there for them so they know they are not just a number”. 
 As part of that, Price takes managers on annual retreats. 
“We get out of the restaurants and are able to share best 
practices, have fun and recharge,” Price says. “We emphasize 
maintaining a balance between work and personal lives.” 
 Rocky Mountain is developing an online platform that 
will guide employee with onboarding and training while 
helping teach Rocky Mountain culture. “With todays em-
ployees, online training helps with retention,” Price says. 
“We want to train our employees on our business practices 
and also provide them with materials to advance their ca-
reers should they so desire. In addition, Rocky Mountain 
is developing ways to educate employees about personal 
fi nance and budgeting.
 “We feel this can be an added benefi t and help develop 
longer term employees,” Price says. “Kids are not getting 
this in school and we feel this is important information that 
can offer life long benefi ts”.

Ready to Grow
Price sees the retail environment changing. “Big box is a 
thing of the past with online retail,” Price says. “Developers 
are looking to food service to fi ll shopping centers, leading 
to increased competition. Competition has never been great-
er than it is now. We fi ght for market share and for employ-

ees. I do not see that changing. We better be the best at what 
we do to attract both.”
 Price is excited about Urban Egg. “We hit a home run 
with Urban Egg,” Price says. “Strong sales north of 2 mil-
lion, respectable cost of goods and well above average store 
profi tability. Not to mention, our employees appreciate not 
working nights. 
 He adds, “Urban Egg is ready to grow. We are excited 
about the franchise piece and look forward to many years of 
growth, success and fun in the breakfast segment.” 

Rocky Mountain Restaurant Group

Rocky Mountain Restaurant Group plans to franchise its 
award-winning Urban Egg breakfast concept. Recent awards 
it has won include:
 •  Top Breakfast and Top Overall Restaurant, Fort Collins – 

Coloradoan, 2019
 •  Best Breakfast, Brunch, Local Chain – Colorado Springs 

Gazette, 2018
 •  Top Denver Breakfast – 303 Magazine, 2018
 •  Hottest New Brunch – Eater Denver, 2018
 •  Best Breakfast in Colorado – MSNBC 
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Boomarang Diner

Hard work and no wages can 
pay off. Just ask Steve 
Degraffenreid, who along 
with his brother Ron 

worked for free at the fi rst Booma-
rang Diner that their father Charles 
opened in 1998 in Muskogee, Okla. 
 “When you have only one restau-
rant and it’s a diner, you can’t afford 
everyone’s meal ticket,” Degraffenre-
id explains. “My brother and I had to 
get real jobs during the day and work 
in the evenings and weekends [at no 
pay] for dad. 
 “We always said to dad, ‘When can 
we get paid?’ He said, ‘When pigs fl y.’ 
We found a stuffed pig and hung it 
from the ceiling in the restaurant.”

 Charles Degraffenreid opened a 
second diner in Muskogee three-
and-a-half years later, then another 
in Tahlequah, a sixth in Shawnee – 
where the family later located their 
headquarters – and so on.
 In those early years, the brothers 
Degraffenreid continued to work at 
other restaurants and hospitality com-
panies. “We learned a vast amount of 
knowledge about their structures and 
how they did things,” Degraffenreid 
says. “As we grew, we implemented 
those things [at Boomarang].
 Boomarang is a community diner. 
“It’s what people grew up eating,” De-
graffenreid says. That includes ham-
burgers, chicken-fried steak, deep-

fried pickles, catfi sh, shakes, malts, 
pies and breakfast and lunch all day.

How to Succeed
Any restaurateur will tell you that he 
or she works in a competitive fi eld 
and Degraffenreid is no exception. 
“The restaurant industry in general 
is pretty volatile and many restau-
rant fails in the fi rst few years,” De-
graffenreid says. “What we’ve done 
is go into smaller communities. We’re 
not in Tulsa or Oklahoma City. On the 
outskirts but not in the city. The big 
[restaurant chains] out there, they 
don’t go to Chandler, Okla., because 
the population is 3,100.”
 It’s a strategy that has worked. 
“We open fi ve to six new stores a 
year on average, although we seem 
to be growing at a faster pace right 
now,” Degraffenreid says. “In the last 
12 months, we’ve opened four new 
stores. We’re having discussions 
about master franchising.”
 Today, Boomarang has 53 restau-
rants, 26 of them franchises.

Active in Communities
There is more to success at Booma-
rang than locating in smaller towns. 

Small Pays Big
Boomarang Diners targets smaller towns and becomes active in its 
communities to succeed.  By Mark Lawton

Boomarang Diner
www.boomarangdiner.com
Headquarters: Shawnee, Okla.
Specialty: 1950s-style diners
Steve Degraffenreid, co-owner:
“Nothing is fool-proof, but  if you open 
one of our diners and operate it the 
way we structure it, you can be very 
successful.”

company profi le

Boomarang Diner fare including hamburgers, chicken-fried steak, deep-fried pickles, catfi sh, shakes and malts, and pies.>>
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One strategy is to be active in the community. “We get in-
volved in helping out the school system and store managers 
and franchise owners get involved the chamber and Lions 
Club and Rotary,” Degraffenreid says. 
 “I was at a high school football game the other night and 
I looked over and there was a Boomarang Diner banner on 
the fence,” he recalls. “They were giving away a Boomarang 
gift certificate. We don’t put our money into TV or radio. We 
put our money into the community.”

Really Fortunate
The unemployment rate in Oklahoma in October 2018 was 
3.4 percent, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics. That can make it tough to recruit talented employees. 
Degraffenreid says recruiting can be “hit or miss” although 
overall Boom-a-rang has “been really fortunate.” 
 The chain has a management training program and along 
with good pay offers competitive benefits including flexible 
schedules, insurance and the opportunity to eventually be-
come owner-operators.

Franchise Supports
According to its FDD, the initial cost to franchise a Booma-
rang Diner ranges from $111,800 to $550,550, depending on 
several factors. These include whether the company con-
structs a new building, leases a building or takes over an 
existing restaurant. 
 New franchisees go through a 10-week training program 
with weekly tests. “We help them through the building pro-

cess with architectural plans, equipment purchases, support 
on the construction process,” Degraffenreid says. “We help 
coordinate the whole opening, marketing-wise. We deal 
with the local chamber of commerce. We send in a training 
crew for the first few weeks to help operate the stores un-
til the franchisees get their sea legs. Nothing is fool-proof, 
but if you open one of our diners and operate it the way we 
structure it, you can be very successful.”

All About Legacy
In 2019, the Degraffenreid brothers will celebrate the 21st  
anniversary of Boomarang Diner, which continues to be a 
family business. Steve and Ron Degraffenreid’s wives, Kris-
tina and Meredith, handled accounting for 15 years and the 
brothers both have sons who work for the company.
 Asked about the company’s future, Degraffenreid doesn’t 
talk about profits. “The future, its all about legacy,” De-
graffenreid says. “I get a warm feeling in my heart when I 
see people succeed. I want to see that some of the people 
who worked hard with us fulfill their destiny. I’m excited to 
see where we go, the next five years.” 

Boomarang Diner

Shawnee, Okla.-based Boomarang has 53 restaurants, 26 of them franchises.>>
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Primo Hoagies

The biggest difference be-
tween a sandwich from 
Primo Hoagies and one 
from elsewhere is clear 

the second one of its customers be-
gins eating. “The lunch meats and 
cheeses we use are of the highest 
quality and consistency standards,” 
President and CEO Rocco Fiorentino 
says. “We’ve learned time and again 
that quality is extremely important for 

our brand, and we will never sacrifi ce 
quality for price.”
 The Westville, N.J.-based sand-
wich franchise believes in using only 
the fi nest ingredients and products 
on its sandwiches, including fresh 
prosciutto on its Italian sandwich-
es. All meats and cheeses are sliced 
fresh to order. “Our customers really 
get the feeling of freshness, knowing 
everything was just sliced,” he adds. 

“It’s almost like you get a smack in 
the face when you take a bite of that 
sandwich; the fl avor profi le is second 
to none. That is what we believe our 
differentiator is in the industry.”
 The bread, meats and cheeses 
in Primo Hoagies’ sandwiches are 
unique to the restaurant. Its meats 
and cheeses are prepared by a sin-
gle vendor using proprietary spice 
blends and recipes, and the company 
works with a bakery in New Jersey 
that prepares bread that is par-baked 
and fl ash frozen before being shipped 
to Primo Hoagies’ stores, where they 
are baked to store specifi cations. 
 Bread is typically baked fresh ev-
ery half-hour. “Our bread is baked 
to the right color, right temperature 
and right feel, and has the right ‘snap’ 
when you bite into it,” Fiorentino 
says, crediting the bread’s quality to 
the unique water quality and atmo-
sphere in the Northeast.
 Primo Hoagies’ other vendors in-
clude one distributor that supplies all 
of its locations in seven states. “We 
work with a very limited number of 
vendors and suppliers, who we call 
our partners because they invest in 
our brand,” he adds. “Everything we 

The Best Bite
Using fresh meats, cheeses and breads helps Primo Hoagies make high-quality 
sandwiches that attract repeat customers.  By Jim Harris

Primo Hoagies
www.primohoagies.com
Headquarters: Westville, N.J.
Rocco Fiorentino, president and 
CEO: “It’s almost like you get a smack 
in the face when you take a bite of that 
sandwich; the fl avor profi le is second 
to none.”

company profi le

The brand has locations throughout the Eastern Seaboard, including a new location in Mount Pleasant, S.C. >>
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do is from the Northeast and shipped 
out, to retain consistency.”
 In addition to its Italian Hoagie sand-
wich, the company is known for its Philly 
cheesesteak. The company’s newest 
menu items include lettuce wraps and 
boxed lunches, offered through Primo 
Hoagies’ catering operation. The com-
pany’s plans for the immediate future 
include introducing a food truck and 
adding to its customer loyalty program. 
“I am proud of the products we serve 
and in the markets we serve them in, as 
well as our relationships with franchise 
partners and vendors,” Fiorentino says.  
“Collectively, we have a lot of fun and 
are building an amazing organization.”

‘An Amazing Family’
The first Primo Hoagies store opened 
in 1993 in Philadelphia. The company 

began franchising in the Philadelphia 
and southern New Jersey markets in 
2003 after visitors to its original loca-
tion asked where else they could find 
Primo’s products. Today, the brand has 
locations throughout the eastern U.S.  
seaboard, including its newest location 
in Mount Pleasant, S.C. 
 Primo Hoagies continues to expand 
in the region, with locations in Bel Air, 
Md.; Atlanta; northern New Jersey; Ra-
leigh, N.C.; and a Florida location antic-
ipated to open in 2019. Many of its fran-
chise candidates have visited its stores 
as customers and were very excited 
about joining the brand. 
 “Strategically, we believe most 
brands in foodservice have to be care-
ful when they expand. Opening in the 
Midwest or California would take a lot 
of resources from our corporate sup-

port center,” Fiorentino says. “We’re 
conscious about support and building a 
brand with enough units within a certain 
time frame so we utilize our resources 
and support efforts efficiently.”
 Primo Hoagies has proven to be a 
positive investment for many of its fran-
chisees. In addition to offering franchi-
sees support and a proven, successful 
business model, the company includes 
its franchisees in important corporate 
decisions including research, product 
testing and marketing. 
 “We are fortunate to have an amaz-
ing corporate team to work with, as 
well as an amazing franchise family,” 
Fiorentino adds. 

Primo Hoagies

Pepsico In 2016, Pepsi entered into a partnership with 
Primo Hoagies, one of Philadelphia’s most iconic and 
recognizable restaurant chains.  Pepsi’s portfolio of 
well-known core brands and exciting new innovation is 
a great complement to a Primo Hoagie!
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No matter whether a person buys a Fratelli Beretta USA Inc. salami or a 
product from its parent company in Italy, they can count on consis-
tency. “We guarantee to the consumer that the fl avor profi le and the 
experience will be the same if you buy in the United States or go on 

vacation in Italy,” Simone Bocchini says.
 Bocchini is the president of Beretta USA, the U.S.-based operation of Fratelli 

Beretta, a provider of salami and other specialty meats. 
The company’s history stretches back to 1812, when Car-
lo Antonio Beretta received ownership of his family busi-
ness from his father in Barzanò, Italy.
 Over the years, the company opened a butcher shop 
that supplied the town. After World War I and II, Fratelli 
Beretta expanded its operation with a factory and grew its 
distribution capacity across different Italian regions. 

company profi le

Fratelli Beretta USA Inc.

 After the company saw success in 
supermarkets, brothers Giuseppe and 
Vittore Beretta invested and diversi-
fi ed it further by producing packaged 
salami for widespread sale and con-
sumption. In the 1970s, the two grew 
awareness of the product by taking 
part in major international food fairs.

Going Stateside
In 1997, Fratelli Beretta made its move 
into the United States with the pur-
chase of a production facility in South 
Hackensack, N.J. At the time, Bocchi-

A Flavorful Business
Fratelli Beretta USA extends the legacy of its parent company with quality 
meats and passion for its work.  By Alan Dorich

Fratelli Beretta USA Inc.
www.fratelliberettausa.com
Headquarters: Mount Olive, N.J
Specialty: Salami and specialty 
meats
Simone Bocchini, president:
“Everyone can walk into my 
offi ce at any given time.”

Fratelli Beretta USA, the U.S.-based operation of Fratelli Beretta, is a provider of salami and other specialty meats. >>
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ni says, the company made Italian-style 
salami for the American market that was 
distributed in the Tri-State area of New 
York, New Jersey and Connecticut, as 
well as northern Pennsylvania.

 The introduction of Italian-style prod-
uct in the United States was not easy. 
Most of the consumers were in the typ-
ical Italian market and Mama’s and Pa-
pa’s operation. The situation changed 
when media sources like the Food Net-
work began explaining the advantages 
of European products, including flavor 
profiles. That helped in expanding the 
distribution of these products.
 This grew demand for Fratelli Ber-
etta’s product, which drove it to acquire 
Busseto Foods and its production facil-
ity in Fresno, Calif. in 2007. “That one 
gave us two great advantages,” Bocchi-
ni says, noting that one was the extra 
capacity, allowing the company to make 
more products.
 The other, he explains, was that it 
gave Fratelli Beretta a position on the 
West Coast. But over time, the company 

saw demand increase so high from re-
tail and foodservice clients that not even 
an addition to the Fresno facility helped.
 “That’s when we started the construc-
tion of our latest location,” Bocchini 
says, explaining that Fratelli Beretta be-
gan construction on its 200,000-square-
foot facility in Mount Olive, N.J., in 
2014 and opened it in 2015.

Fratelli Beretta USA Inc.

Premier Printing Solutions is a unique, con-
cept-to-completion design and manufacturing facility 
that specializes in the Labels & Packaging industry. With 
over 23 years of manufacturing experience, we pride 
ourselves on our customer service, quick turn times, 
as well as an array of products, services, and finishing 
options as extensive as you can creatively design.
 Our President, Keith Ramos, has developed a sin-
gle-minded approach and a “keep it in-house” mentality. 
This in turn gives us complete control over every aspect 
of your project throughout the entire production process, 
ensuring our customers’ label and packaging needs 
retain their brand marketing integrity from start to finish.
 Throughout our history, Premier Printing Solutions 
have made many game-changing acquisitions to ele-
vate the variety of services that we offer. From the initial 
stages of conceptual design, through the continuity of 
brand marketing & development, to the manufacture 
and production of all your labels & packaging needs, 
Premier Printing has a solution for every project.
 For inquiries or further information, please contact us 
at sales@premierps3.com, or give us a ring at (570) 426-
1570, or look us up at premierps3.com.

Fratelli Beretta USA’s products are distributed through-
out the United States.

>>
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 With additional capacity and new in-
novations, “We started experimenting 
with new packaging and new products,” 
he says, noting that Beretta USA has en-
joyed strong growth over the last three 
years. “Right now, between the three lo-
cations, we employ almost 280 people.”
 The company also focuses on sa-
lami, prosciutto, coppa and bresaola 

products. Currently, “We have between 
25 to 40 different varieties [of salami], 
packaged in different serving sizes,” 
Bocchini says, adding that these range 
from three to 24 ounces.
 Its Mount Olive facility also gives the 
company the capability to make pro-
sciutto all natural with pork and salt. 
“We can cure for sometimes between 
10 to 12 months,” he adds.
 Today, Fratelli Beretta USA’s prod-
ucts have distribution throughout the 
United States. “We also export prod-
ucts to Canada and Central America,” 
Bocchini adds.

Embracing Change
Beretta USA’s current projects include 
a focus on freshness. “They are trying 
to move a lot of product from behind 
the counter to a more convenient way to 

grab and go,” Bocchini says, explaining 
that the company is investing in innova-
tive packing so that products bought on 
a shelf have the same quality as those 
bought in a deli.
 “This is a change that we’re trying to 
embrace,” he continues. “The next few 
years to come are going to be [focused] 
more towards convenience, but with 
tremendous advancement in quality.”
 Another focus for Fratelli Beretta 
USA in 2019 will be snack food prod-
ucts. “Everyone is looking for some-
thing convenient in different locations,” 
Bocchini says. “It can be a mid-morning 
snack, or a small meal substitution as 
well as your after dinner craving.” 
 But this will not be the company’s 
first venture into the snack food realm. 
In June 2018, it launched 27 different 
varieties of snacks, featuring salami, 

Fratelli Beretta USA Inc.
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prosciutto, breadsticks, cranberries, olives, provolone cubes 
and other ingredients.
 “Customers have an overall experience with a two-and-
a-half ounce package,” he says, adding its snack line has 
earned a positive reception. “It’s been very well accepted. 
It’s addressing a need that is very present.”

Making It Easy
Beretta USA’s Mount Olive location has benefi ted from an 
investment in technology even in a process that is century 
old like the art of making dry cure meat. 
 Implementing robotics and information technology, “We 
were able to take away all the heavy lifting involved with the 
process,” he says. 
 The main motivation for these additions was not fi nancial, 
he asserts. Instead, “We’re focused on creating a safer and 
less stressful environment for the worker, allowing repetitive 

A Big Deal
Fratelli Beretta USA has a large footprint in the United 
States with its production plants, which measure more 
than 340,000 square feet combined. Together, they 
can produce a great variety of typical Italian-style dry 
cured product including mortadella, coppa, pancetta, 
bresaola, salami and cured prosciutto.
 Currently, Beretta USA and Busseto’s brands are avail-
able at major U.S. retailers including ShopRite, Sam’s 
Club, Costco, Hannaford, Wegmans, Winco and Meijer. 
“Additionally, they can be found in major restaurants, 
traditional food stores, and small specialty food shops,” 
it says. 

Fratelli Beretta recently introduced prosciutto di Carpegna to the United States. The 
specialty meat has been enjoyed for centuries in Italy.  

>>
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process and heavy lifting of salami racks and prosciutto to 
machine,” he says. 
 Beretta USA keeps researching new innovations to this 
day. “We’re constantly not only looking at our competitors 
but what are the needs for the customers,” Bocchini says. 
“[Consumers] are looking at convenience and quality at the 
same time, new flavor [profiles] and new [ways] of enjoying 
our product in different [occasions].”

The Family Business
Fratelli Beretta is currently in its seventh generation of family 
leadership. “They are involved in the day-to-day operations,” 
Bocchini says, adding that this gives the large corporation 
the feel of a smaller, family owned enterprise.
 For example, when the company sees a consumer trend in 
the marketplace, “The decision making is made very quickly 
to make an investment for a specific line,” he says. “We can 
make those decisions in the matter of a day.”
 The company also has nurtured a culture where it looks 
for passion for the business in its employees. “We can teach 
technology and we can teach the product,” Bocchini says. 
“[But] the key is passion.”
 For example, Bocchini has two longtime managers that did 

Fratelli Beretta USA Inc.

“They went for it. I’ve been 
with them for 16 years and 
I’m very proud.”

The company has opened a branch of its Beretta Academy in Mount Olive, N.J.>>
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not know much about salami before coming to the company. 
But their enthusiasm for the business made them invaluable. 
Today, “One is my supervisor of dry curing of salami,” he 
says, adding that the other oversees the curing of prosciutto.
 Fratelli Beretta’s culture also has nurtured longevity among 
its staff, who appreciate its family atmosphere and open-
door policy. “Everyone can walk into my office at any given 
time,” he says. “That mentality is throughout the company.”

Behind the Brand
Fratelli Beretta provides extensive training to its employees 
through Beretta Academy, which operates from the compa-
ny’s corporate headquarters in Trezzo sull’Adda, Italy. “The 
purpose of this institution is to train the new generation to 
pass down what cannot be written,” Bocchini says.
 According to the company, the Academy is meant as a 
place to cherish and expand the arts and secrets of the Ital-
ian tradition of food, especially dry curing product. “Here, 
there is a commitment to preserve values and pass them on 
to future generations,” Fratelli Beretta says.
 “In essence, Beretta Academy has always existed,” it says, 
noting that it was founded within the company in 1812 or 
shortly thereafter. “Then, in 2011, it took material form as it 
became a place, a physical location for the experience of the 
tradition that is behind the brand.”
 The Academy also sustains a daily internal dialogue in its 
team to engage traditions, grow mentally and culturally, and 
learn by action. “It is a space to contribute personally to the 
enduring establishment of a long-lasting reality from a histo-
ry that already spans over 200 years,” the company says.

Beretta USA and Busseto’s brands are available at major retailers in the United States.>>
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 While the Academy presents its students with challenges, it 
also gives them rewards. Bocchini notes that his current vice 
plant manager experienced that fi rst-hand. After attending 
the courses in Italy and being the fi rst in his class, he was 
offered the position in the United States.

A Broad Focus
Fratelli Beretta often takes the perspective of the consumer 
when it comes to its marketing strategy. “We put ourselves in 
the consumer’s place [and ask] what would we like to have,” 
Bocchini says.
 While millennials are often the main focus of marketing 
campaigns at other fi rms, the company does not like to alien-
ate other generations, including baby boomers or generation 

Fratelli Beretta USA Inc.

Introducing a Tradition
Fratelli Beretta’s recent product introductions include 
Prosciutto di Carpegna, a specialty of Italy’s Marche re-
gion. Previously, the product had not been available in 
the United States until the company announced itself 
as the exclusive producer and importer in June 2018.
 “Prosciutto di Carpegna has been enjoyed in Italy for 
centuries and I am so proud of our family to be able to 
introduce such a special tradition to the United States 
for the very fi rst time,” CEO Alberto Beretta said in a 
statement. “This is some of the most exclusive pro-
sciutto to be made in the world and has an incredible 
history and tradition.”
 Carpegna, the company notes, is a village within 
a territory between the Emilia Romagna, March and 
Tuscany regions of Central Italy. “Fratelli Beretta’s Car-
pegna production facility is located in the heart of this 
territory in the Montefeltro Mountains,” it says.
 “It is here that the history of Carpegna prosciutto 
has taken root, formed by age-old traditions and pork 
curing techniques that date back to the 1400s,” the 
company continues. “Day after day, Fratelli Beretta’s 
prosciutto is tended by hand as it slowly ages amid 
curing traditions of the area that have been proudly 
preserved from the Middle Ages and continue to be 
handed down from generation to generation.”
 Currently, the company says that Prosciutto di 
Carpegna is made in a single plant where 10 master 
butchers — also known as maestri salumai — are 
the keepers of its secrets. “To cure the prosciutto, the 
salumai use the famous sweet salt of Cervia exclusive-
ly and they have developed a secret coating blend of 
lard and spices,” it says.
 After a 20-month curing process, “They prick each 
prosciutto with a horsebone needle along specifi c 
points of the leg,” Fratelli Beretta continues. “They 
declare the process complete by designating each one 
worthy to be labeled a ‘Prosciutto di Carpegna DOP.’”
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X. “We do different strategies based on the focus of every-
one,” he says. “We don’t want to discriminate.”
 Charities also are a major focus for Fratelli Beretta. “We 
are trying to give back to the community as much as we can,” 
he says, noting that the company recently partnered with the 
city of Mount Olive for a food drive.

Good Growth
Bocchini is proud of Fratelli Beretta and how it has been able 
to achieve its goals. For example, “We broke ground [for the 
Mount Olive facility] in June 2014, with a crazy objective to 
open by the one-year mark,” he recalls.
 Thanks to the collected efforts of everyone involved, “We 
were able to open in May 2015, two weeks shy of the mark,” 
he says, noting that this is a refl ection of the company’s philos-
ophies. “The Beretta family has a very proactive approach.”
 The family was confi dent that its team could get it done. 
“I said, ‘Do you believe this thing is going to work?’ and they 
said ‘Yes,’” Bocchini recalls. “They went for it. I’ve been 
with them for 16 years and I’m very proud.”
 He predicts a strong future for Fratelli Beretta. “We see a lot of more consumers being exposed to this type of prod-

uct,” he says, adding that this is being accomplished via 
magazines as well as cooking and traveling shows.
 Through this exposure, he says, consumers will be able to 
see and experience the quality of Fratelli Beretta’s products. 
“We see this increase in knowledge and consumption to be 
good for the growth of the company,” he says. 

Fratelli Beretta USA Inc.

Developing People
Fratelli Beretta has opened an American branch of its 
Beretta Academy at its location in Mount Olive, N.J. 
“Now established also in the United States, the Beretta 
Academy provides an education training process … on 
the core values and work method of team members,” 
the company says.
 “In a classroom setting course of 40 hours, the fi ve 
core values of the company are learned, allowing our 
professionals to excel both individually and thrive 
through their performance on a team,” it says, noting 
that these values are: team, method, performance, 
intensity and communication.
 “These are the fi ve key words that have continuous-
ly captured Beretta’s corporate identity, and that are 
transmitted within the exclusive reality of the Beretta 
Academy,” it says. “The Academy is the guardian of 
the development of this model — a school of thought 
and action — because here we do not develop prod-
ucts, but people.” 

Prosciutto di Carpegna is made in a single plant by 10 master butchers.>>
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Schoep’s Ice Cream

The rest of the world is catch-
ing up, but the United 
States led the way with 
the belief that ice cream 

is good year-round – not just in the 
warm months. There are many states 
in our country that don’t warm up for 
very long at all, so why should people 
deny their taste buds of the pleasures 
of this creamy delight? Schoep’s Ice 
Cream has been producing Ameri-
ca’s second-best-selling treat since 
1928 (ice cream is second only to 
cookies), and has grown to be one 
of the largest independent ice cream 
manufacturers in the United States. 
Having withstood the Great Depres-
sion, a world war and a number of 
other major events, Schoep’s stays 
strong by maintaining its founding 
traditions of quality and fl avor, while 
focusing on family. 
 Based in Wisconsin, Schoep’s 
was established by E.J. Schoephoe-
ster in 1928 when he began making 
ice cream in the back of his Madi-
son, Wis., grocery store. He used 
a single hand-cranked freezer and 
churned until the rock salt was melt-
ed and the cream was so thick it was 
hard to turn the crank. In 1940, P.B. 

Thomsen, a well-known butter mak-
er from Windsor, Wis., bought into 
the company and began wholesaling 
ice cream to ice cream parlors and 
other stores in two-and-a-half gallon 

containers. Since then, Schoep’s has 
been owned and operated by mul-
tiple generations of the Thomsen 
family, which has helped to fuel the 
company’s ongoing success.

Vast Knowledge
Ninety years in business, family ownership and a dedication to its employees 
help Schoep’s Ice Cream maintain its leadership position.  By Staci Davidson

Schoep’s Ice Cream
www.schoepsicecream.com
Headquarters: Madison, Wis.
Specialty: Ice cream and novelty 
frozen treats
Alan Thomsen, president and CEO:
“You don’t wake up one day and think 
you’re going to produce a perfect ice 
cream sandwich.”

Schoep’s ice cream is available in all 50 states and Puerto Rico.>>
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Schoep’s Ice Cream

 “I am in the third generation of the 
family, and it allows you to look at the 
business differently than most cor-
porations,” President and CEO Alan 
Thomsen explains. “You think about the 
families who are manufacturing your 
products, and we think of our employ-
ees as members because we feel they 

are really part of something. The entire 
management team has that same belief 
structure – no one is a number here. 
Everyone is an individual on a growth 
program, and if the company succeeds, 
then all of the families succeed. There 
are more than 100 families we are re-
sponsible for here, including our own.”

Quality Focus
Schoep’s is dedicated to maintaining a 
high level of quality in all of its prod-
ucts. The company offers a full line of 
ice cream flavors and package sizes, 
as well as lines of sherbets, low-fat ice 
creams and frozen yogurt. Its Big Event 
line of frozen novelties includes treats 
such as fudge bars, sundae nut cones 
and ice cream sandwiches. 
 In terms of flavors of ice cream, 
Schoep’s offers far more than the stan-
dard vanilla, strawberry and chocolate. 
The company introduces new flavors all 
the time and it will take some away but 
bring them back by popular demand. 
Other flavors are produced only sea-
sonally. In addition to its basic flavors, 
Schoep’s offers the new Sea Salt Cara-
mel and its unique Malted Milk flavor, as 
well as the ever-popular Badger Tracks 
variety, which is vanilla ice cream with 

fudge cups and swirls of caramel and 
fudge. Schoep’s ice cream is available 
in all 50 states and Puerto Rico.
 Thomsen notes that Schoep’s dedi-
cation to quality is very important, and 
it relies on its staff members to uphold 
its standards. This is achieved, he says, 
because of Schoep’s culture and how it 

values everyone who works there, even 
as the market changes. 
 “As a company, we’ve continued to 
evolve,” Thomsen says. “It can be a 
challenge to find good members, but 
when we do, they fit into our culture 
well. It doesn’t matter what job they 
have – they are treated no differently 
than I’m treated. They also have the 

ability to look forward and see they can 
do something positive. 
 “We focus on promoting from within 
and offer education programs and pro-
grams to pay for their schooling if they 
so choose to advance their career that 
way,” he continues. “For example, our 
current plant manager started as a line 
operator 10 years ago and in that time 
he earned his bachelor’s degree and 
now holds a strong position.”
 Schoep’s is able to do these sort of 
things because it has remained an in-
dependent company throughout its 
history. This has been challenging for 
Schoep’s, Thomsen says, but it is im-
portant to his family that the company’s 
members know ownership is working 
as hard as they are to ensure it remains 
a family-run operation. 
 “When you get into the old-suit-
and-tie position and stay there, you 
see how different it is nowadays,” 
Thomsen stresses. “You have to en-
gage people differently from how 
it was when we grew up. I have the 

“We adapt to the changing marketplace 
so we can strongly understand the need 
of our customers.” – Alan Thomsen

Schoep’s has remained an independent company throughout its history.>>
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benefit of working through the family’s second generation 
in this business, getting to understand the culture here at 
Schoep’s and out in the field where we are calling on our 
major customers. 
 “We adapt to the changing marketplace so we can strong-
ly understand the need of our customers while maintaining 
that family feel. If you don’t consider the other person’s 
position, you’ve made your first and last mistake.”

Ongoing Innovation
As it enters its 91st year in business, Schoep’s plans to main-
tain what has gotten it this far, while advancing to meet the 
ongoing changes of the market. For example, the company has 
been looking into plant-based proteins for the production of 
its products, because plant proteins are popular not only in 
retail, but also with its school and nutritional clients, such as 
hospitals. Schoep’s is using almond and other nut-based ingre-
dients in its products, while also developing unique nut blends 
to create new taste profiles and cater to new eating habits. 
 “We continue to innovate, and we’ve invested a lot of ef-
fort the past 10 or so years in developing ways to manipulate 
proteins,” Thomsen says. “We are doing things structurally in 
the products so we don’t have to use artificial stabilizers and 
things of that nature. We’ve worked hard on that, allowing 
us to create some unique processes to enhance the mouth 
feel and make better products. Not only are we delivering 
higher protein in our products, but we’re delivering a much 
nicer, more texturally pleasing product that will hold up in the 
distribution channels.”
 Moving forward, Schoep’s plans to use its innovations to 
provide value to customers in its current sales channels. 
Thomsen stresses that using its products to make a differ-
ence in customers’ operations will continue to be important 
for the company. 
 “We have a vast knowledge because we manufacture a va-
riety of different items – retail and single products, school 
cups, ice cream sandwiches and three-gallon cans,” he says. 
“There are many years of knowledge that back up the manu-
facturing – you don’t wake up one day and think you’re going 
to produce a perfect ice cream sandwich.
 “We will continue to spend a great deal of time in teaching 
and training and really developing the future of the compa-
ny,” he adds. “I see folks who I’ve worked with the last few 
years in developing the management team, and they grab 
hold of things I wouldn’t have thought of in the past. It’s ex-
citing to see the growth of our leaders and members and see 
them grow their careers while feeling good about the work 
they are doing at Schoep’s Ice Cream.” 

Schoep’s Ice Cream
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Universal Nutrition

Family companies aren’t ex-
actly rare, but when a fam-
ily company succeeds for 
years and years, it’s a good 

bet that something special is happen-
ing in that operation. Universal Nu-
trition is a good example of this. The 
company has been family owned and 
operated since 1977, and not only has 
that contributed to a familiar culture, 
but these caring values also extend 
to how Universal Nutrition thinks of 
its customers. As a producer of nu-
tritional supplements, Universal Nu-
trition uses its values to support the 
bodybuilding culture and have a ma-
jor positive impact on that community. 
 “There’s defi nitely a vibe running 
through the company that refl ects 

family values,” Vice President of Sales 
and Marketing Tim Tantum says. “We 
may not be actual family members, but 
we feel like we are part of something 
big and when we have something to 
say, we are listened to. But it’s more 
than just the ownership. In our factory, 
we have about 40 individuals who are 
all part of the same family – sisters, 
brothers, cousins, aunts. It really reso-
nates – we are all out for the common 
good and the company is built like a 
large family. That feeling extends out 
to our customers and all the people we 
work with.”
 Universal Nutrition was estab-
lished in 1977 in Linden, N.J., during 
“the golden age of bodybuilding,” 
as the company describes. Among 

the fi rst bodybuilding products the 
company offered were a milk and 
egg protein and a desiccated liver. In 
1980, the company’s current owners 
bought the company and brought its 
operation to New Brunswick, N.J., 
where the business continues to op-
erate. By 1983, Universal Nutrition 
introduced Animal Pak, which is its 
invention for a system that delivers 
timed and properly dosed nutrition. 
Today, the company offers an exten-
sive line of products for recovery, fat 
burning, weight gain, strength and 
performance, including proteins, ami-
no acids and protein bars.
 However, Universal Nutrition is 
dedicated to being more than just a 
supplement company. It takes great 
pride in the quality of the products 
it brings to market. The company’s 
goal is to be a positive member of the 
bodybuilding community. 
 “One, we are a manufacturer,” Tan-
tum explains. “A lot of brands have 
someone else manufacture for them, 
but we answer to a higher authority. 
The company that made it is who sells 
it, so our brand is connected to our 
manufacturing practices.
 “Additionally, we’re not just selling 

Building a Lifestyle
By supporting the positive aspects of bodybuilding culture and athletes who train 
hard, Universal Nutrition has become a leader in the market.  By Staci Davidson

Universal Nutrition
www.universalusa.com
Headquarters: New Brunswick, N.J.
Tim Tantum, vice president of sales 
and marketing: “A lot of brands have 
someone else manufacture for them, 
but we answer to a higher authority.”

company profi le

As a producer of nutritional supplements, Universal Nutrition uses its values to support the bodybuilding community. >>
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a product,” he notes. “We’re not go-
ing out there saying you will gain 50 
pounds of muscle overnight. We have 
a commitment to nutrition and lifestyle 
in our marketing. It’s more about the 
lifestyle and being inclusive and build-
ing comradery, not just about selling a 
bottle of protein.”

The Cage
Universal Nutrition attends and spon-
sors a lot of bodybuilding events to 
promote a strong and healthy lifestyle. 
At the annual Arnold (Schwarzeneg-
ger) Sports Festival Expo in Colum-
bus, Ohio, the company sets up its flag-
ship powerlifting showcase event “The 
Cage,” which spans multiple booths 
and connects the powerlifter show to 
the retail component, where attendees 
can talk to sponsored pro bodybuild-
er athletes and powerlifters, pick up 
some gear and receive free swag. 
 At this year’s event, Dan Green hit a 
900-pound deadlift (his first time hit-
ting this milestone in the Cage), and 
Stefi Cohen set a personal record with 
545-pound deadlift at 126 pounds.
 The company also posts motiva-
tional videos online and educational 
material. One of Universal Nutrition’s 
ongoing features is its series “Big on 
a Budget” videos, where professional 
bodybuilders are given $70 to $100 

and are asked to shop for a week’s 
worth of groceries. Tantum notes this 
is all part of the brand’s dedication to 
giving people experiences they won’t 
forget. “We want to educate, inspire 
and motivate people to go to the gym 

and get healthy,” he says. “Those are 
our guiding principles – Education, 
Motivation, Inspiration.” 
 Universal Nutrition is confident in 
marketing this way because it knows 
the quality of its products is genuine. 

Universal Nutrition

Advanced Nutraceuticals, LLC is a manufac-
turer and supplier of bulk ingredients to the 
nutritional supplement industry. We manufac-
ture our products in the United States from the 
highest quality starting raw materials, which are 
obtained domestically and overseas. We also 
offer specialty products, custom manufactured to 
your specifications.
 The modern, state-of-the-art manufacturing 
facility where our products are produced operates 
under cGMP guidelines, internal SOPs and strict 
quality control standards. All of our products are 
produced in full compliance with all applicable 
parts of 21 CFR and USFDA regulations. All of our 
manufactured products are completely tested in 
third-party independent testing laboratories.
 We also offer other products to complement 
our product line. These products are sourced 
both domestically and overseas from selected 
manufacturers who meet the high quality stan-
dards of Advanced Nutraceuticals, LLC.
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The company works closely with its vendors to ensure it is 
using the best ingredients, and follows all Good Manufactur-
ing Practice standards. In addition, it completes significant 
testing throughout the process and has a quality-control team 
that takes a strict look at all of its processes and procedures. 
Continuous improvement is important to the company.
 “Right now we are looking at all of our current products 
and revisiting them,” Tantum says. “We want to ensure our 
formulas and technology are as current as they can be and 
are relevant. The number of ingredients available is restrict-
ed, but we also want to make sure our products meet the 
challenges of today’s athlete. Our line is extensive and ad-
dresses most of the areas for nutrition, but we are reviewing 
the formulas to be sure they are what they should be.”

Market Expansion
Tantum got his start in the company in 1982 and is proud to 
have seen the Universal Nutrition culture influence the brand 
to be something that brings people together, connects them 
and strengthens the bond of bodybuilding. “I was always into 
sports but I wasn’t going to make that a career, so working 
here was a way to stay in touch with that,” he says. “I have 
a science background and a business degree, and I’ve been 
able to keep that passion for sports and gyms without being 
a professional athlete. I started here out of college, and it’s 
been great to have an opportunity to grow and work in all 
aspects of the company.” 
 By working at Universal Nutrition, he says, you feel like 
you are making a difference because of the company’s dedi-
cation to building strong and positive bodybuilding commu-
nity. One of its signature programs is ABC – the Animal Bar-
bell Club – and is another example of Universal Nutrition’s 
outreach activities.
 “This is something we run ourselves or we buy out a whole 
gym, and we invite anyone who wants to come train with us,” 
Tantum explains. “One of our brand ambassadors will come 
and work with everyone. We bring in catering afterwards, so 
we train together, talk together and eat together. Sometimes 
we’ll do this in connection to a trade show, like the Fit Expo 
in Los Angeles in January, and sometimes it’s more grass-
roots and we’ll set it up with someone who is a fan of the 
brand at the local gym in their area. 
 “We also have a strong brand ambassador program with 
gyms and at military bases,” he adds. “We will send samples, 
trial sizes, host events and give out t-shirts and other prod-
ucts. We have a military care kit for anyone who writes us 
with an APO address. We will ship a care package to virtu-
ally any APO in the world, and we send 5,000 to 7,000 every 
year free of charge to service men and women.”  

Universal Nutrition
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In an effort to further improve the quality of its Goose Point Oysters and drive 
sustainability, Nisbet Oyster Co. has invested into new technology.  
 In the past 10 years, the family-owned company has entered its second 
generation of family involvement and entered a new era. “We are trying to 

be a sustainable company that is vertically integrated from seed to table,” says 
Kathleen Nisbet-Moncy, the company’s COO and daugh-
ter of its founders David and Maureen Nisbet. “And we 
are becoming more technologically advanced.”
 As a young man doing research on oyster seeds, 
David Nisbet fell in love with Willapa Bay in southwest 
Washington. He purchased 10 acres of tidelands and 
founded Nisbet Oyster Co. in 1975. 
 Today, the company owns more than 2,000 acres of 
tidelands, a processing plant in Bay Center, Wash., and an 

company profi le

Nisbet Oyster Co./Goose Point Oyster

oyster hatchery in Hawaii. Its prod-
ucts are distributed throughout the 
United States and Asia.  

Cutting Edge 
In 2001, Goose Point Oyster became 
the fi rst company on the West Coast 
to start using a high hydrostatic pres-
sure (HHP) processor, which put it at 
the cutting edge of the industry.
 “It shucks the oysters while they are 
still in their shell,” Nisbet-Moncy says. 
“We basically take the risk of consum-
ing raw oysters off of the consumer.” 

A New Era
Goose Point Oyster invests into new technology to account for growth and 
improve its processes.  By Kat Zeman

Nisbet Oyster Co./Goose 
Point Oyster
goosepoint.com
U.S. Headquarters: Bay Center, 
Wash.
Kathleen Nisbet-Moncy, COO:
“We are trying to be a sustain-
able company that is vertically 
integrated from seed to table.”

Family-owned Goose Point Oyster has entered its second generation of family involvement and entered a new era.>>
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 Goose Point Oyster calls its processing the Fresher Under 
Pressure system. This innovative process produces quality 
products that stay fresh, are free from natural pathogens and 
are simple for consumers to use and enjoy.
 The HHP technology immerses the oysters in water and 
subjects them to extremely high pressure, more than 40,000 
pounds per square inch. This provides a product that is vib-
rio-free, pre-shucked and retains an all-natural appearance 
and flavor. 
 Since this technology only uses pressure, all changes take 
place without the addition of heat, chemicals or manual ma-
nipulation – and the oyster remains raw and in the shell.

Mechanized Processes 
In the past three years, Goose Point Oyster has made fur-
ther technological advancements to its processes. “We have 
been mechanizing our production process,” Nisbet-Moncy 
says. “We used to hand grade and sort our oysters. Now we 
have equipment that does it for us. For us, quality is No. 1. 
That’s a part of the reason we have mechanized our process, 
to ensure that we are producing the highest-quality product.”

 

Since the company started employing the process in 2017, 
it has increased its production of oysters in a shell by more 
than 40 percent. In addition, Goose Point Oyster’s hatchery 
in Hawaii, which the company built in 2010, started running 
off of solar power in 2016 and has doubled in size in the 
past year. 

 “Our hatchery is one-of-a-kind,” Nisbet-Moncy says. “We 
are the only solar powered hatchery, which makes us very 
green and gives power back to Hawaii, further reducing the 
burning of diesel fuel.” 
 In the future, Goose Point Oyster plans to add more val-
ue-added products to its portfolio and develop products that 
are more consumer-friendly.  
 “We will be looking to develop new products that will 
cater to the millennials,” Nisbet-Moncy says. “We want to 
create more streamlined and transparent tray packs and also 
get people more involved in cooking shucked oysters. A lot 
of people know how to eat raw oysters. But we want to give 
them the tools to cook them in shucked form.” 

Nisbet Oyster Co./Goose Point Oyster

“It’s a very green facility 
that is very efficient.” 
– Kathleen Nisbet-Moncy

Goose Point Oyster plans to add more value-added products to its portfolio.>>
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 The company plans to do this via increased marketing ef-
forts and by working with local collages and innovation cen-
ters on ideas this year. 
 Goose Point Oyster processes more than 2 million pounds 
of shellfish products each year, sending Goose Point labels to 
a variety of retail stores, as well as a number of restaurants. 
In addition, its large-sized oysters are popular in Asian mar-
kets such as China and Hong Kong. 

Nisbet Oyster Co.

Goose Point Oyster processes more than 2 million pounds of shellfish products yearly.>>
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Dearborn Brand

When people eat hams, 
franks, sausages and 
other meat prod-
ucts from Dearborn 

Brand, they can count on the compa-
ny’s focus on quality. “For more than 
seven decades, Dearborn Brand has 
maintained a far-reaching reputation 
for excellence, while staying rooted 
in our community and workforce,” 
the company says.
 The Dearborn, Mich.-based family 
business began with European immi-

grant Victor Kosch and has spanned 
three generations. “Through the 
hands of his son and grandson, Vic-
tor’s legacy of mindful quality and 
care has lived on through the chang-
ing times,” the company says.
 But Dearborn Brand has made sure 
to adapt to those times, as well, which 
drove the company to expand its fa-
cility to 85,000 square feet. Today, the 
facility can produce “large volumes 
and specialty Dearborn Brand or cus-
tom products,” the company says.

“We have built new walls and bigger 
facilities to accommodate our growth, 
but the dedication to our employees, 
packing partners and consumers will 
always be the most important mark of 
Dearborn Brand’s success,” the com-
pany declares. 
 “Our hearts’ blood fl ows from Hun-
gary and our roots run deep in Dear-
born,” the company continues. “As 
we reach further to new locations, we 
never forget where we came from or 
what matters most: our people.”
 Currently, Dearborn Brand prod-
ucts are sold in nearly 200 stores, 
which includes locations in Michi-
gan, Ohio, Illinois, Canada and else-
where. “You can also fi nd our prod-
ucts served in hotels, restaurants, golf 
clubs and sports stadiums across the 
region,” it says.
 Today, its primary retail and outlet 
store is in Dearborn. “As we keep our 
sights set on further expansion, our 
goals will remain the same: maintain 
our reputation for consistently creat-
ing high-quality goods and take pride 
in our people and metro Detroit roots.”
 The company notes that many of its 
products are specialty items inspired 
by the family’s Hungarian heritage, 

Legacy of Quality
Dearborn Brand has earned a reputation for consistent, high-quality goods.

Dearborn Brand
www.dearbornbrand.com
Headquarters: Dearborn, Mich.
Specialty: Hams, franks, sausages and 
other meat products
Dearborn Brand: “As we reach further 
to new locations, we never forget 
where we came from or what matters 
most: our people.”

company profi le

The Dearborn, Mich.-based family business began with European immigrant Victor Kosch and has spanned three generations.>>
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including its Famous Spiral Sliced Ham, 
lo-cal chicken sausages and flavored 
jerkies. “For the best-quality meat, 
come to us for the classics and stay con-
nected to learn what new items we’re 
serving up,” Dearborn Brand says. 

Doing it All
Dearborn Brand offers private-label 
manufacturing through Dearborn Sau-
sage Co. “[We are] committed to pro-
ducing the highest-quality meat avail-
able, and that includes our private label 
products for restaurants, delis, stores 
and distributors,” it says.
 “As a private-label manufacturer, 
we have already done the heavy lift-
ing: production planning, certification, 
quality assurance and more,” Dearborn 
Brand says. “Trust in our 70 years of 
experience manufacturing and selling 

some of the world’s finest-quality franks 
and sausages.
 “It will be a smooth process for all 
partners involved,” the company as-
serts, noting that it can ship and pro-
duce bulk orders ranging from 500 to 
50,000 pounds weekly. 
 “We will provide everything [cus-
tomers] need, including all required 
documentation and samples, to sell 
[their] own high-quality brand,” it says. 
“Partner with Dearborn Brand and 
[customers] will keep [their] produc-
tion right here in Michigan, see cus-
tomer loyalty improve and experience 
increased profits.”

Product Pride
One product that Dearborn Brand high-
lights are its hams, which it says are a 
good fit for corporate gifts. “Giving cli-

ents or staff the gift of a Dearborn Ham 
is always professional, thoughtful and a 
great way to show your appreciation,” 
it says.
 “If [our clients would] like to give 
a handful or a hundred hams, we can 
accommodate [them],” it asserts. “Our 
products are always premium, pack-
aged neatly in gift boxes and delivery is 
free on orders of 25 hams or more.”
 The company highlights its Mini Stix, 
Jerky and Hunter Sausage products, 
which it says are a good fit for those 
venturing into the wilderness. “Every 

Dearborn Brand

World Casing As the largest family owned natural 
sausage casing producer and distributor in North Amer-
ica, delivering outstanding and high-quality products 
for over 60 years and serving customers in over forty 
countries worldwide, World Casing is an industry leader. 
We are proud to have been providing natural sausage 
casings to Dearborn Brand for over 40 years and we 
congratulate Dearborn on their excellent brand and wish 
them continued success.
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outdoor adventure requires the right gear,” it says. “You’re 
an adventurer who knows what to bring if you’re heading 
into the woods to hunt, camp or climb. That daypack is skill-
fully filled when you’re going skiing, hiking or cycling. 
 “And when you’re hitting the water to canoe, kayak or 
fish, you know to travel light and bring just the basics,” the 
company says. “Whether you prefer the trails, slopes or wa-
terways, take the essentials along. Our Mini Stix, Jerky and 
Hunter Sausage are the portable, packable fuel you need to 
feed any adventure.”

Lending a Hand
Dearborn Brand focuses on contributing to its community 
and those who have supported the firm. “That’s why we have 
created a fundraising program that is as easy as it is deli-
cious,” it says. “We can help with any fundraising opportuni-
ties you have, whether it’s for a school, PTA/PTO, scouting 
troop or an organization,” it says.
 Its hams, the company notes, are crowd pleasers, par-
ticularly during the holiday season. “If you choose to sell 
our hams and other products for your fund-raiser, we rec-

ommend that you have a selling period of two [to] three 
weeks,” it says. 
 “During that time, your organization collects all orders 
and payment,” Dearborn Brand says. “The more you sell, 
the more your organization earns.”

Strong Support
Dearborn Brand’s work supports an important portion of 
the U.S. economy. According to the North American Meat 
Institute, the U.S. meat industry directly employs nearly 
800,000 people.
 Although 488,500 of those people are in meat packing, 
118,600 are in meat processing and another 223,200 are in 
poultry processing. 
 “The [meat] industry is responsible for generating nearly 
2 million additional jobs for the people who produce equip-
ment and ingredients used in meat and poultry processing, 
transportation, and retail and foodservice sales,” the insti-
tute says.
 “On an annual basis, meat packers transform 32.95 million 
head of cattle, 772,000 calves, 113.16 million hogs and 2.185 
million sheep and lamb into beef, pork, lamb and veal,” it 
says, noting that poultry processors turn 8.6 billion chickens 
and 250 million turkeys into products. 

Dearborn Brand

Products are sold in nearly 200 stores in the Midwest, Canada and elsewhere.>>
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After the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor, Hawaii on Dec. 7, 1941, Presi-
dent Franklin D. Roosevelt signed an executive order allowing au-
thorities to arrest and move Japanese-Americans to detainment 
camps. Lowell Sherratt Sr., a citrus salesman in southern California, 

sold his home and helped 10 Japanese-American families move from a restrict-
ed area in California to southern Utah.
 In 1951, Sherratt bought a mill in Parowan, Utah to 
crack grain for a feed company in southern California. 
Later, Sherratt moved the company to Honeyville, Utah, 
where he adopted the name of the town for his company, 
becoming Honeyville Inc.
 Today, Honeyville retains the vision of its founder. 
“The company is built upon the ideal that we love people 
and want to help people,” COO Nathan Hyde says. “Busi-

company profi le

Honeyville Inc.

ness is an avenue for us to make dol-
lars and cents and to better people’s 
lives. The Sherratt family is way more 
interested in the culture and the lega-
cy of the business than the personal 
fi nancial gains of the business.”

Co-Packing
and Distribution
With the success of the fl our mill, 
Honeyville expanded into distribu-
tion. “We anticipated that if were pro-
ducing product, we could fi nd local 
distribution channels to sell the prod-

Idealism and Profi ts
Honeyville aims to help people as individuals, not market segments.
By Mark Lawton

Honeyville Inc.
Honeyville.com
Headquarters: Ogden, Utah
Specialty: Food mixer and 
distributor
Nathan Hyde, COO: “Business is 
an avenue for us to make dollars 
and cents and to better people’s 
lives.”

Honeyville’s major sources of revenue are mix/co-packaging and distribution, although it also offers heat treatment to kill microbial growth, mills grains and performs formulations.>>
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ucts,” Hyde says. “Today we have three distribution hubs in 
Rancho Cucamonga, Calif; Ogden, Utah; and Tempe, Ariz.”
 By the early 1980s, Honeyville again expanded its ser-
vice to became a co-packager for other companies. Today, 
Honeyville’s major sources of revenue are mix/co-pack-
aging and distribution, Hyde says, although it also offers 
heat treatment to kill microbial growth, mills grains and 
performs formulations. Its customers include the largest of 
cereal companies, individuals who just have a good idea 
and everyone in between.
 “If your grandma has a great barbecue mix you want to 
sell on the marketplace but you wanted to make it a pow-
dered blend, you’d come to Honeyville and say, ‘I have this 
great idea,’” Hyde says. “We would work through it, formu-
late it, source the ingredients, mix it, blend it, package it, do 
a quality check and even warehouse it. If you wanted to sell 
it on Amazon, we could give you a price. You would just be 
a sales and marketing company.”
 Honeyville takes a different approach from the major food 
distributors. “At its core, Honeyville is a problem-solving 
company that is very customer-focused,” Hyde says. “We 

look at customers as individuals rather than a segment. These 
large companies want you to conform to what they want to do. 
We are going to conform to what the customer needs are.”

More innovation
Hyde sees several trends in food ingredient production in-
cluding specialized ingredients, organic ingredients, glu-
ten-free products and ancient grains. “A lot of new projects 
we see are heavy in protein,” Hyde says. “I think the food in-
dustry is becoming a lot more unique. We see a lot more in-
novation in foods and food ingredients and food packaging.”
 He adds, “We are also seeing a trend in the heat-treat-
ment process. There is a lot of focus on safe foods and 
ensuring foods are not tainted and are ready to eat. That’s 
expanding greatly.”
 Finally, Hyde thinks the masses may be steering away 
from major brands. “They are interested in brands they con-
nect with and have a mission,” Hyde says. “We’re going af-
ter a demographic that cares about where their food comes 
from and what they do with their profits.”

Capacity Doubled
By 2017, Honeyville knew that it needed to expand as its 
main production facility in Rancho Cucamonga, Calif., 
neared its production capacity limits. In October 2017, Hon-
eyville constructed 200,000 square feet for its facility in Og-
den, Utah, and added 150 employees, thereby doubling its 
capacity in mixing ingredients.

Honeyville Inc.

In 2017, Honeyville doubled its capacity at its facility in Ogden, Utah.>>
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 Low unemployment and the pull of big cities can make the 
recruitment and training of employees a challenge. “We try 
very hard to look at our employees as partners we are work-
ing with,” Hyde says.
 Hyde means that literally. Company executives, including 
Hyde, spend time on the production line, shoulder to shoul-
der with workers. “They get to know workers by first name, 
know their life situation and challenges,” Hyde says. “Work-
ing with them is really one of the joys of my job. And it trans-
forms my profit and loss. It’s expensive to hire employees 
and train them and its expensive to lose tribal knowledge by 
replacing somebody. We want to drive those feelings of fam-
ily and of being part of something bigger than us.”
 Since Lowell Sherratt Sr. helped move those 10 Japa-
nese-American families, Honeyville’s theme of helping oth-
ers has remained consistent. In recent years, Honeyville do-
nated food to victims of Hurricane Maria in Puerto Rico and 
Hurricane Harvey in Texas.
 “The difficulty of [making a donation] seems small,” Hyde 
says. “The passion around the donations for our employees is 
significant. It feels energizing to take those opportunities.” 

Honeyville Inc.

Visstun’s unique approach to printing and manufacturing enables customers 
of all sizes to create that big brand look that drives business. What makes 
Visstun unique? Quick Turnaround: Two to four week lead times. Hi-Definition 
Printing: Full-color Heidelberg offset lithography and HP Indigo 30000 digital 
print technology. Manufactured in the USA: All of our containers & cups are 
manufactured in the USA.
 Flexible Order Volumes: From a single case minimum to multi-million piece 
full production runs, we can handle every phase of your product cycle. Selec-
tion: With 28 sizes to choose from, there’s a size to fit your needs! Call today!
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Ripple Foods

Competition in the plant-
based protein segment 
continues to rise as more 
consumers actively seek 

these options in their diets. Plant-
based food sales have doubled over 
the past year and research fi rm Mar-
ketsandMarkets projects the global 
plant-based protein market to reach 
$5 billion by 2020. 
 Ripple Foods entered the market in 
2016 to offer consumers dairy-free, 
plant-based milk, half and half, and 
yogurt in a better way. The compa-

ny’s goal has always been to provide 
a product that tastes good fi rst and 
foremost, and is nutritious, and con-
tinues to do so today.
 “People are looking for more 
plant-based protein sources, and 
what was once a few brands when 
we fi rst launched in 2016 has turned 
into people clamoring for space,” 
Vice President of Supply Chain Bri-
an Hudon says. “The No. 1 obstacle 
we have to overcome when we are 
trying to get people to buy our prod-
ucts is their initial negative response 

to our products being made with 
peas. When we do demos in stores 
and get people to try the product, we 
win based on fl avor.”
 Neil Renninger and Adam Lowry 
co-founded the Berkeley, Calif.-based 
company after working in the biofuels 
and environmental products indus-
tries. “The name ‘Ripple’ was derived 
from the idea that small changes that 
you do in your life can have a ripple 
effect and create products that have 
a chance to facilitate change in the 
world,” Hudon explains. 
Ripple Foods’ milk products are sold 
in 48- and 12-ounce containers, along 
with its shelf-stable kids’ products, 
and a vegan half and half product. 
Each product is on par with those 
from dairies, Hudon says. “We de-
liver eight grams of protein per serv-
ing,” he says, adding that they feature 
lower sugar and fat contents. “We 
don’t want our customers to feel like 
they’re making a trade-off.”

Taste the Difference 
Ripple Foods takes a raw material 
plant source and extracts protein, 
which is tasteless, and leaves behind 
the starchiness. This process results 

No Compromises
Ripple Foods focuses on product innovation to offer its customers more options 
while continuously working to improve the fl avor profi le.  By Janice Hoppe-Spiers

Ripple Foods
www.ripplefoods.com
Headquarters: Berkeley, Calif.
Employees: 80
Specialty: Plant-based milk and other 
alternative dairy products
Brian Hudon, vice president of 
supply chain: “Our protein is core to 
the brand.”

company profi le

Ripple Foods entered the market in 2016 to offer consumers dairy-free plant-based milk products in a better way.>>
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Ripple Foods

in a cleaner protein base. Today, the 
company uses peas for this process. 
 Ripple Foods’ vendors have contrib-
uted to its success over the years, in-
cluding Roquette America Inc., a glob-
al leader in plant-based ingredients 
and a pioneer of new vegetal proteins. 
“Roquette continues to be one of our 
strongest partners,” Hudon says. “They 
have been instrumental in helping us 
keep up with our demand in terms of 
supplying us with the protein source 
as the market gets tight in terms of pea 
protein availability. Roquette has been 
with us since the beginning and con-
tinues to be a strong advocate for our 
brand and continue to supply us with 
the resources we need.”
 Ripple Foods has discovered a way 
to make the protein taste even better. 
“Our protein is core to the brand,” he 
says. “It’s very visible on the packag-
ing and we are about to announce a 
breakthrough that makes protein taste 
even better. We will launch new prod-
ucts in 2019.”

Ripple Nutrition
In September, Ripple Foods launched 
Ripple Nutrition protein powder and 
shakes with 20 grams of protein. Like 
all Ripple products, Ripple Nutrition is 
plant-based, dairy-free, nut-free and 
soy-free. The new line debuted exclu-
sively at Target, but the company will 
be expanding distribution in 2019 to 
all its retail partners including Whole 
Foods Market and Meijer Inc. 
 “We have had a lot of buzz around 
these products as consumers were look-
ing for something in the plant-based 
nutritional space that delivered a better 
overall flavor profile and these products 
deliver that,” Hudon says. “The space is 
cluttered with plant-based options that 
taste chalky and are off-putting from a 
flavor profile, so we are excited about 
the launch of these products and expect 
great things from this.”

Maintaining Supply
Ripple Foods has expanded its supply 
chain in response to launching new a 

new product line. The company uses 
contract manufacturers and continues 
to seek new partners and experts in 
the space as product innovation re-
mains a priority. 
 Prior to its entry into nutritional pow-
der and shakes, Ripple Foods was a 
cold chain, shipping everything via re-
frigerated trucks and storage. “That’s 
quite a bit more expensive than ambi-
ent, but with the launch of these new 
products we had to find partners on the 
ambient transportation side to maxi-
mize our cost,” Hudon says. 
 Ripple Foods has invested more re-
sources into securing continuity of 
supply in the event one co-packer can’t 
service the business. “We had a brief 
supply interruption this year,” Hudon 
says. “Our customers were disappoint-
ed they couldn’t find our product for a 
period of time and we put significant ef-
fort into making sure that won’t happen 
again. We developed a long-term plan 
to ensure our co-packers align with our 
long-term plans.” 
 In addition to investing in supply 
chain resources, Ripple Foods also 
began advertising campaigns in three 
core markets that Hudon says was a 
huge success. “The metrics demon-
strate that we contribute to the market 
growth. We are going to expand our 
campaign to eight markets in 2019 and 
gain distribution in key regions of the 
country,” he adds. “We are putting our 
marketing efforts towards ensuring 
folks are aware we are available to pur-
chase our products.”
 Moving forward, Ripple Foods 
plans to continue innovating and ed-
ucating consumers about its plant-
based protein products. 
 “Consumers are buying based on 
the nutritional aspects of plant-based 
products, ones higher in protein that 
meet their nutritional needs and also 
on taste,” Hudon says. 

Ripple Foods plans to continue to innovate and educate consumers about its plant-based protein products.>>
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For more than 70 years, Chris Candies has been the secret ingredient to 
the success of many candy companies. The Pittsburgh-based company 
provides contract and private label manufacturing of chocolate prod-
ucts to many large international confectionery companies. 

 In addition, the company has several agreements with large supermarket 
chains and national marketers who sell to club, grocery 
and specialty stores channels. Some companies come to 
Chris Candies with a set idea and a fi nalized formula for 
the product they want, but most need some help tweaking 
the end product, it says.
 “By combining 70 years of molding expertise with 
a state-of-the-art facility, knowledgeable staff, extensive 
certifi cations, rigorous accreditation and an extensive 
quality assurance program, we partner with companies 

company profi le

Chris Candies

to co-develop and shape a successful 
product,” the company says. “For an 
experienced manufacturing company 
that is focused exclusively on mold-
ed chocolate, private label/contract 
manufacturing and your success, 
there are many reasons to look to 
Chris Candies.”
 The company specializes in mold-
ed custom chocolate bars; molding 
chocolate pieces with dry inclusions 
such as cereals, nutmeats and fruits; 
and manufacturing pieces with soft 
centers. Chris Candies also produces 

A Sweet Partner
Chris Candies’ manufacturing capabilities and emphasis on quality processes 
make it an important partner to candy companies and others.

Chris Candies
www.chriscandies.us
Headquarters: Pittsburgh
Chris Candies: “We are truly 
fortunate to have a great
workforce.”

Chris Candies’ manufacturing facility uses state-of-the equipment and follows rigorous certifi cation and quality assurance programs.>>
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Chris Candies

seasonal novelties, organic chocolate 
bars, probiotic chocolates, sugar-free 
and no sugar added bars, and pro-
tein-enhanced energy bars. 
 Several of Chris Candies’ prod-
ucts were developed in response to 
health-conscious consumers demand-
ing less sugary and more wholesome 
alternatives to their favorite treats. In 
the mid-1990s, the company became 
the first U.S. chocolate producer of or-
ganic chocolate bars. 

 Today, the company sees a growing 
interest in nutraceutical products: choc-
olate with vitamins, protein, probiotics 
and supplements. Chocolate is a popu-
lar choice for consumers and food com-
panies alike because the taste is loved 

by all, is relatively inexpensive, porta-
ble and can mask the taste of additives, 
Chris Candies notes.

Manufacturing Capabilities
The company operates 24 hours a day 
and produces millions of pounds of 
chocolate a year. Chris Candies’ proj-
ects typically range from 10,000 to 
500,000 pounds of chocolates. “We 
use certified chocolate manufactured 
domestically and internationally,” the 

company says. “Our customers de-
termine the chocolate and ingredient 
sources for their special product.”
 Chris Candies’ manufacturing facility 
uses state-of-the equipment and follows 
rigorous certification and quality assur-

ance programs. The facility features 
three molding lines, 350,000 pounds of 
liquid storage capacity, 60,000-pound 
melting and tempering tanks, three 
molding lines with dry inclusion feed-
ers and one-shot depositing, five tem-
pering units, automated cartoners and 
metal detectors supported with appro-
priate magnets and screens. 
 Recent additions to the facility’s pack-
ing capabilities include robotic packing 
lines that feature high-speed flow wrap-
pers and foil and paper bar wrappers.
 Chris Candies’ manufacturing facility 
carries a number of industry certifica-
tions and accreditations including Safe 
Quality Food (SQF) Code Edition 7.1 
level 3, kosher certification, California 
Certified Organic Farmers (CCOF) 
organic certification, Supplier Ethical 
Data Exchange (SEDEX) certification 
for ethical business practices, and glu-
ten-free and vegan certification.
 Chris Candies’ quality program ex-
ceeds its customers’ stringent require-
ments for allergen control, hazard anal-
ysis and critical control points (HACCP) 

Chris Candies’ manufacturing facility has industry 
certifications and accreditations including Safe Quality 
Food (SQF) Code Edition 7.1 level 3, kosher certification 
and California Certified Organic Farmers (CCOF) organic 
certification.

>>

“If someone is a quality person and 
wants to learn, they’re going to be able 
to do well at Chris Candies.” 
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plans, pathogen monitoring, raw ma-
terial management, sanitation, good 
manufacturing practices, lot tracing, 
biosecurity plans and other procedures. 
“Our quality program is unmatched,” the 
company says. “We conduct regular on-
site inspections and internal and exter-
nal audits to maintain the highest quality 
and safest product possible.”

 The company credits much of its 
flexible manufacturing abilities and 
success to its people. The key man-
agement team’s average tenure ex-
ceeds 15 years. That critical experi-
ence allows the company to efficiently 
develop new products and adjust its 
manufacturing processes to fit what its 
customers want. 

 “If someone is a quality person and 
wants to learn, they’re going to be able 
to do well at Chris Candies. We are tru-
ly fortunate to have a great workforce,” 
the company says. “Our committed staff 
is continuously trained, knowledgeable 
and dedicated to the success of each 
customers’ product and program.” 

Chris Candies

Goldrich Printpak Inc. Operating from a 70,000 square 
foot facility, Goldrich Printpak Inc. is so much more than 
a folding carton manufacturer. We are an integrated 
full-service packaging partner meeting every need from 
concept, structural and graphic design through to the 
finished folding carton packaging. In keeping with a 
commitment to excellence and customer service, our 
greatest passion today is environmental stewardship 
through sustainable packaging. We are continually 
moving towards products and processes that don’t 
deplete our world’s natural resources nor add to our 
carbon footprint, enabling our clients to become leaders 
in sustainability in their own industries. Goldrich is cer-
tified ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and GFSI FSSC 22000 V4.1 and 
provides packaging and product excellence to some of 
the world’s leading consumer branded companies and 
copackers including Chris Candies Inc.

Chris Candies’ quality program exceeds customers’ stringent requirements for allergen control and HACCP plans. >>
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Raising tomatoes right isn’t easy, but NatureSweet sets the bar when it 
comes to nurturing its products to become the leading grower of the 
“best-tasting premium fresh produce” in North America. “Our claim 
to fame is producing the best snacking tomatoes in North America 

and we command that market,” Vice President Supply Chain Matt Volker says. 
“We are privately held and ownership is committed to improving the standard 

of living for agricultural workers throughout North Amer-
ica through unleashing the power of people. Our success 
in the marketplace is dictated by our superior quality of 
products which is a direct refl ection on our associates’ 
commitment to excellence.”
 Because of its associates’ dedication to the company, 
NatureSweet is on an aggressive growth path to increase 
volume and revenue by 20 percent in 2019. To achieve 

company profi le

NS Brands Ltd.

its promise, the company has been 
developing a broadline offering over 
the past two years that has expanded 
its product line into conventional and 
organic snacking produce. “There is 
a niche in the marketplace that de-
mands there is an offering of such,” 
Volker says. “In November, we in-
troduced 45 new SKUs, which most 
CPGs would say is insane, but that’s 
who we are – we fi nd out where op-
portunities exist and proceed to ag-
gressively enter the market.”
 To support its expanded product 

Planting the Seed
NS Brands continues to invests in production and network expansion 
to increase market share in the premium produce segment  By Janice Hoppe-Spiers

NS Brands Ltd.
www.naturesweet.com
Headquarters: San Antonio
Employees: 9,000+
Matt Volker, vice president of 
supply chain: “Our employees 
have a high level of productivity 
and take pride in what they are 
producing.” 

Because of its associates’ dedication to the company, NatureSweet is on an aggressive growth path to increase volume and revenue by 20 percent in 2019.>>
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line, NatureSweet has expanded growing facilities and re-
gional distribution centers to provide real-time supply to its 
customer base. “All the retailers we work with are amazed at 
who we are,” Volker says. “Customers visit our world-class 
facilities and meet our associates first hand, and walk away 
amazed at who we are as an organization.
 “The Naturesweet vision, like any consumer packaged 
foods company, is that any consumer will trust our product 
by name and believe in the quality and taste of products they 
are buying in the package,” he continues. “Our food safety 
and quality assurance programs dictate an offering that is 
well above anyone in the industry. That’s what we pride our-
selves in ‘being every day.’”

Solid Ground
Volker’s team focus is on having the right products at the 
right time to fulfill customer orders. In July 2018, the com-
pany transitioned all manufacturing sites production to flow 
through a centralized packaging facility, which coordinates 
all raw products to ensure the proper mix is shipped to re-
gional distribution centers. Secondly, “We went from three 
to six regional distribution centers in the United States to be 
closer to the customer,” Volker explains. “That’s a huge un-
dertaking and we did it in six months. Our people take pride 
in execution and meeting challenges.”
 In the produce industry, the supply chain tends to be a 
“push” system where production creates the demand. “Pro-
duce by nature, tends to be a commodity driven industry 
primarily because it is difficult to reliably predict yields, but 
we predict very well and execute a projection of volume at 
plus-90 percent yield every day,” Volker explains. “If the de-
mand is there great, and if it’s not there, we will shift our 
production schedules or planting cycles to different market 
segment opportunities. As a consolidation of packing and 
expansion of regional distribution centers developed, we 
had to shift our mentality and transform to a combination of 
a “pull-push” system. Between retail and commodity chan-
nels, Naturesweet now has the flexibility to meet an expand-
ed customer base across the U.S., Canada and Mexico.”
 As NatureSweet strengthens its foundation, the company 
has also been investing in new technology and people to im-
prove its operations. “We started off with spreadsheets and 
standalone modules to understand demand and supply plan-
ning, but over the past 18 months we have replaced legacy 
systems and introduced several ‘systems’ beginning with a 
demand and supply optimization tool that provides a plat-
form for a single source of information,” Volker says. 
 “Secondly, a formal P2P platform was introduced to auto-

mate procurement activities across a broad range of spend 
categories that has led to a transformation from tactical pro-
curement activities to a strategic sourcing logic.”
 In addition to investing in Ariba SAP procurement soft-
ware, NatureSweet has also implemented new warehouse 
and transportation management systems. “With an introduc-
tion of each system, we have seen the benefits immediately,” 
Volker notes. “Real-time visibility, tracking and cost/service 
reporting allows the organization to understand areas of 
opportunity involving cost, quality and service. Traditional-
ly, we did a lot of the heavy lifting through spreadsheets to 
understand the logistics, which was open to data integrity 
issues because of the manual approach. Now that it’s sys-
tems-generated, we can get results quickly and any issues 
around the data are realized and resolved in real time.”
 Moving forward, NatureSweet will remain focused on 
increasing volume and revenue through automation. “Our 
broadline programs that have been in place with strategic 
retailers since September have been very successful,” Volk-
er notes. 

NS Brands Ltd.
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Peter Gilbert and his father, William Gilbert, started Hearn Kirkwood in 
1946 in a storefront in downtown Baltimore. Almost 73 years later, 
Hearn Kirkwood is in its fourth generation of family ownership but has 
grown to 110,000 square feet of space in two buildings. 

 The newest building is a 70,000-square-foot production facility for its Prime 
Cuts (pre-cut foods) and its Food Unlimited (prepared foods) divisions. The 

company is based in Hanover, Md., a suburb of Baltimore.
 Peter and William Gilbert started off with wholesal-
ing. The company’s wholesale division still sells produce, 
meat, poultry, seafood and dairy, with its most popular 
items being whole romaine lettuce. Wholesale goods are 
sold to restaurants, grocery stores, hotels, schools and 
other entities.
 “We pride ourselves on our endless commitment to 

company profi le

Hearn Kirkwood

quality and providing our customers 
with the best value and service,” the 
company says. “Our objective is to 
boost our customers’ profi t through 
innovative products, services, con-
cepts and programs.”

Prime and Unlimited
The Prime Cuts division focuses on 
pre-cut foods. Items are cut by ma-
chine or hand depending on the cus-
tomer’s needs, with the most popular 
item being sliced tomatoes. Cut goods 
are bought by other wholesalers, gro-

Fourth Generation
Hearn Kirkwood of Maryland distributes food in five states and in
Washington, D.C.

Hearn Kirkwood
www.hearnkirkwood.com
Headquarters: Hanover, Md.
Specialty: Food distributor
Hearn Kirkwood: “Our objec-
tive is to boost our customers’ 
profi t through innovative prod-
ucts, services, concepts 
and programs.”

 The company’s wholesale division sells produce, meat, poultry, seafood and dairy.>>
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cery stores that buy cut fruit for salad bars, and convenience 
stores that sell containers of cut fruit or cut vegetables.
 The Foods Unlimited division creates prepared foods 
for vending machines, mini markets and convention cen-
ters, along with hotels, schools, hospitals and other entities. 
This division prepares 100 different items per day including 
wraps, sandwiches, salads, and snack trays. The most pop-
ular item is a grab-and-go chicken Caesar salad. Hotels and 
convention centers buy lunch box kits; convenience stores 
buy grab-and-go sandwiches, wraps, salads, snack trays and 
dessert cups; and grocery stores buy salad kits.
 Items are prepared in a USDA-certified kitchen. Hearn 
Kirkwood is certified by Global Food Safety Initiative and 
holds the SQF level 2 certification.
 Hearn Kirkwood’s philanthropic efforts include donating 
to the Chefs for the Cure event that benefits the Susan G. 
Komen Foundation for breast cancer research.

Cooperative Effort
Hearn Kirkwood has 35,220 square feet of refrigerated space, 
36 poultry trucks and six tractor-trailers. Its trucks deliver 
daily in a roughly 150-mile range in Maryland, Washington, 
D.C., Virginia, Delaware, Philadelphia and New Jersey.
 In 1991, Hearn Kirkwood joined five other independent 
foodservice distributors to create the Produce Regional Op-
erators Advancing Cooperative Trade (Pro*Act). The co-
op “allows members to pool their purchasing power to give 
clients a consistent source and steady pricing,” Hearn Kirk-
wood says.
 Pro*Act today has more than 50 members with 71 distribu-
tion centers, 3.5 million square feet of warehouse space, 1,950 
trucks and 2.6 million miles of coast-to-coast distribution.
 Hearn Kirkwood buys its goods from farms, both local 
and national. 
 In 2017, Hearn Kirkwood began to supply vegetarian and 
gluten-free foods to FedEx Field football stadium in Mary-
land, where the Washington Redskins play. The company’s 
website is regularly updated with recipes such as dishes for 
vegetarians on Thanksgiving.

On the Go
Grab-and-go items are increasingly popular among busy 
consumers. Convenience stores in particular have seen an 
increase in revenue from ready-to-go wings and hotdogs. 
 This is a trend that Hearn Kirkwood is ready to address. 
“Our unique production facility permits easy access to fresh 
produce, allowing our grab-and-go items to be manufac-
tured and distributed at the peak of freshness,” the compa-

ny says. “Our in-house chef creates specialties that are true 
Hearn Kirkwood original.”
 Overall, the estimated 16,500 foodservice distribution 
companies in the United States generate industry-wide rev-
enue of $268 billion, according to an article in the “Platform 
Innovation” blog on the Applico website. The top eight 
foodservice distributors account for 41 percent of that total 
with wholesale retail outlets such as Sam’s Club and Costco 
accounting for another 10 percent.
 Those companies employ about 350,000 people nation-
wide according to the International Foodservice Distribu-
tors Association, and operate 153,000 vehicles. 

Hearn Kirkwood

“We pride ourselves on our 
endless commitment to quality 
and providing the best value.”
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North American Bison LLC

Now, more than ever, people 
are looking for healthy 
meat alternatives and 
North American Bison 

LLC is ready to fi ll that need. Bison 
meat, President and CEO Tom Rie-
mann says, brings health benefi ts that 
some might not be aware of.
 For example, “A sirloin cut from 
bison has one-third less fat, calories 
and cholesterol than skinless chick-
en,” he says, adding that a bison burg-
er tends to be less saturated with fat 
than one made from beef. 
 But it also can be more memora-
ble. Riemann often talks with people 
who remember eating their fi rst bison 
burger when they were young. “You 
can’t say that about a beef or chicken 
product,” he says. “It’s unique.”

 Based in New Rockford, N.D., the 
company partners with independent 
ranchers to bring sustainably raised 
bison to market under its Tender-
Bison brand. Riemann explains that 
North American Bison began opera-
tions in 1993, to develop a market for 
the bison being raised by ranchers.
 At the time, he says, the bison in-
dustry was surging. “People were see-
ing the value in eating bison vs. beef,” 
he says, noting that the numbers of 
buffalo increased across the country.
 “An overproduction of animals at 
that time required immediate atten-
tion to increasing the demand and 
awareness of bison,” Riemann recalls. 
“As a result of the marketing efforts 
put forth by [our] sales and marketing 
staff, we were able to triple the sales 

of the company in four years’ time.” 
He adds that “North American Bi-
son owns its harvest and fabrication  
portions of the production process, 
thus providing a lot of fl exibility and 
control that many of our competitors 
don’t have as they don’t own both of 
these production entities.”  
 Today, North American Bison 
works with nearly 100 independent 
family ranchers that take care of all 
the animals’ needs. But unlike many 
of its competitors, North American 
Bison chooses to not have corpo-
rately owned herds, as that would 
then lead to competing with the in-
dependent rancher, and that would 
be counter-productive in helping to 
sustain the independent family bison 
rancher, he explains.
 Although they do have to follow 
guidelines in regards to feeding re-
quirements and humane treatment 
procedures, each follows their own 
idea of “the best way to nurture those 
animals to maturity,” Riemann says. 
“They are independent thinkers.” 
 Currently, ground bison compris-
es 60 to 70 percent of the compa-
ny’s sales. Riemann explains that is 
because ground bison is something 

Healthy Alternative
North American Bison’s products bring benefits over the use of beef.
By Alan Dorich

North American Bison LLC
www.tenderbison.com
2017 sales: $25 million+
Headquarters: New Rockford, N.D.
Employees: 38
Tom Riemann, president and CEO:
“We see bison distribution across the 
United States in almost every retail 
store.”

company profi le

North American Bison partners with independent ranchers to bring sustainably raised bison to market under its TenderBison brand.>>
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consumers have a familiarity with and is also economical, 
making bison burgers a high-demand product.

Steps Forward
According to Riemann, the bison market is currently reach-
ing a level of maturity. “We see bison distribution across the 
United States in almost every retail store,” he says.
 “You’re seeing bison on a number of restaurant menus to-
day, due to the great flavor, healthy attributes and America’s 
affinity for bison in general,” he continues, adding that the in-
dustry will need to adapt. But North American Bison is ready 
with its plan to renovate its plant in New Rockford this year.
 “It will allow us to evolve as the industry evolves,” Rie-
mann says, noting that the location will grow its freezer and 
cooling capacity, carcass cooling area and make general up-
dates. “That’s a pretty important step for us.”
 It also signals to customers and ranchers that North 
American Bison is making investments in its future. “[This] 
will bring rewards for the ranchers and consumers alike,” 
Riemann says.

Growing With The Industry
Riemann is proud of his team at North American Bison, in-
cluding CFO Tim Lundstrom. “Tim has done a great job in 
helping develop relationships with financial institutions that 
have helped support the company and support us in our ex-
pansion of our facility,” he says.
 Vice President of Operations Mike Jacobson also has 
been critical. “Mike has developed a really winning culture 
in our facility that has helped retain employees, develop con-
sistency and told our customers that our products meet all 
the safety requirements that our customers expect from us 
today,” Riemann says.
 He predicts that North American Bison will continue grow 
with the industry. “Much of what we do on a marketing side 

is really driven on how many live animals we have in the 
industry,” he says, noting that many ranchers are expanding 
their herds.
 “In working closely with the ranching community, we can 
develop a close working relationship that is necessary in 
matching herd development with consumer demand,” Rie-
mann says. 

North American Bison LLC

North American Bison plans to renovate its plant in New Rockford, N.D., this year.>>
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Fifty-fi ve years ago, Bleyhl Co-op was formed based on a promise that it 
would preserve a way of life for its members and communities 
throughout Washington’s Yakima Valley. “We uphold Bleyhl Co-op as a 
community institution that refl ects the honest, hard-working values of 

the communities and customers we serve,” CEO Dan Morano says. “Our goal is 
to preserve a way of life where partnerships are secured 
through trust, relationships and handshakes. Our word is 
our bond.”
 Named after brothers Alex and Carl Bleyhl, the 
Grandview, Wash.-based cooperative was founded in 
1964 with 237 farmers who each chipped in $1. The co-
operative began offering feed for turkeys and progressed 
from there. “What’s really cool about Bleyhl Co-op and 

company profi le

Bleyhl Co-op

so different is the variety of crops we 
serve,” Morano notes. “When peo-
ple think of farming in general, they 
think of corn, but we are much more 
specialized than in the Midwest. Our 
crops include wine grapes, apples, 
blueberries, cherries, mint and hops, 
to name a few. We have member hob-
byists who raise goats and chickens 
– we are a unique, small community 
cooperative that is also cutting-edge.”
 Bleyhl Co-op prides itself on being 
progressive when it comes to women 

Preserving Legacies
Bleyhl Co-op strives to become a world-class cooperative that leads in research 
and innovation through its new stores and fertilizer plant.  By Janice Hoppe-Spiers

Bleyhl Co-op
www.bleyhl.com
Revenue: $90 million
Headquarters: Grandview, 
Wash.
Dan Morano, CEO: “We are 
a very unique, small commu-
nity cooperative that is also 
cutting-edge.”

Bleyhl Co-op is opening the most interactive farm supply store in the world in Pasco, Wash., where it will deliver a whole new customer experience this spring.>>
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in leadership roles and staying innovative when it comes to 
blending the values of its past with the technology of the fu-
ture. “In the three years I’ve been here, I was able to recruit 
a new CFO, Viri Coleman, who is Hispanic and female, and 
recruited two of the top female soil scientists to set up a lab 
on-site,” Morano says. “Since 1964, we have never had a fe-
male board member and today, we have a young female board 
member, Leah Eddie of Eddie Farms, who has helped us make 
dynamic changes. Half our employees are Hispanic and we 
are a bilingual company. We pride ourselves on that and it’s 
really gratifying to see how inclusive we have become. Which 
is to say how much more reflective our leadership team is of 
our membership and the farming community at large.”
 In the farm supply world, there is standard technology 
everyone uses, but Morano went against the grain when he 
took over as CEO. “The first think we did was reimagine how 
the co-op could use technology and differentiate ourselves 
from every other cooperative out there across the country,” 
he explains. “We went to Velosio, a Microsoft partner, and 
asked them to build an entirely integrated system specifical-
ly for us. We will be five years ahead of the industry because 
of the systems we are about to roll out after a two-year de-
velopment process.”
 Bleyhl Co-op is building a customer portal to create full 
transparency for growers when they interact with the coop-
erative. The “B” app portal will allow them to order products 
and view where their products are in the supply chain. “This 
is something few have tackled because of the complexi-
ties of our business model. Our board and leadership team 
agreed it would be a leading differentiator in our market,” 
Morano notes. “Technology has become a high priority and 
our stake in the ground.”

Supplying the Need
Bleyhl Co-op is opening the most interactive farm sup-
ply store in the world in Pasco, Wash., where it will de-
liver a whole new customer experience this spring. The 
20,000-square-foot store will share the space with Great 
Harvest Bread Co. and True Value Hardware, to turn its 
business into a destination and gathering place for custom-
ers throughout the region.
 “The store will feature interactive kiosks to choose the 
feed you need and an elevated level of customer service,” 
Morano says. “The exterior of the building has a retro look, 
inviting and totally unique with the Great Harvest Bread Co. 
attached. Excitement really built up over that and our new 
retail concept. We set out to be the best farm supply co-op in 
the world through technology and truly believing in our core 

values, which are integrity, innovation and independence. 
Those are things that really drive us.”
 For the spring grand opening, Bleyhl Co-op is partnering 
with its vineyard customers to offer “B Courageous” brand-
ed wine. “We will sell limited edition wine inside our stores 
every year and will feature storyboards about the vineyard 
and company that produced it for us,” Morano says. “We 
will donate the proceeds to local charities of our employ-
ees’ choosing.”
 Donations given by the co-op are intended to support and 
strengthen the local farming communities, as well as the 
communities where its employees and customers live and 
work. Bleyhl Co-op funds projects and activities that pre-
serve or enhance the farming community, giving priority to 
projects that include FFA, 4-H, rodeos and fairs, and oth-
er agricultural or farm related functions. “We are in rural 
America and it’s a big deal to help community organizations, 
such as 4H and FFA,” Morano says. “Rural areas are strug-
gling. Kids leave and don’t come back, so we want to shine 
light on our communities, help to support and grow it while 

Bleyhl Co-op
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preserving the community’s way of life. 
Farming isn’t just about the cycle from 
harvest to harvest, it is generational. It 
is family.” 

Forefront of Innovation
Bleyhl Co-op’s two master-degreed soil 
scientists, Catherine Jones and Sarah 
Del Moro, were brought aboard to fo-
cus on soil nutrients and organics in the 
cooperative’s new 6,400-ton state-of-
the-art fertilizer plant at its Grandview 
campus. “They have really advanced 
ideas and are working to put nutri-
ents into the soil without using a lot of 
chemicals, and looking at continuous 
innovation,” Morano says. “We are on 
the forefront of innovation here, and we 
will continue to push the limits.”
 The cooperative is excited for the 
spring opening of its fully automated 

fertilizer plant will get growers in and 
out quicker, but also the possibilities of 
scientific breakthroughs on site. “We 
are hoping to recruit one more soil-fo-
cused agronomist to work on soil sam-
ples in our own lab and use that infor-
mation with the growers’ to come up 
with solutions for soil deficient grapes, 
apples, cherries and hops, which are 
our main service crops,” Morano says.
 Each of Bleyhl Co-op’s 900 members 
vote to appoint eight members who 
serve three-year terms and represent 
the voice of the members who drive 
the cooperative’s strategy in terms of 
innovation, technology and progress. 
“One of our biggest focuses is listening 
to the farmers and developing new, in-
novative ideas, products or services,” 
Morano says. “There are growing pains 
as we are a legacy company where ev-

erything was stable for 20 years, but if 
you look at the state of cooperatives, in 
the 1980s there were 120 and today in 
Washington state there are 15.
 “Farming has changed significantly 
since then,” Morano continues. “In our 
case, our membership operates some 
of the most sophisticated and boun-
tiful farming operations in the world. 
We needed to elevate our game to bet-
ter service our membership. In recent 
years, we have honed our offerings and 
approach to better mirror the needs of 
the farm families that call our co-op 
their home co-op.” 

Bleyhl Co-op

Columbia Bank “It’s a pleasure to work with Jake 
Hardy and Columbia Bank because they share 
many of the same attributes that we value at 
Bleyhl Co-op: customer focus, resourcefulness, 
and urgency to deliver the optimal financing solu-
tions. Columbia Bank has become a true partner 
that our directors, members, and leadership team 
trust.” – Dan Morano, CEO, Bleyhl Co-op
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Energy North Group

In an effort to grow its brand, En-
ergy North Group wants to make 
a name for itself among its East 
Coast clientele.

 Established in 1985, the gas vendor 
started out primarily selling gas and 
diesel fuels. As Energy North Group 
grew, it got into the convenience store 

retail end. “We’re trying to grow that 
side of the business,” says Jonathan 
Ketchum, vice president of retail. 
“We want to be known as a quality 
food provider.”
 In addition to refreshing its retail 
outlets with new shelving and uni-
form fl oor plans, the company has 

also revamped its food offerings. 
“One of the telling issues we discov-
ered is customers told us, ‘You just 
don’t have anything I want to eat [in 
your stores],’” Ketchum says. As a 
result, Energy North Group’s conve-
nience stores have downplayed the 
sugary, fatty snacks for more health-
ful foods. “Our number one category 
is alternative snacks, which includes 
protein and energy bars, and fortifi ed 
waters,” he says.
 The company currently has 41 
sites across six New England states 
and New York, 26 of which have full-
blown convenience stores. Ketchum 
claims that each location tailors its 
product offerings to its store’s specif-
ic clientele. For example, it has a lo-
cation in Boston near Logan Airport. 
“That store is more of a ‘grab-and-go’ 
stop for packaged goods for com-
muters fi lling their rental cars before 
they catch their fl ight,” he says. “Our 
neighborhood stores offer more food 
service options.”
 “We’ve added branded food ser-
vice to some of our smaller stores in 
New England,” Ketchum says. “We’ve 
leased space [in some of our stores] 
to Dunkin’ Donuts and Subway to 

Sales Boost
Providing healthful food options and partnering with local food vendors spur 
Energy North Group’s convenience store sales efforts.  By Barbara McHatton

Energy North Group
www.energynorthgroup.com
Headquarters: Lawrence, Mass.
Specialty: Gas station and conve-
nience store operator
Jonathan Ketchum, vice president 
of retail: “We want [customers] to feel 
comfortable in our stores – hopefully, 
they’ll want to come back.”

company profi le

Energy North Group has 41 sites across six New England states and New York, 26 of which have full-blown convenience stores.>>
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provide recognized brands to our customers.” Additional-
ly, Energy North Group is currently a franchisee of several 
Subway stores. “We want to grow our Subway network, but 
run it with our own staff so we can maintain Energy North 
Group’s customer-first approach,” he says.
 More local stores, such as East Coast-based coffee ven-
dor Aroma Joe’s and Sal’s Pizza, are helping Energy North 
Group grow into a recognized brand. “We’re hoping those 
stores will attract customers other than gas buyers,” says 
Ketchum. “In addition, Sal’s Pizza Plus stores will offer 
sandwiches, fries, onion rings and other food offerings.”
 Another branding opportunity that the company has 
launched is selling freshly-baked cookies in the stores. “Us-
ing small ovens, small batches of cookies are baked in the 
store to entice customers,” Ketchum declares. “We feel that 
it’s a signature item we can become known for to increase 
our brand awareness.”
 As a result, Ketchum claims Energy North Group is being 
accepted more by its consumers as a quality food provider. 
“We want to keep people in our stores by providing Wi-Fi 
charging stations and seating for on-site dining,” he says. 
“We want them to feel comfortable in our stores – hopefully, 
they’ll want to come back.”

Industry Changes
“With cars becoming more fuel efficient and declining de-
pendence on gasoline, we’re seeing a transformation in this 
industry,” Ketchum says. “We want to build up a loyalty 
through our convenience stores and restaurants to keep cus-
tomers coming back.”

 The company also has implemented delivery systems in 
some stores. “We’re working with a third-party organization 
to provide delivery services,” he states. “It’s another way to 
build loyalty in our brand – so when customers think about 
something they need, we’ll be the first to mind.” Energy 
North Group is also planning to institute a customer loyalty 
program to provide discounts and special offers for return-
ing clients.
 As customer service is a primary focus of its efforts, Ener-
gy North Group tries to attract quality applicants. “We offer 
progressive pay, bonus incentives and opportunities for ca-
reer growth,” Ketchum says. “We feel if we treat our people 
right, they’ll do a good job for us.
 “[Management] is very open and honest with its workers,” 
Ketchum says. “[Energy North Group] treats its employees 
with respect and makes them feel part of the organization.
 “I like to think our stores provide a better shopping expe-
rience for our customers,” Ketchum notes. “In addition to 
keeping our stores clean and safe, we want to maintain a 
positive customer experience by hiring quality people.” 

Energy North Group

Energy North Group is gaining consumer acceptance as a quality food provider.>>
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Crosset Company LLC got its start in 1905 as a wholesale produce business 
in Cincinnati. It started small with a few commodities and only serving 
the greater Cincinnati area, but by expanding its product line and geo-
graphic reach, the company has seen steady growth. And now Cros-

set is the leading distributor of organic fresh produce and a premier, full-line, 
full-service wholesaler of fresh produce and fl oral products to customers in the 

eastern half of the United States. 
 “We are passionate produce professionals, steadfast 
in our commitment to the produce industry, customer-fi rst 
focus, service excellence and culture of family, commu-
nity and opportunity,” the company says. “As the premier 
distributor of certifi ed organic produce, we deliver sus-
tainable, profi table growth for our customers and suppli-
ers, and delight the communities they serve.”

company profi le

Crosset Company LLC

 Based in Independence, Ky., Cros-
set offers more than 400 certifi ed 
organic and more than 1,200 conven-
tional items, as well as an extensive 
locally grown program that brings to-
gether growers and customers in the 
Southeast and Midwest. The company 
is part of the Castellini Group of Com-
panies, and with its own facilities and 
its parent’s network, Crosset also can 
provide clients with ripening, packag-
ing and fresh-cut fruits and vegetables 
“while optimizing assortment, quality 
and freshness,” it says. Its fl oral busi-
ness offers fresh-cut fl owers, potted 
blooming plants, foliage plants, hang-
ing baskets and fl oral supplies. 
 Throughout every part of its busi-
ness, the company notes its focus re-
mains on delivering fresher products; 
delighting clients’ shoppers; simpli-
fying customers’ supply chains; and 
driving profi table growth.
 “We partner with the best grow-
ers at home and around the world to 
supply our customers with a complete 
range of the highest-quality organ-
ic, local, conventional, fresh-cut and 
value-added fruits and vegetables, 
along with a broad fl oral selection, 
year-round,” Crosset says. “We serve 
traditional and natural/organic gro-
cery retailers, wholesalers and food-
service operators of all sizes, with 
deliveries both direct-to-store and to 
distribution centers.
 “Crosset Company brings you gen-
erations of produce experience, a 
network of growers, customers and 
facilities that are second-to-none, un-

A Singular Focus
Crosset Company is dedicated to helping customers grow their businesses by 
delivering the freshest produce and floral east of the Mississippi.

Crosset Company LLC
www.crosset.com
Headquarters: Independence, Ky.
Specialty: Produce and fl oral 
distribution and wholesale
Crosset: “We deliver sustainable, 
profi table growth for our custom-
ers and suppliers, and delight the 
communities they serve.”

Crosset offers more than 400 certifi ed organic and more than 1,200 conventional items.>>
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paralleled merchandising expertise, customized supply chain 
solutions and an unmatched passion for customer service, as 
with a singular focus: to differentiate your stores, delight your 
shoppers and grow your business.”

Fresh Delivery
Crosset has achieved ongoing success with a focus on fresh, 
quality products and unparalleled service. For example, the 
company has a 3 million-cubic-foot, state-of-the-art ware-
housing and distribution facility to keep produce and floral 
at peak quality while en route to retail and foodservice cli-
ents. Crosset has the capacity for more than 155 truckloads of 
product per week, and its team is focused on moving product 
in and out while maintaining cold chain integrity. The compa-
ny notes its inventory turns over 150 times each year, which 
means fresher products and higher sales for its customers. 
 The Crosset warehouse has multiple storage zones for 
freshness and quality.
 A dedication to service is also apparent in its distribu-
tion operation, where it aims to simplify customers’ supply 
chains. “Our network, resources, relationships and exper-
tise allow us to procure, receive, store, build and redistrib-
ute loads with unsurpassed precision, care and efficiency,” 
Crosset says. “From our Independence, Ky., distribution hub, 
we provide next-day direct-store delivery and distribution 
center replenishment to grocery, retail, wholesale and food-
service customers. As part of the Castellini Group of Compa-
nies, we leverage the entire Castellini footprint to solve your 
toughest supply chain challenges.”
 Additionally, Crosset works directly with customers’ in-
store personnel to assist with produce and floral merchan-
dising. It says its team of “talented, knowledgeable and high-
ly experienced merchandisers” bring proven merchandising 
strategies and tactics to each client. To further serve retail 
clients, Crosset sends out a weekly newsletter, which fea-
tures merchandising tips, product availability updates, new 
item introductions and organic trends. The company also 
offers training sessions on best practices in areas such as 
maintaining organic produce integrity through the supply 
chain and maximizing seasonal and holiday opportunities. 
 “Crosset Company delivers more than just the best pro-
duce,” the company says. “We provide generations of pro-
duce experience.” 

Crosset Company LLC

Green Field Farms Co-op markets certified organic seasonal produce for 
our small family farms. The sustainability of our co-op hinges on the great 
relationships we have built throughout the years with people like the Crosset 
Company. These relationships have allowed us to grow our product line to 
over 30 different fruits and vegetables. We are continuously adding new 
products and new packaging to pursue new market trends and opportunities.
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Young’s Market Company

Contrary to its name, Young’s 
Market Company is an old 
timer in the food and bev-
erage industry. Founded 

in 1888 by CEO and President Chris 
Underwood’s great-great grandfa-
ther, the business started out as meat 
and groceries outlet. The Califor-
nia-based company grew into a chain 
of 60 neighborhood retail markets by 
the 1920s.
 In 1933, with federal prohibition 
ending, the stores began selling wine 
and spirits. By 1940, the company 
sold off its retail stores and focused 
on wholesaling food, wine and spirits 
to retail outlets. “Back then, we deliv-
ered quality grocery products in our 
shiny red trucks,” Underwood says. 
 To continue this legacy, Young’s 
Market Company’s fl eet of red trucks 
delivers product to bars, restaurants 

and grocery stores. In 1992, when 
Underwood’s father took over the 
business, Young’s Market Company 
sold its food division to completely 
focus on wine and spirits.
 “We’re celebrating 130 years in 
business,” Underwood boasts. “To-
day, we represent 500 different wine 
suppliers with 3,600 different wine 
brands as well as 250 spirits suppliers 
with more than 1000 brands.” Young’s 
Market Company also offers craft and 
specialty beers, sake and other bev-
erages. It has operations in Alaska, 
Arizona, California, Hawaii, Idaho, 
Montana, Oregon, Utah, Washington 
and Wyoming.
 Young’s Market Company sells 
products to licensed retailers through 
fi eld and inside sales teams, an on-
line portal and Express stores, and 
the company provides its retailers 

with marketing support. Moreover, 
Young’s Market Company strives to 
educate its retailers about all aspects 
of the products it distributes. The 
company offers invitations to tast-
ings, seminars and special events to 
further its customers’ knowledge.

Educating Retailers
The distributor’s Estate Group is a 
team that consists of more than 100 of 
the wine industry’s top professionals. 
“We believe that the wine business is 
a people business,” says the compa-
ny. “With each wine there is a story, 
a wine maker and a sales team that 
delivers on each and every bottle.”
 Young’s Market Company recently 
introduced a “Wine Wisdom” col-
umn on its company blog and social 
media. In it, the company’s senior di-
rector of wine training and education, 
Chris Coon, explores various types 
of wines (e.g., sparkling wines are 
currently featured) and how they’re 
produced. There are also some pro-
ducers’ sparkling wines showcased 
along with their fl avor notes. Coon 
also “creates and teaches programs 
to on-board new sales associates,” 
the company says.

Spirited Endeavor
Young’s Market Company distributes a wide variety of spirits, wines 
and beer to its customers.  By Barbara McHatton

Young’s Market Company
www.youngsmarket.com
Headquarters: Tustin, Calif.
Specialty: Wine, beer and spirits 
distribution
Chris Underwood, CEO: “Today, we 
represent 500 different wine suppliers 
with 3,600 different wine brands as well 
as 250 spirits suppliers.”

company profi le

Young’s Market Company’s fl eet of red trucks delivers product to bars, restaurants and grocery stores in several states. >>
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Young’s Market Company

 Within the company’s portfolio is 
a wide range of craft spirits avail-
able through its distribution channels. 
A copy of its Craft & Luxury Guide, 
which lists a variety of different spirits, 
from vodkas to whiskeys to specialty li-
queurs, is available on its website. This 
guide gives a brief background on each 
of these spirits and lists the variety of 
spirits available along with their flavor 
notes and characteristics. Additional-
ly, various distilleries are spotlighted 
and specialty cocktails are featured 

throughout the guide. The company 
also represents craft beer brands in Ar-
izona, California and Hawaii. 

Giving Back
The company has created The Under-
wood Family Foundation to give back 
to the community. The Adrienne and 
Vernon O. Underwood scholarship 
program, which awards scholarships to 
Young’s Market Company employees’ 
children, was named after Chris Under-
wood’s grandparents and has assisted 

nearly 170 students since 2001. The 
company’s campaign to rebuild Napa 
and Sonoma gifted $200,000 to help re-
store homes leveled during 2017’s north-
ern California wildfires. 
 Young’s Market Company also con-
tributed to Sonoma State University’s 
wine business institute for its new Wine 
Spectator Learning Center, a 15,000- 
square-foot learning center that features 
an advanced technology classroom. 

“The fact that Young’s Market Company 
is a family-owned business means we 
understand those businesses.”

MLC has been providing professional consulting services 
for over 30 years. Our focus and priority has always been 
on our clients. While we provide a variety of services, 
our focus is on Business Continuity, Organizational De-
velopment, Corporate Performance Management, and 
Project Management. We take pride in helping organi-
zations grow, increase their sustainability, and perform.
 What truly sets MLC apart is that we combine years 
of expertise with analytical capabilities and human 
development skills. Furthermore, our belief in honest 
relationships with our clients is based on a deep com-
mitment to delivering greater than expected results…
leading to exceptional outcomes, ROI, and mutual trust.
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Winston-Salem, N.C.-based Primo Water Corporation defi nes itself 
as a company that helps its customers live healthier lives 
through better water. It is the largest provider of water dispens-
ers, pre-fi lled exchange water and self-service refi ll water sold 

through major retailers in the United States and Canada. 
Food & Drink International asked Primo Water’s President and CEO Matt Shee-

han about the company’s best practices, productivity, food safety and marketing. 

Food and Drink International (FDI): Tell us about your products and services.
Sheehan: Primo offers refi ll water, exchange water and dispensers. Refi ll al-

lows individuals to take empty bottles to a machine at a 
local retailer and refi ll them with fresh Primo Water. The 
exchange option allows individuals to return and recycle 
their empty Primo bottle for a new, pre-fi lled bottle. Primo 
also offers a wide range of home dispensers.

FDI: How much water do you deliver on an annual basis? 
Sheehan: In 2017, we sold approximately 13.7 million 

company profi le

Primo Water Corporation

bottles of exchange water and vend-
ed approximately 537 million gallons 
of refi ll water.

FDI: Tell us about innovation.
Sheehan: In order to meet and antic-
ipate the needs of our consumers, we 
have developed and continue to de-
velop new and innovative dispensers. 
We have released the hTrio dispenser 
which has a built-in Keurig machine 
with hot and cold-water options, a pet 
dispenser that includes a pet bowl for 
your furry friend and an e-pump for 
on-the-go, easy dispensing. 

FDI: How is your market changing? 
Sheehan: The market is changing 

Pure and Simple
Primo Water Corporation is seeing Americans turn more health conscious.

Primo Water Corporation
primowater.com
Headquarters: Winston-Salem, 
N.C.
Annual revenue: $286 million
Matt Sheehan, president and 
CEO: “Getting families to switch 
from tap to Primo is the greatest 
success we could ask for.”

Primo Water sent hundreds of Primo bottles and handpumps to the North Carolina coast after Hurricane Florence in 2018.>>
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rapidly. In addition to the many issues 
surrounding the quality of our tap wa-
ter, we are starting to see people think 
and buy with an eco-friendly mindset. 
One of our 5-gallon bottles is reused up 
to 40 to 50 times, saving nearly 1,100 
single-serve plastic bottles over the 
course of its lifetime. 

FDI: What distinguishes Primo Water 
from its competitors? 
Sheehan: We like to think of our main 
competitor as tap water. Primo ex-
change water undergoes a nine-step 
purification process to remove harmful 
contaminants that most filters leave be-
hind. We are competing against age-old 
habits that we hope to change. Getting 
families to switch from tap to Primo is 
the greatest success we could ask for. 

FDI: What are some of the challenges 
in your industry? 
Sheehan: The thing that we see as a ma-
jor challenge not only to our business 
but to the wellbeing of our families is the 
assumption that tap water is fine. It’s just 
not. Every day we see a story about the 
high levels of lead in school water foun-
tains or boil alerts popping up across 
the country. We see Primo as a solution. 

FDI: Talk to us about the company’s in-
vestments and acquisitions.
Sheehan: We acquired Glacier a few 
years ago and since then we have con-
solidated our efforts under one brand 
name: Primo. We have made this in-
vestment in Glacier to build Primo as 
a leader in bulk water refill, exchange 
and dispenser solutions. 

FDI: What links does Primo Water have 
with the community?
Sheehan: We are still a relatively small 
company but in 2018 we worked to 
build our philanthropic approach. We 
sent hundreds of Primo bottles and 
hand pumps to the North Carolina coast 
after Hurricane Florence, and we have 
worked with local and national events 
to reduce single-serve plastic waste. 

Primo Water Corporation

Applied Membranes, Inc. (AMI) would like to con-
gratulate Primo Water for their feature article. We are 
honored to be a partner of Primo, working with them 
in developing their excellent business and admire their 
continued growth and success. Dr. Gil Dhawan has 
worked with Primo’s technical team for many years and 
is impressed with the attention to detail and care that 
Primo puts into their products and service. We wish 
Primo continued success. AMI has been the preferred 
supplier of membrane elements and water filtration 
components to Primo Water. In addition to drinking wa-
ter applications, AMI supplies membranes and system 
for other food & drink applications.
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When it comes to providing a luxurious guest experience, InterCon-
tinental Hotel & Conference Center Cleveland is in a class all 
its own. Located on the Cleveland Clinic campus, the hotel spe-
cializes in catering to doctors, business travelers and patients. 

“Cleveland Clinic is a world-renowned hospital catering to heart patients and 
ranked by U.S. News & World Report as the No. 2 Hospital in the United States,” 

Area Director of Human Resources Flo Hunt says. “You 
feel a higher level of guest service, one that is more em-
pathetic, warm and caring because we are taking care of 
patients and their families as well as guest from a broad 
global spectrum.”
 InterContinental Hotel Cleveland features 299 guest 
rooms, two restaurants, one bar and 35,000 square feet of 
conference space. The hotel’s conferencing facilities are 

company profi le

InterContinental Hotel & Conference Center Cleveland

some of the most technologically ad-
vanced in the country, specifi cally de-
signed to create an optimal environ-
ment for meetings and seminars. “Our 
meeting space features stadium-style 
seating and more than $1 million in 
technology,” Hunt adds. “It’s pretty 
unique and we are proud of it because 
it sets us apart from the competition.” 
 Upon entering the InterContinental 
Hotel Cleveland, a striking Roman 
map of the world is made out of mar-
ble. The lobby offers plentiful seat-
ing, live music and artwork on loan 

Catered to You
InterContinental Hotel & Conference Center Cleveland prides itself on 
catering to its guests with its food and beverage offerings.  By Janice Hoppe-Spiers

InterContinental Hotel & 
Conference Center
Cleveland
www.intercontinentalcleveland.
com
Rajeev Gopalakrishnan, 
cluster director of food and 
beverage: “We work hard to 
foster a culture of innovation.”

Rajeev Gopalakrishnan and Flo Hunt say InterContinental Hotel & Conference Center Cleveland offers a “higher level of guest service, one that is more empathetic, warm and caring.”>>
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from the Cleveland Clinic. Guests are greeted with a wel-
come beverage and escorted to their room where they are 
given a tour of the room and services. “We are very cogni-
zant of the comfort level of our guests,” Cluster Director of 
Food and Beverage Rajeev Gopalakrishnan says. “We work 
hard to be sensitive to global etiquette and preserve the In-
terContinental life, while ensuring that we demonstrate em-
pathy to all of guest.”

Feeding the Soul
InterContinental Hotel Cleveland’s Table 45, a Zack Bruell 
restaurant, offers a new take on modern American cuisine. 
Inspired by international flavors of prominent culinary desti-
nations, Table 45’s menu features a collection of unique and 
notable pairings complemented by the casual elegance of 
the restaurant’s modern design. 
 Cleveland’s own chef Zack Bruell reimagines classic cui-
sine through a contemporary lens that elevates ingredients 
to their purest form. His trademark style of layering power-
ful, yet distinctive flavors defines everything he does – from 
French to Asian and Italian to seafood. “Zack Burrell has 
inspired Table 45 to be a premier independent restaurant in 
Cleveland,” Gopalakrishnan says. 
 Table 45 employees are encouraged to showcase their 
own unique personalities and that same autonomy is ex-
pressed in the menu design. As consumer trends or lifestyle 
choices continue to reign supreme in the industry, Table 45 
has taken a step forward in vegan, gluten- free and allergen 
awareness. “We crafted a vegan risotto with a tasty blend 
of barley, mushrooms and cashew cheese.” Gopalakrishnan 
says, “Everyone likes cheese in their risotto, so we soak ca-
shews overnight then blend, grind and season them to make 
it behave as a cheese and guest love what we did with this 
dish and its one of our top sellers”.
 The restaurant also partnered with James Beard Foun-
dation to offer a blended burger made of mushrooms. The 
Blended Burger Project combines meat and mushrooms 
in the same patty to address increasing pressure to serve 
healthier meals and become more sustainable. 

Innovative Spirit
Table 45 features an amazing wine cellar that can hold 2,000 
bottles of wine. “We knew there is a demand for high-end 
wine, so we wanted to find a way to capitalize on this by not 
just selling bottles but by the glass,” Gopalakrishnan says. 
“We invested in the Enomatic wine serving system and be-
came the only upscale restaurant in Cleveland, offering wine 
you can’t typically find by the glass. We started this program 
in March and the response has been great.”

 In addition to its wine program, Table 45 is also raising 
the bar when it comes to events. “People want interactive, 
live stations rather than a carving or display station,” Gopal-
akrishnan notes. “For a unique customer event our banquet 
team build a speakeasy wall with a hidden door and little 
window to use as a backdrop for a bar option. Our innova-
tions are driven by the customer because they don’t want 
banquet events to feel stuffy with chefs in white coats carv-
ing meat – they want it personalized.” 
 Table 45 also prides itself on its sustainability efforts, 
which include removing straws from the dining experience. 
“We removed 100 percent of the straws from our employee 
dining areas and used posters explaining why we are doing 
it,” Gopalakrishnan says. “In all our hotel restaurants, straws 
are only available upon request. The customers have aligned 
with this and we’ve seen zero pushback because they under-
stand it’s a great step toward conservation.” 
 Moving forward, InterContinental Hotel Cleveland plans 
to continue delivering personalized experiences for its 
guests. “Luxury food and beverage is not one size fits all,” 
Gopalakrishnan says. 

InterContinental Hotel & Conference Center Cleveland
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Medinah Country Club

When members dine at 
Medinah Country 
Club, they can be 
confi dent they are 

being served by a team that shares 
their desire to have the best experi-
ence possible. “I have a team of very 
passionate people,” Executive Chef 
Michael Ponzio declares.
 Located in Medinah, Ill., the club 
opened in 1924 but recently com-

pleted a remodeling program. To-
day, it has three 18-hole golf courses, 
100,000-square-foot clubhouses, pad-
dle tennis and a pool. 
 Its dining operations, Ponzio notes, 
include two restaurants, a food truck, 
three halfway houses, a pool kitchen, 
a gun lodge and chef’s garden. One of 
the eateries, the Oasis, is located in 
one of its clubhouses.
 “[It] is our 19th hole that we con-

verted and put a kitchen into because 
it’s so busy,” he describes, adding 
that the clubhouse also features Fire-
side, a farm-to-table restaurant, lo-
cated upstairs.
 “We also have the Casbah, which 
is a craft and cocktail bar,” Ponzio 
continues, adding that the county club 
also features a several banquet areas. 
 Ponzio adds that some of the club’s 
most popular items include the Medi-
nah Meatball, a 10-ounce meatball. 
“It’s very old school, served in mar-
inara sauce,” he says. “It’s fantastic.”
 Other top sellers include the club’s 
custom burger blend, which is made 
from patties that are hand-packed 
on-site, along with its lobster roll. 
“The members take a lot of pride in 
the menu, which is exciting, since it’s 
such a golf-centric program,” he says.

Family in Food
Ponzio joined Medinah Country Club 
in 2013 after gaining extensive expe-
rience in restaurants. “This is my fi rst 
country club,” he says. “It was an in-
teresting change.”
 Under his tenure, the club has 
implemented a methodology to the 
meals it serves, which has involved 

Club Cuisine
Medinah Country Club has earned the pride of members with its menus.
By Alan Dorich

Medinah Country Club
www.medinahcc.org
2017 food and beverage sales:
$5 million+
Location: Medinah, Ill.
Kitchen employees: 60
Michael Ponzio, executive chef:
“I have a team of very passionate 
people.”

company profi le

Top sellers at the Medinah Country Club include the custom burger blend, which is made from patties that are hand-packed on-site.>>
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extensively researching the ingredients. For example, 
“[We’ll look at] where were the pigs raised and what they 
were fed,” Ponzio says.
 “All those kinds of little steps [matter], because people 
want the idea of healthy eating,” he says. “We’re at least giv-
ing them the best products.”
 This vision is shared by his staff, who he has carefully re-
cruited based on personality as opposed to experience. “For 
me, it’s all about attitude,” Ponzio says. “If they can show 
they’re the type of person that fits into our culture, we’ll 
teach them everything we can.”
 His team, he adds, regularly contributes when the club’s 
restaurants make menu changes. “We sit around the table 
and talk about ideas, because we’re a family,” he says. “I 
started it, but they take the ball and start running with it.”

On Its Own
Medinah Country Club uses products from local farmers, 
as well as many ingredients that it grows on the proper-
ty. For example, “[We have] our own chickens for eggs,” 
Ponzio says.
 This program, he notes, started three years ago when the 
club’s general manager approached Ponzio about growing a 
garden, as well as building a chicken coop. “We started with 
12 hens and now we breed them on the property,” he says. 
 Today, it has 40 hens. “The members love it,” Ponzio 
says. “Their kids will take leaves from the garden and feed 
the hens through the fence. We have this whole self-sus-
taining ecosystem.”
 It also has its own maple syrup program. “This year, we’re 
growing up to almost 100 trees,” he says, noting that the club 
expects to produce nearly 100 gallons of syrup this year and 
introduce honey later in 2019.

The Next Step
Medinah Country Club continues to be in growth mode, 
Ponzio says. Currently, it is in the process of constructing 
a large outdoor deck on the rear side of the Oasis that will 
connect to the Casbah “to enhance the members’ service,” 
he says. 
 He also sees collaboration in the club’s future, which will 
find it partnering with one of the local farms. “They’re going 
to give me a fairly large chunk of land to grow our products,” 
he says. 
 This will allow Ponzio to continue keeping a close eye on 
the ingredients in its kitchen. “That’s definitely the next step 
when it comes to the culinary side,” he concludes. 

Medinah Country Club

“We started with 12 hens and 
now we breed them on the 
property.” – Michael Ponzio

The club uses products from local farmers, as well as ingredients it grows itself.>>
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Wholesome Options

Medinah Country Club’s dining options include two 
restaurants, a food truck, three halfway houses, a 
pool kitchen, gun lodge and chef’s garden. Page110
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